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Don’t you hear the children coining.
Coming into school?
Don't you hear the master drumming
On tie window with his rule?
Master drumming, children coming
1 nto school?

has au article which en-

prove that crows are useless,
mil ought to be exterminated, because of

tleators to

their depredations, such as robbing nests
their eggs and young, destroying crops
that the farmers have raised, and plucking seed from the earth as soon as it has
germinated and appeared at the surface,
lie is too hard on these black innocents.
1 lie crows live almost exclusively
ill

Tip-toed ligures reach the mitch.
Tiny lingers click the latch:
Curly-headed girls throng in
Lily-tree 1‘rom toil and sin.
Breezy boys bolt in together.
upon
Bringing breaths of winter weather.
worms, grubs, insects of every kind, and
Bringing baskets Indian checked.
the tles'n of dead animals
are
often
Dinners in thenisadly wrecked.
They
-ecu in
Buddy-handed, mitteiis otf.
great numbers gathering worms
Soldiers
rush from tin* Malakoti—
that the farmer turns out in his furrows
Built of snow and marble white.
wlien plowing iw the spring. They do \
Bastions shining in the light,
not destroy
Marked with many a dint and dot
enough crops or seed in the
t
)f the ice-cold cannon shot!
to
be
to
one-tenth
of
the ;
ground
equal
Hear the last assaulting shout !
good they accomplish as destrovers of in- ;
Sec the gunners rally out—
sects
there are many farmers who have
< barge upon the battered door—
not given the crow half the credit due to
School is called, and battle o\ r!
him; it they would only observe his hab- Scribner'> f«»r May.
its more closely, they would soon asccriin that he need-their protection and cnl-'rtim Yirtor Hugo's "Nimt\ ilir«■*
oiiragement.
The Story of the Gun.
lint listen to the defence Audubon gives
:iis bird: the crow devours myriads of I
1
war nmi'lti' Fluvmuiv. sailing from
hr
|
unibs every day ill the year that might j .h-rsey lor tin* French coast in tin* st nice ol’ttn*
Freurli ltnyalist.*. carried a mysterious [ins-wnwaste the farmer’s fields
s
it

destroy if.-r. \\ hose name was known only to the a|*innumerable, every one ol | lain amt his chief ortiecr, tmt who afterward tipi'
wliii
h
an
to
his
s
enemy
jxiultry and his ! pears as tin* Marquis de l.antenae, the IfovalM
rail
.i•.
tile rehard
Hocks
Why then should the farmer he leader in l.a Vendee. The lireaking loose of a
■"1
" .1.ng
condition.
a
>r|it
-o
ungrateful when lie sees such services etirromide in tin* gun-deck interrupts a converI n
.!i*t< r:11’iu the n, Mai v uliio id the
rendered to him by a providential friend sation between these three men, and the de1
ii
Inti nue. we
ip,'
of the scene of destruction that fol;
a- to
that frien 1 even to the scription
v
lowed forms one of the most powt rful episodes
t
,.111
..ills!
use.
.muujaiy death prosecute
: ot the novel.J
uk'-n M il. till•!i■
placed at inOne of the carronades ot the battery, a
Mrc-t. w ii :. :i..
mm'- miM. with the aeHelping Chickens out of the Shell,
tae amount assumed
twenty-lour pounder, had got loose.
mini!:iti.Mi-, p" "ia
W
:1 i
This is perhaps tin* most formidable of
unfrequently biiil that some
till- a.lie 1 tile Vila I'd, e r tile capiv
tk cliiok is held a prisoner after his
ocean accidents.
i:
Nothing more terrible
rr]ip1', tiled 1 >\ tl.- dm,' when the
....!ii■ >n.' had gained their freedom, can happen to a vessel in opt n sea and
-.i~, s 1
■rehard
tl
ml- domed i 11y '.old
and !■' help him out of the shell is a very under full sail.
*inTie iv,'.' :
>tie. \itv.
A gun that breaks its
1
"tie
;m
Titl’d delicate process and one requiring a steady
midi
.1. '.I
tin
moorings becomes
.''often the membrane by placing
tl
il 1111- hand,
VI
it
'I
: M
: !i!V
suddenly some imleseibable supernatural
the egg in warm water; then break the beast.
It is a machine which transforms
a ;111y exiraortr,
shell at the large end and continue to chip itself into a monster. This mass turns
updV
.-mail
all
round
till
the
m t e1111• -, sup]iose
pieces
upper on its wheels, lias the rapid movements of
half
of
the egg is removed
"mailt the minimum
During the a billiard ball; rolls with the rolling,
:
mm
I h aggregate amount operation carefully avoid loss of blood, pitches with the pitching; goes, comes,
■••:.!
from this income which in nine eases out of ten will prove pauses, seems to meditate; resumes its
... i ars
take
fatal, even though but a few drops are course, rushes along the ship from end to
v. ,e d r limv v
,o
indiplaivd at in- lost.
end like an arrow, circles about, springs
",it
wit
tin increment
;n :
As soon as the chick is clear of the shell aside, evades, rears, breaks, kills, oxter- i
] ;;;} s at till' olid of
ii in warm flannel, or in a piece of minutes.
It is a battering-ram which ns- |
'!
rt
"tl
tae
has
U.mi, put
I'I let'
:■ -it
More- !
.i.m
': ".a a jK'i'tii u of tilt.' sheepskin with the wool left on. and place saults a wail at its own caprice.
e
",
am,
-ted. a- pemi- it in a warm, dry spot near a lire to warm i over the battering-ram is metal, the wall
1
and
About
the
second
or
wood. It is the entrance ot matter into
;te
gain strength.
'ia. " of the
t"
have expired. third day the chick will be strong enough liberty. One might s.iv that this eternal i
to
be
under
the
old hen. (which should -lave avenges itself.
It seems as if the
.■ t
put
e.;ming- annually be
j
done by night.) and in a week cannot : power of evil hidden in what we call in- I
i f" "o tii.'ii
In
ipita as:."""''". < distinguished from the rest of the brood animate objects finds a vent and bursts
M course there is no place where regular- suddenly out. It has an air of
:* Mint;
"I
a.
net
mie
hicleeii per
having lost
ly hatched chickens will do so well as nu- patience, of seeking some tierce, obscure
not in
clei the warm cover of their mother's retribution : nothing more inexorable than
'tie
t
it" and
h -iitt 1'
per -ent. per
lint in the ease oi chickens artifi- this rage of the inanimate. The mad mass |
mum : r
forty v ears, when the ore-bard wings,
cially helped into the world, almost sure has the bounds of a panther, and the \
st.
death will inflow if they are left to he
J117 on taki
aweight of an elephant, the agility of a
j
|ie mniieiit capibustled about by their stronger brethren mouse, the
tal
obstinacy of the ox, tin* unexand trampled upon by the hen. who is
i.-te el "t' tell
[ v\
\_M
I'
pectedness of the surge, the rapidity of
governed in her motions more bv the lightning, the deafness of the tomb. It
.air-:tta.ng fund, as liel"
m
i.nl at the end average strength of her flock than by the weighs 10,1100 pound.-*, and il rebounds like
-it.
i.avo in
of fort
ated. t taki needs ot the weaker and more backward a child’s ball, its tlight is a wild whirl
ev
n<t
rehard, ones, [Exchange.
abruptly cut at right angles. What is to
A tempest
lie done? llow to end this?
>. "114.■" 'it "tie.tal "1
; -n
Granges in the Southern States.
nak
tiimh allowance 1. >r
ceases, a cyclone passes, a wind falls, a
it seems to be pretty generally admit- broken mast is replaced, aleak is.stopped, :
ai Iks
vs titid ml', "r-e eomiugeiieies,
i
vprieto tin n ha- re- ted that the establishment of the l’atrons a lire dies out; but how to control this j
maining aitv; the. •hard'- annual net "t Husbandry in the Southern States is be- enormous brute of bronze ? In what way <
m.vlil"
lei •. v, -Id
1
1'liis will ing attended with, if possible, more mark- can one attack it?
mo at nine
ed benefit than is derived from the movetl..
epiI
You can make a mastiff liear reason, asipii. ..I
ment at the North.
Tim order in the loiinil a bull. Caseinate a boa,
eem per annum : m the ti .rt \ y ars
frighten a ']
idle the Ol ii:11 d " Hit mtli
wln n the South si eins to have given a marked im-often a lion; lint there is no re- 1
tiger,
!
.".ill. tl
lake- it place petus to white immigration, so much source with that monster, a cannon lei
N n. Wh" ea;
i. ny tiiat "lie-half this needed i" occupy the fertile yet. unim- loose.
You cannot kill it
il is dead: ai
:
result, iv,,"hed M,
.Mauiifae- the -aim* time it live-. It lives with a -in
Many "tuition- and proved lands in those state
l
a.
exigt-neie and torie aiv also syringing up by which i-ter life bestowed on it by Infinity.
ample aliowaie
llu* raw product ot that region is
,.i
\\ ith
'UlMMmm"
.issumci
fiie planks beneath it give it play. It ibeing
a bund mt
s
The Pa- liioved
lii/alion
And wrought into fabrics at home.
if ay
by the -hip, which is moved by tin*
.t
i-nmii'..
],r ,u I that tin good trons have also exercised a must import- sea. which is moved by the wind. Tliis
ant
influence
in
w
down
bitter
see-I
ird
-tli
ivii
lliims.-iiiil
dollars
apple
toiling
destroyer i- a plaything. The ship, the
V. .'
VVtl
ill -I"IV
the !u'l •position to lie IjonuJ dlllereliees and the rancor ot party
waves, the blast-, all aid it: lienee its !
demon -tint, d.
pirit. which have heretofore exerted such frightful vitality. Jb>w to assail this fury
influence
all
And i a ny tanin
Indus-1
i ambit iole- to bedemoralizing
upon
j ot complication? llow to fetter this muuof
hundred tiion and trial pursuits there. They have stimulat- -trou- mechanism for wrecking a -hip?
'(iieath ii
tr
ml
I
'll 'liar
:.I
leavhi- heir- a ed improved mode of agriculture, and Hmv foresee it- comings and going-, its
■v .-i:
painted i.d iv, kept apple orchard :e eumplished much in reliev ing southern | returns, its stops, its -lioek ? Aliy one of
d a hundred
If jhe i fambi- planters from the exacting demands ot : the -e blows upon the side may stave out
lienee il is no wonder that i l In* vessel. 1 low divine its awful
t
middlemen
let dm pi i.'t:
;,d
lain tilly nerigyrat ion-!
the order s popular there, as much so, One has to deal with a
m
or tvi only
r liv e. or at least one
projectile which
e !'
il tiiat
lie 111-.1 lire f I d-'ea pai'it V
perhap-. a- in any section of the. I'nion thinks, seems to possess idea-, and which
and the mi. trmli a "f his if -ires. If lie flic measure of usefulness of llm Patrons changes its direction at each instant. How
of llu-bandry is as wide as are the bounds
can do mi'f". tei in
one fail to plant one
stop the course of something which must
I Paei
tv.ml nouri-h ti’el pn tcct it The petted v\ Inch enclose tin ir held of action
be avoided ? The horrible cannon llings
lie Rural Pre—
-a
tr-.'i wiil i.-tirn
m hini a- the child
itself about, advances, recoils, strikes to
iook.-. to t e ,' trim! i.11• pr,iteetion and
the left, dees, p asses, disconcerts ambushes,
Some Settled Questions.
I
breaks down obstacles, crushes men like
mpath; .ad it vv .ii return t" him a
eat row ird. Ilis
If. during the period since agriculture tlies. The great danger ot the situation
;
icmstslves under | became :t subject of accurate and earehil is in the
mobility of its base. How com!
a an. lie-, and lim! health
-had' vi
-tudy we have settled nothing, the pros- bat an inclined plane which has caprices?
J
ttd
a
tViid
and hi- children to pect in the future i< discouraging enough, The
ship, so to speak, lias lightning imtie !" if!i
L*-!
.-ili.ni when. perchance. lint we have settled many questions and prisoned in its womb, which seeks to esj
"the. in .nun,.-lit .-hail remain to dethey should not be opened again, it is ! cape"; it is like thunder rolling above an
clare t)ie story oi Id- lit.
certain that unleaehed wood ashes are earthquake.
In an instant, the whole, crew were on
j worth to the tanner double the leached:
that gas-house lime is not only in general foot.
A• ■;
i• >s
A
The fault was the chief gunner’s:
M a M i;i
correndm !
d. ii ;• -111 tli"'- sul tjv'Ct, in the I valueless, but deleterious to most soils: lie had neglected to ii\ home the screwthat green corn fodder, if raised in drills, nut. of the
and had so badid.r i!
\N
!
int
profitable with full access of light and air, is higlilv ly shackledmooring-chain,
the tour wheels ot the carrona
a
i:;a: u:v
on tin* surnutritious and valuable, but if raised front ade that the play
g •;
given to the sole and
fav
lb 'daw m.t in January. February, broadcast sowing in a close mass is almost tramc had separated the platform, and
worthless.
It
is
certain
that
deep plough- ended by breaking the breeching. The
aia I Mar--a
s
: a
manure lie "an serape
ing on a great variety of soils, is better cordage had broken, so that the gun was
-am- ii’-ls an-!
ii
on
;■ ad"at tl"
spreads
than shallow, and that manure spread on no longer secure on the
carriage. The
’inen
"ii the snow :is the
grass lands, under favorable conditions, stationary breeching which prevents reH:
wheat i- top-dressed will give protitalde grass returns.
coil, was not in use at that period. As a
A class of men attend farmers'
meetings, heavy wave struck the port, the carronade.
a !.
■,
a
-.Ola:,
wad-!, improves the
| wh seem to make it their business to dis- weakly attached, recoiled, burst its chain,
ad 1
■'.!
1 he a11 \
antages pute (>ver\ statement ottered, and sen.se- and began to rush wildly about. Conceive,
los- controversy takes the
place of instruc- in order to have ail idea of this strange
b- i in- w Jieli the tive debate. Those who have important sliding, a drop of water running down a
lacks to present, facts derived from ext; 11■ -.
f.iriiiii' ii.
am! in cold weather
pane of glass.
At the moment when the lashing gave
wd"i: h" .ii; a a m \ d<> an) tiling else. d«I. perience and careful experiment, are conironted
and
by stupidity
1 he gr -n I
ignorance, and way. the gunners were ill the battery,
n-a
"lit up and trampled
tic best thoughts and deductions are lost some in
hard
mi.- iad wagon.-.
groups, others standing alone,
People
of in the general rubbish of
‘it. ii La,.
in tin spring or after a sight
vapid occupied with such duties as sailors pertalk
and
disputations. [Boston Journal form in expectation of the command to
! ra
d. wa
m-a iie* ground is soil,
of < 'heniistry.
clear for action. The carronade, hurled
"
'an
an
ip mi
p tin* nmi-t ground.
forward by the pitching, dashed into this
hat t
iur«- tin- ground more than the
Potato Culturo.
knot of men, and crushed lour at the lirst
on;
w< ii
i d
■_ ,nd ; and thus throw
.1 I,
; oth 111»*it
o or
ml manure awav
Terkins, Harrison county. Iowa, blow; then flung back and shot out anew
No
t"ai;i
li-*i; -'
_dit "'i any
eitivated one of the successful competitors for the by the rolling, it. cut in two a tilth poor
m-ir 4i!
laud -. wii"
ill mad" a t rack ■S>bO premium ottered by IS K. Bliss & lellow, glanced off to the larboard side,
iii"b F-ep
an
i*.-d and pulverized 'sons last year for the largest quantity of and struck a piece of the battery with
pipotatoes grown front one pound of seed, such force as to unship it. Then rose the
ground excepted
gives the following method of culture.
cry of distress which had been heard. The
In tiie tirst place I select the
Id
M a Mil
ici
i:n
do-iati
lightest men rushed toward the ladder—the gunsoil I have, one y ear in advance, if poor, deck emptied in the
twinkling of an eye.
d"t .re tin* ( eutral j
saull, in in addi.
i I
give it a liberal dressing ol barnyard The enormous cannon was left alone, she
< did. i-eJ.it-.-d the folNew 'i ";‘i ! arm'
'manure; turn it under very deep, then was given up to herself. She was her own
: -wing e\p"j,i:n at in tin* app;n ation of i sow on some green crop, such as wheat, mistress, and mistress of the vessel.
She
|
or oats, and plow under before it
get could do what she willed with both. The
| rye
green and r- *tt" I manure
i -<) large that I cannot cover all with the whole crew, accustomed to laugh in battle,
I have u-"d rxeivntent matter in the
j
I let it lie over until sping; then trembled now.
To describe the universal
tin- \ "ar. -pivad and ploughed |1 plow.
-gang
make a compost of salt one part, slacked terror would lie
impossible.
,;dd"! '-I'l "11
at "d. alld Well
incorpo- i lime two parts, unleaehed wood ashes
•
'apt. Boisberthelot and Lieut. Yieuville
rate'! w ith to-».!. ami planted the laud
lour part.-: put one good sized handful in although both intrepid men,
stopped at
'a
d |
da:
1"
did finely,
pi : u.
each hill then cover all from four to six the head of the stairs, and remained nmte,
A'"ii
un*«:
"f
and
line
for tin*
.*ry
inches deep, according as the season is pale, hesitating, looking down on the
ii n
tnbi"
At tin* am
ami on tin* same
wet or dry : the dryer the soil, the
deeper dock. Some one pushed them aside with
d
of
land,
Under
well lotted the
piece
plough
covering should be; keep the weeds hi- elbow and descended
saim*
manure,
with the
cultivation; ami down,
and the ground mellow with hoe
It was llieir passenger, the peasant, the
tli" potatoes were overgrown, dl-sliaped
and cultivator until just before the blos- I man of whom
they hail been speaking a
in*1 soggy, not lit lbr market or tin* table.
soms make Ilnur
appearance; then hill up moment before.
M tlu-ory in tin* « a a* of tin* dilferenec in
broad and llat slightly
\\ hen he reached the font of the ladder
cupping towards
ic quality ol tile eiop \\'a-. that the in:i- 1 tiie
vb.es. in order to hold light showers ; he stood still.
'«!"
being well composted the action on of rain : keep the weeds down by
cutting | The cannon came and went along the
1 d"
plant- were -<• vigorou- a to cause the olt or pulling up. I do not disturb
the deck, (tnc might have fancied it the 11 v1‘f'1
t" grow
very rapidly, eonseqiicnt- ground after this time, a it, would injure ing chat lot of the'
Apocalypse. The marine
j
tiiwere
and
not
for
the
lit
soggy
! the tubei s that are then in process of for- lantern
from the ceiling added
oscillating
1'd
W herea-. on the
1
part planted with mation
a dizzying whirl of
lights and shadows
1
w
i11at<■ rial. the
j
deeonqiosition was
to this vision,
flic shape of the cannon
!
’’aphi -lough to feed the plants just
vni> Ili.ATii
Dr. Hunt said at. was undistinguishable from the
1'iiL 11
rapidity
"tiomjh and at tin* ight time.
of its course; now it looked black in the
a recent meeting id'the AVarsaw Horticul“an
absence
of
tural Society, that
traits light, now it cast weird relleetinns through
Ki'ii'i 1 V' ■' in s or Huaum \ i.
Fowl implied doctor's bills.'' AVe have urged the gloom.
often make gn-at mis- linIt kept on its work of destruction. It had
many years the importance ot a regutakes in -peaking ot eertain breeds of lar
supply of ripe fruit to prevent disease, ; already shattered lour other pieces, and
liralima
for
instance, are said and insisted that the best medicine chest I dug two crevices in the side, fortunately
poultry,
ru be unfit I'm1 the t tide until seven or
winch an emigrating, family could carry ; above the water-line, though they would
eight months old. and then are set, down to a newly settled country would be a box leak in ease a squall should come on. It
as
dry and coarse in tb-sli Uegavding my- of early bearing limit trees, cut rant, goose- dashed itself frantically against the frutnes(df as ii. epicuiv, and has ing raised fowls
berry and raspberry bushes, ami straw- j work ; the solid tie-beams resisted, their
ot all breeds and eaten them stall ages,
berry plants. AVe knew a family who I curved form giving them great strength,
and with all sauces. 1 do pronounce iirah- moved West, ar.d took with them*i very ! hut they creaked
ominously under the asmas as
equal to the best quality of fowls large supply of dried limit, which lasted saults of this terrible club, which seemed
at the age of four and live months, being them
throughout the first summer. None endowed with a sort of appalling ubiquity,
at that time very tender and juicy, and
id them were sick
although disease pre- striking on every side at. once. The strokes
weighing from seven to eight pounds per vailed all about them that year; but the of a bullet shaken in a bottle would not be
pair, lirahmas' hardiness, quick growth, next year, with more comforts and less madder or more rapid. The four wheels
good laying qualities of large and abund- privations, but with no fruit, they .suffered passed and repassed above the dead men,
ant eggs, summer and winter, should much Irom sickness. Other western resicut, carved, slashed them, till the five
place them high in the scale of estimation dents have told ns that so long as they corpses were a score of stumps rolling
ot those wishing to keep a
quiet, hand- could have ripe fruit, they have been free about the deck ; the heads seemed to cry
some and useiul fow l.
[Journal of the front all disease resulting from malaria. out; streams of blood twi|ted in and out
Farm.
of the planks with every pitch of the vessel.
[Southern Farmer
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From the Boston

lilVKKDALK,

South

Daily I’"-!

ll1 Up F,N V CotVJY Mbs., /
bYni OF Al’JlI!.. 1ST!.
S

Would that every Northern \e’er
«
uld
thi' country at this time of writing.
Flic « oi
dition of atfairs i- simply inde-, rii.ai
From
Memphis b> Vicksburg, anti on to N« \\ (h|
and tin* Gulf of Mexi«
the lever- :.iv alrrnd\
so broken by innumerable
crevasse*
that it
those which still hold stand the piv.-sur- »f tin
rise reported above as coming down on top
;
the already unprecedented high water, then- i
a*
imo-i
l»nt little saved: and if they yield,
probable, there will he next to nothing out
water except trees and house- «>n high ground
over an area of territory larger than Holland.
Belgium or Denmark. Do tin capitalist- ..f :i
Northern and Eastern State-, know what ! L >
simple statement implies? That the pre-ent
high water has placed tin most fertile ami \ a'
ulne portion of the cotton, ,-ugar and ri«
producing country beyond any hope of produ*
thi- year? That there is danger <1 absolute
starvation to thousands of human being-, ami
that thousands of cattle and mules are
already
dead or dying? It is now the very critical period
of the planting season in this'latitude, as the
seed should all be in the ground bv the end <,i
April, and there is as yet. on score of plantations. no chance even to plough, and the water
may not drain otf before June. So many bales
less of cotteii: >o much less on the credit side
of the American account with l ngland and
France, The North lias become so accustom- d
to the pitiable condition and eo-.uplands of the
‘southe rn states, still in the grasp of the carpet
baggers, that it look* on with the complacency,
of the Pharisee w ho stood a. the street-corner
and thanked God he was not like unto tin■•-»•
men.
Let them take car-, lest the rightcmiretribution meted out to the Pharisee In- not
their own portion. Louisiana, Arkansas and
Mississippi, with South Carolina and Florid
and portions of Alabama and North < ar.Jina.
are
being rapidly tianstbrined into a m u
Lthiopa, w here no w1 .r.■ man le- adveuturou
than a Mungo Park m I »r. Livingstone w ill dare
to show l»is lace in less than a single generation,
as event* arc now progressing. Not a redeemed,
glorified and sublimated Lthiopa, where hlael.
men prove themselves worthy of the freedom
(forced upon them by other- and never won b\
their own exertions), which the poet* ti ll u (carmal only by those “who would !••• fr< >-. them*
-■<
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The

several places,
ceiling damaged
began to gape. The whole ship was filled
with the awl'ul tumult.
The Captain promptly recovered his
composure, and at his order the sailors
threw down into the deck everything
which could deaden and cheek the mad
rush ot the gun—mattresses, hammocks,
spare sails, coils of rope, extra equipments
and the hales of talse assignats, of which
the corvette carried a whole cargo; an infamous deception, which the English considered a fair trick in war.
liut what could these rags avail ? No one
dared to descend to arrange them in any
useful fashion, and in a few instants they
were mere heaps ot lint.
There was just sea enough to render an
accident as complete as possible. A tempest would have been desirable; it might
have thrown the gun upside down, and
the four wheels once in the air. the monster could have been mastered. Hut the
devastation increased. There were gashes
and even fractures in the masts, which,
imbedded in tin; wood-work of the keel,
pierce the decks of ships like great round
pillars. The mizzeu mast was cracked,
and the mainmast itself was injured under
the convulsive blows of the gun.
The

axe-stroke. The gunner, it driven back
against the side, was lost. I'he crew uttered a simultaneous cry.
Hut the old passenger, until now immovable. made a spring more rapid than
all those wild whirls. He seized a bale of
t!ie false assignats, and. at the risk ot being crushed, succeeded in flinging it between the wheels ot rite earronade.
This
nuuncuvre, decisive and dangerous, could
not have been executed with more adroitness and precision
by a man trained to all
the exercises set down in “Durosel’s Manual of Sea-( iunnerv."
I'he bale had the clfeet of a plug. A pebble may -ton a log, a tree-branch turn an
avalanche The earronade stumbled. The
gunner, in hi- turn, seizing this terrible
chance, plunged his iron bar between the
spokes at one of the hind-wheels. The
lannon was
stopped. It staggered. The
man. using the bar as a lever, rocked it
to and fro.
The heavy mass turned over
wait a clang like a falling bell, and the
gunner, dripping with sweat rushed forward headlong, and passed the slippingnoosc of the
tiller-rope about the bronze
ins k ot the overthrown monster.
Il was ended.
The man had conquered.
The ant had subdued the mastodon; the
pigmy had taken the thunderbolt prisoner.
1 he marines and the sailors
clapped
tin 1 r hands.
the crew hurried down with cables and
chains, and in an instant the cannon was
securely lashed.
T|ie gunner saluted the passenger.
Mr," he said to him. “you have saved
nn life.’’
1 lie old man had resumed his
impassible attitude, and did not reply.
The man had comptered. but one might
say that the cannon had comptered also,
immediate shipwreck had been avoided,
but the corvette was by no means saved.
The dilapidation ot the vessel seemed irrei he -dip's had live breaches,
mediable.
one ol which, very
large, wa- in the bow.
Out ot' the thirty carronades, twentv lav

in

Who

are

tho

Irish ?

Fluted Slates. Our first explorers, Ivane
and others, as F.ngland s, also, McClure
and others, were Irish. The ministers of
the < dispel that Washington confided in
and trusted, in Xew York, Xew Jersey,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, were John
Rogers, Janies Caldweil, Alexander McWhortor, (ieorge Dutlield and Patrick Allison—all sons of Irishmen
It was an Irish society,
l iie Friendly
Sons of St. Patrick,’' of Philadelphia, composed of Catholics and Protestants, that
saved Washington's army from destruction

Hon. William E. Robinson of Brooklyn,
late a member of Congress, answers this

question

as

The- Irish

follows:
were

the Americans in the

days id George. Washington, and every
day since then they have been, as they
will continue to be, more and more so.

Prior to the commencement of this century the emigrants to this country were
in a laige preponderanse Irish.
More
Irish arrived in
in 17211 than

Philadelphia

all the Plymouth and Jamestown colonies at Valley Forge, through gratitude tor
twice told. At the Revolution the Irish which (ieorge Washington himself became
were Americans, the
English were anti- a naturalized Irishman that he might beThe head of
Americans. There were ten Irish generals come a Son of Si. Patrick.
around Washington to one English gen- our navy and our Vice Admiral are Irish.
eral.
Most ot the English were Loyalists The lieadofe.u. army is no better than an
and Tories.
Almost all the Irish were Irishman, for his wife is a Catholic; and
Patriots and Republicans. It is a strange our Lieutenant (icncral is Catholic and
perversion of history that the trim Ameri- Irish. A 1'. Stewart, the leading merchant
cans should be called
foreigners and the of the world, and John Tyndall, the greatenemies of George Washington should lie est scientist living, are Irish : and Proctor,
called Americans. But if the Irish at the now charming the scientific circles, i-, I
time of the Revolution were as numerous believe, a Catholic.
I do not deny that Irishmen have their
as the English, how is it at the
present
day ? Look at the Irish of the Revolu- faults here, Xinc-tenths of their tailings
tion.
Almost every one of them had ten are due, however, to the poisoned liquor
or a dozen children.
Rev. Dr. Samuel so easily obtained here
Many of them
was
battery
being destroyed, fen pieces
MeClintock, an Irishman's son born in. thu \ ictims of povert \ at home, are looked
out
of the thirty were disabled; the
j
Massachusetts, had sixteen children, four | upon as the representatives of the land
breaches multiplied in the side, and the |
Not. even a
of whom were officers in Washington's which gave to America the greatest por- selves must strike the Mow.Liberia, but a Veritable reproduction of ILiyti.
corvette began to take in water.
armv.
Rev. James Long Sloss, of Antrim, tioaoi her population, manhood, andmiud. Ashahtee uul
ihere
The old passenger, who had descended
growing
Abyssinia,
whose son is now a member of Congress These, however, are but the rust upon her under the star-spangled banner and tin up
;egi- of
to tin' gnu-deck, looked like a form
saluv
and
which
a
musket,
little
care
and
the
from
of|
l llited state.- Constitution. I -raively ,-\Alabama, had nine children. Rev.
stone stationed at the loot ot the stairs.
James Waddel.of Xowrv.thc blind preach- trouble will rub olV. and lento the metal pe«-r to he believed when 1 :n»ure you tlia’f tin*
He stood motionless, gazing sternly about
result
of
a- it i- to he vvitne-.-ed
and
I
These
arc
but
the
er of
bright
spots in tlii- emaueipatiou.
Virginia and the tutor of Madison, pure
locality, which I am well a--ured is a
upon the devastation. Indeed, it seemed
had ten children.
Rev. Dr. Finlay, of upon the sun. The light of In land's glory | favorable illustration of most
portion- of the
impossible to take a single step forward.
Armagh. President of Princeton C.d'loge. in spito of these spots, still warms ami il- Southern State-, wln-iv tin- Macks iniaiiiiiilii r
Kadi bound of the liberated earronade
as
it has in days gone by, the j the white- -utUcieutlv to retain power. I -a\
and grandfather ot Professor S. I', it. luminates.
lnenaneed the destruetion of the vessel.
of emancipation, after nioiv than
.Mur.se, had eight children, Bev. Charles universe of mind What a Barry or a j the result
I Freedmen*- Bur- an-. iml’n ateA few minutes more and shipwreck would
Years
ol' Antrim, a second cousin of De- Berkeley, a ('arroll or a < lint on, a Fulton j eight mi
Beatty,
tliat
far i- slavery from having been e\ti
1
be inevitable.
Witt Clinton, and a chaplain in Washing- or a .Morse, a Knox or a Jackson, a Rowpated, as ifondly believed by the adv..< an
They must perish or put a summary end
ton'- army, hail eleven children, four of an or a Sheridan, a Montgomert or a I of < reatiug liberty ‘it t ttrmis, that in the p’:n
to the disaster—a decision must be made
them ollieers in the American army, and W ayiie. ma\ be worth to America 1 can- : f two or three hum In d tlnm-aml -lav eholder-.
—but how ?
as before* tin war. there are now nearer a milnot tell, but the political economist know
one of them afterwards a member of the
lion, the only ditfereme being that tin
What a combatant—this cannon! They
American Congress. Bev. James Met B e- that an able-bodied man i- worth a thou- !»Jhnn holderof slave.- paid -onie attention to
must cheek this mad monster. They must
sand
dollars
to
our
national
wealth
liven
tln-ir jdiv-ieal wrll-h:ng, while tic
got' arrived in New Kngland in ITls. with
liliim, .,f
seize this flash of lightning. They must
useless in their frames.
the
unlettered
and
unhusbandpoorest emigrant,
and lather- win* n \v won,
one hundred Irish families
He had ten
negro
overthrow this thunder-bolt.
ho rarronade which had been raptured
I heir w iv
and
who
ruml
r
11.
and
iworth
i.i-h
Idaknown,
dies,
dauglit*
ehildren. llissou David, born in Ireland,
only digs
tln-\ look on appear to lack in inniiv
Hoisberthelot said to l.a Vieuvillc "Do ami rechained was itself disabled ; the had nine ehildren.
not
Over every cradle,
At this rate the de- his weight in gold
the
only
knowledge m-e.--ary to limit tin -,r
screw <d the
breech-button was forced, scendants of this
you believe in (>od, Chevalier?'’
Irishman and hi- on every highway of labor, nearest to ertions within reasonable bound-, but
single
n tieLa Yiruville replied. "Yes. No. Some- aml|thc leveling "I the piece impossible fellow
immigrants would now number deatii on danger's pathwav, .>ver which humanity one might naturally r\p,-rt uml
times."
iiicouseipience. This battery was reduced about one million, and they are the best our nation pursues her grand career, the sllell eircum.-tanees. I he -in-er.-tii! j lalit'-r"In a tempest?"
to nine piece-.
The hold had sprung a blood of New
are those who obtain contr.n ts with
Kngland. One of his sous Irishman, sustained ami imbued with Irish nowadays
"Yes: and in moments like this."
It was necessary at once to repair
leak.
irtue. hue, fidelity, valor, skill, and la- the Stat«- authoritii- to work tin- eonviet- .,uiwas aid to (ten. Stark.
Bev. John Klder,
dennied to penal servitude m tin- prison- ami
"Only Cod can aid us here," said Bois- tin damages and set the pumps to work. ot Antrim, commander of a Pennsylvania bor. will work ami toil, and live and die penitentiaries,
and I am credibly intonm-d that
bcrthelot.
Tiie gun-deck. now that nuts had time
lor tin- -tarry llag of his adopted land.
as high a- twenty hale- of cotton to the hand
all
clerIrish
Bevoluliouary
regiment
(for
All were silent—the cannon kept up its to look about it. otl'ered h terrible spectaha- be. n produced in tlii.- vv ay or
tint,,
gymen fought, for Washington), had lil'horrible fracas,
tin- amount required from tin
The interior of a mad elephant's
cle
-aimI*n mar's Speech osi Sumner.
feen children, the youngest ot whom died
t
liands
under
tile
old
-lave
omillelll
The waves beat against the ship; their rag- could not have been more completely
-y-l.-m'
at Harrisburg in ls.jS, at the age of eightywould appear to l,
unmae—ary. Tin* only
blows from without responded to the dismantled
Among the eulogies delivered in Y,ti- other
-even.
William d. Duane, of Tipperary,
ekis-e-who are making inom-y in <-oitniistrokes of the cannon.
However great the necessity that the I married a
on file late Senator Sumner, the most
planting are :ii=oi rT. Marks t’lnm-,lve.-,
grand-daughter ol Beniamin gress
It was like two hammers alternating.
corvette should escape observation, a still
have leaded land
r obtained :t bv
pur
franklin, whose descendants are mostly signifn ni, N that I Hon. L. i>, ( Lamar, who
elia.-e. aml wm* aiv p
*rte<! a- I.-uil
a rub
suddenly into the midst of this sort of liioii- imperious necessity presented itself | Irish, and left nine children one ol whose ot
who
was
active
in
lar
more
severe
the re- j
and ruel ta-k-ma-U-r- over
Mi-ism,pi.
1: had been necessa- i
immediate safety
inaccessible circus, where the escaped
descendants, Miss Dallas, was married to bellion. Ii i- not
their ow n wives and children than tin ir ownercannon leaped and bounded, there
only eloquently beauti- !i were. Polygamy, or at h i-l bigamy.:- rather
sprang ry t light up the deck by lanterns placed Hubert J. Walker, the distinguished Secrea man with an iron bar in his hand. It was
her- and there along the sides.
bi atlie- a trie- spirit ot' patriotic ! the rule than the e\o j«ti• n among tin
mvr
tary of the I'nited Stales Treasury, who ful. but it
1
the author of this catastrophe, the gunner
But -luring the whole time this tragic
planters, and no grand jury ran In found t->
was also Irish.
John Head, of Dublin, devotion to the whole country
After a ; diet
< mdeim. a Mark man :
<>r petit jury t>
whose culpable negligence had caused the divi'Tsimi had lasted the crew were so abhad seven ehildren, one, of them a signer tribute to Mr. Simmer'-more wiv.
than one or for tr. itm
integrity and abili- I having wiv
accident,—the captain of the gun. Having siu'l"'d by th-' one i|tiestion of life or death of our Declaration of
those
a- in- ••per-onal chattels;**
Tin
Independence, anbeen the means ol'bringing about the mis- that they noticed little what was
; freed mail in more than ninetv
a -.
,.ut oi
passing other a Colonel in Washington's army, ty he say
fortune, he desired to repair it. lie had outs.-ic the scene of the duel. The fog and a third a
I' v.:,' certainly a gracious a,; toward the I hundred -pend- hi-' Utiiv surplus earning- tu
j
Captain in our navy. Corcaught tip a handspike in one list, a tiller- had thickened: the weather had changed; nelius Bead, of Antrim, emigrating n, mv >otitli. though unhappily it ian-<-d upon >«-nsi- j whiskey. He eali always pr<- lire tmlimi:from the tin,, he ha
r,.|
I hilitie.' of tie- p, oplo af tlu* "tin r extreme ot' |j credit at the -ton
rope with a slipping noose in the other, the wind had driven the \ es-ml at will; it brook. Conn., had ten ehildren.
B>■ \ , t in t uioii to prop,,-, io era-e 11• »m tin- hauliers in th ground by imply giv in* a lien upon hi
j
and jumped down into the gun-deck. Then had got out of its route, in plain
of
sight
•I'tin-national annv tlie memento- of the bloody crop, stoeln implements and whatever othei
James Caldwell, of Antrim, Caldwell,
a
strange combat began ; a Titanic strife •Jersey and r.ucrr.sey. farther to the south ('alhomvs uncle, had nine children, one of j internal struggle, which might be regarded ah property he ma> po—n tin hap.- oi a do d
•—the struggle of the gun against the gun- than il ought to have gone, and was surfn ,-da'■'■ailing the grid- or wounding the sensibili- I of trust or a hill of sale. r-oim- *.1 tin
[!tiethem adopted by Kafayett'1.
of tin -"ii them p, opl«-. That proposal will j men are lea-ing a- high as
..m
bundle,1
ner. a battle between matter and intellirounded by a troubled -cu
The great
|
be
lleveis.(
Holmes’ Annals of America" tell us I
forgotten by that people.
lollg a !I and sixty aere- in thi- immediate b-init v. 1 >1
gence. a duel between the inanimate ami waves kissed the gaping' wounds .-t the
-ninner li \in the mcin-11,-h an amount there would I.,- pi rhap- thirty
ill 17d‘j, there arrived in Philadelphia j 11n- nann- of < ‘.aid,
that
|
the human.
eon etle
kisses lull "I peril.
The sea
"f man.
but while it tom bed tin- heart 'aere- planted to corn, the re-t i»« cotton, and
seven thousand I;i-li immi I "f>
alone
nearly
e
flu- breeze beThe man was posted in an angle, the rocked her menacingly.
| and I:. ii ed Ini-pr-ibiiinl r it it mie, |n-r people *j1I the prodma ought io I, a hale to til.-aer, I !»i
Duane's passage.- from Marshall's would not ha'.,
i ,,f tin North -m il all a, t
»iie liundre.l and thirty hah
would giv
j
bar and rope in his two lists; hacked came gale A sipiall, a tempest pc: Imps, | grants.
Beinembianees"
inform
us that, in two
"f-elf-renmieial ion. < n--< ion- that they thetu- eotton. v\ ith in average ot tiltv
1
da it
c be
H was imp-- ilih-t
threatened.
one
of
the
ri
settled
leis,
on
against
-elvcs were aaiiuat,-I »y de\oti-m to rhu-titll- pp--. nt price- oi 1
-t
tirmly
of tiaii-por alnm
I mouth- of the year 177 I, about three thou
tore one four oars' length.
his legs as on two pillars of steel, livid,
< *.
1
i"Mal
lihert
\
and
an
that
the
-t
ill
ill
-•[,
..let
•!
\<
w
>-,
dm
j
bright.
pay,-' of 111 irket.
While th" crew wav repairing inunia- j sand emigrants came to Philadelphia from bi -lory are replete v. i i,
id. a
of the d< pth
!e in-, giv log a
turn ...»
calm, tragic, rooted a- it were in the
(
th >u an 1
I
I and in- *rji•, ,,i tii:11
and
Knndnndern
Antrim,
Waterford,
1 * d 11<• ti 11devotion. they ran but ! live hundred dollarround r-a:
rily and in haste the rat ages of t la gunplanks, he waited.
f tie battle- t"Uuht i o-l Slt.no it v\ d! be -..ntln- freed in aa r,vm
deck. -topping the leal: and putting back j 'I hi was only for fourteen month- alone I eheri-ll the IV, »!!• etYh
lie waited for the cannon to pa:-; near
and
the
\ ietorie
\\..n hi deb in-,
I
-t
a hopeles- | m ail', or quite iiv tlnei-and dolia
the p
low
Irish
arrived
in
tinin|t
many
j
into position the gam- which had escaped I poll
him.
eau-,
and l- i-eetiu
a
all true and brave } -tilt * t hi
year*- labor, out of which lu* v\,q
tile disaster, tile --id pa eiver had gone I tervening halt century at Boston, New m> n mu !. tin uearti.i! -pirii with whieli tti> I have to
flic gunner knew hi piece, and it
an 1 t m- hip
pay hi- hv imr a g- n
seem-|
j
fork, Baltimore, Charleston, and otliei j1 nn-n >,f tin- \ -nh indn-ab-d tined to him that she must recognize her I on deck.
integrity ■•! !I any mule: advanced or other 1 -i. a<l\.,m
All till lime tin 111 11 numln-i ,1 1 tinuiou in,', iln ii >l< .->i ion lo tin- principlelie toe 1 is a li In
1. -i .i n L tin- lliiiinport'.'
him.
uni.
h.to b.u\ amt ,.v a Un
prefermaster,
lb- bail lived a lone: time with
J
1
ten to one of all other
emigrants, and all ! of human tr< •! mi. ltn-v <t" "I a-U. tin do 1 himself, whieh they u-u:.l!v do. li, |, a i t.,
her.
How many times he bad thrust his j mast.
in-! wi-di lln
North
trike tin- mementoes of pav hi hired help, -a liPe.-n ban :
1.1 1
lie paid "ii attention to a .proceeding Illicit? einigrani and children ranging up lnroi-m and v i<• i•
hand between her jaws ! It was his tame |
r-»m eithei
record
or ! iatia the negro plant' “on
i 1:11
ree.-ivim
j
to ten and sixteen, and their ehildren
which
had
taken
on
the
vess.g
I
hi
"Ibat!
\
lil"liumeni
!,--IltigI'llmonster,
lie began to address it a
\v,,u!d father | half the e-.tton rai-ed. I»he j
place
tin aiie.imt >>1 .up
It I recorded I that both
,11,111-' dn-uld
Uhevalier l.a \ ieuville had drawn up the I children (*t|ually prolific
alter up the plorie- > plie- lie receives dnnii: tin
mi oiiot'i.-i
than
might ha\ e ilouw his dog
of one Irishman of that day that lie had won I*
I ion. not env ioiim but proud of
aeh
mule--,
wlm-ll
ill
efe.,
i. niin
line
on
marines
ither
id-of
the
mainplou-dl-,
I
piael,
"Come!" -aidin'.
Derhaps ho loved Ii
ill*
re.Ml- I them
ceaa
e,,niUl"U
! over nine hundred great -grandchildren
with the land.
Thu tin- -.win 1 ot Mu
I e:|e|| Ollier,
He seemed to wi'li that ii would turn mast, and at the whi-ale of tin- boat- wain
Let u- hope that I plantation finds the '.and ami dl th. implement
A book published in Dublin, 17s'1. e
j heritage "l Am, rYan va!>>,
the sailor busy in the lagging ..I uptoward him
future .• 11• al i niwIn-ii they r, number tin 1 ii-ed ui .-ultiv atiin: it. togetlie, w
tin- mule
timate- that three thousand males left I I- ;
d
d ot In-roi au and d. votion done on both
right on tilt- vard
Hill to conic toward iiiln would lie to
and Other to, k. and tin- f
e-m- uiued I,
i
for
the
ster
Provinces
: thD for ten
id,
,,i
will
in-!
imrthern
(
II
yearly
1
or
prowc--j tin-in: against hi- tin- m-gp, ,-ti! 1 itmte-. Inspring upon ldni. I'licn lie would lie In.-i. the 'ount (111 *i~! 'll lull:! :ul\ alien I to Will'll I years alone woubl amount to thirty thou !| ,•utln ru tr.t -peak
but -t' ! In- In r -l m an I fortilabor and divide- equally with tin- pn.prictoi
Behind the ('aptain nnivliHow to avoid tlii« crush
't hat was the
passenger
Ann rna n- ilia w a
>1 id,-a-, a War in
! I tide
of
'he
eds of tin* year'- pn*duction
sand
111
177-7.
1
New
I
one-half
think,
a man haggard. breathless, his dre>.' in
ed
All
in
stared
tcrrilied
silence.
*
i
-a'-ll
'■eel
i
11
s,:
!
/ed
whi'li
gll.l
II"
eo’l',,1
■piestion.
a!i«»u
ll.-re in Mis-i--ippi this sy.-jen.i .\a- tia d. but
out the 1'ories who tried j
I" tin- pi-in- ipn -. as
Not a lireast respire.I freely, except, disorder, yet wearing, a satisfied look un- Kngland (leaving
n-h under'!,.."-! 1 li an.
tin- iv-ult wa- lilti. or nothing netted to either
to detent Washington) were of Irish birth
It wa~ the gunner, who had
i Vnn-ri an liberty and of tin- constitution
land-..u ner >»]- cultivator: ai d th, -y-teni of
perehanee, tliat ot the old man who alone der i all
and descent, and that over two-thirds of eeived IfoUl tlleif latliei-. llWa- lUV tUi'e'l-- j.lanling oil share- ha- now b.eii almost
com
stood in the deck with the two combatants, ju-t now
opportune!! shown himsell a the
in,
inn
fault.
of
n\ei
t»
Carolina,
perhaps
per>oiia!ly
pli t.-lv -uper-i l.-d by “tin- tenant -v -t. 111." I:.
people
Virginia,
Pcnnsy1- |
tamer of monster--, ami wh.> had wot the |
a stern second.
have
thieminenl
known
-ml
'Idla-t
tinowner
>•!
laud
This
philanthropi-t
lea--and
were
Irish.
plan
! \ania,
simply
|
Maryland
He might liiiiisclt In- crushed le. Hie 1 I mttcr of tne earn 'on.
I -tat* 'iiian. The impulse was often strong upon to tin- negro tin- laud, at a ground rein equal to
Tile ( omit mad1' a mi lit an -a lute to the country was largely Irish when Knglish I nn- I*, go i,> liiin and oiler my hand and my an average of ten dollar- tin- a. r>-—payable in
piece. 11c did not stir.
'Cornwallis surrendered to Washington's bear; w ith it, and to
cot ton, the number .,t pounds *i eotton v ary i tig
e\pr<-" t«, him uiv blanks
;
Hcneatli them, the lilimt sea directed tin- : unknown hi pea-ant garb, and said to him. 1
Irish Cenerals. Since then the emigration for In- kind and considerate course toward tin j from titty to ninety pound-.*1 lint cotton to th.
I "< tenoral. here is the man."
battle.
I
with whom
am identified.
It I did
aer.- -a- the quality of tin
land and iis pro\
flic gunner held hinisell ereet, his eves from Kngland has not been more than one people
At the instant. when accepting this awful
to ten.
A report of the Committee on not yield to that implll'-- it Was bccai:-*- tin- j imity to market makes it tm»iv r les- de-irahl.
hand-to-hand contest, the gunner ap- downcast, standing’ in a soldierly attitude.
occurred that in time the demonstra- ; The planter advance- whatewi supplies th*
thought
foreign Atl'airs to the House of Bepreseiit- tion might l>e more opportune and le.-s liable to negro cannot procure from tin- stop-keeper
Bo i -1 ie ri helot, continued:
Count
di
proached to challenge the cannon, some
in lSl'.s, estimates twenty-nine mil- miseoiistruetion.
Suddenly and without pre- who are loath to take ri-Us until tin otton 1chance tluetuation of the waves kept it lor ‘•Cenera taking into ennsideratiou what atives,
a
this mail lias done, do you not think there lions of our population as emigrant- and monition. a day has roim- to wiiieli. for -ueh a t'airlv ui the ground. l-*,»r tin -nppliea moment immovable, as if
stusuddenly
purpose. there i- u>- to-morrow. My regret i-, v amvd the planter i- rcimhur-ed in tdditi- n to
is something for Ids commanders to do .1" their descendants since the acknowledge
therefore,
intensified
tinpefied.
by
thought that I j his rent at the close of the season. Thi- -y-tem
ment of our independence
The last cen■•1 tlunk there is," said the old man.
“('omeon 1" the man said to it li seemj tailed to -peak t" him out of the fti!n• "l my lias secured better results |dr lane-owner am!
sus
gives the foreign born ol our popula- ; heart, while tiler, \\ as y ,-| time.
"Be good enough to,give I he orders."
tin* share sy-t. in
ed to listen.
Many ia<
} eultivator than
tion as live millions and a half, and about
How often i< itthal death thus bringh:iv<- made -. veral thousand do
•-. .m-l i:
1,!
Suddenly it darted upon him. The gun- returned Boisbcrtlielol.
ten millions as the ehildren of emigrant,-. I vailinglv haek t » on:- i-membram-e opportunim-edto
labor
enr.el,
them.
I
1
p.-r-istent
"It is for you to give them
Von arc
ner avoided the shook.
in
whii
h
ties
-»vertiire
aleiilated
that
amount
la
all
>t
but
uuimprov'od,
g.n-rous
much
Here are over fifteen millions,
.-qua,
tlie Captain."
I prompts t 1,\ tlie hr ii i. i-.-main mm tie red. fr aik four In-ur- a day, throughout tin- ntii -.-a-.n
The struggle began—struggle unheard
"But you are the (ieneral," answered I more, than one-third of our population, avowals wli.eii rise n. ti.e lips r, main un-pol
would -utli,
f make ten bale- :
tb,
of. The fragile matching itscll against
! foreigners or their children. Now add to en. and the injustice and wrong with which | hand
Boisberthelot
euiploy—d. Tliai would I.,- qu
The thing of flesh atthe invulnerable.
these fifteen millions the deseendents of the conscience reproached u> remain unrepair- :' 1 per annum produced. Hut so great •- t 1 -loth
T
he old man looked at t lie gunner.
j
ApCharles Sunnier in life M-lieved lhat all occa- ; ami sliiftles-ne-s of tin black- that e i- m
tacking the brazen brute. On the one side
prolific thousands and tens of thousands sion
proach." said lie.
for >1 rife ami distrust between tin Noph
T
blind force, on the other a soul.
from
live
to ten-fold each
] },rohable ov* r live to v 11 bale- .11,• ii-ed
!
multiplying
The gunner moved forward a step. The
and .-south had pa— 1 aw tv. and then n- long- the hand at the pr» -cut time, upon
1
The whole passed in a hall’-light. It was
lor
a century, and you have the
|
generation
er remained aiiv eau-etor eiuitituied estrange
old man turned toward Count du Bois.-m
age, although, as I have I- -to v -tat d,
like the indistinct vision of a miracle.
rf labor
detached the cross of Saint Louis ! American people. More than three-fourths metlt between tin1 tw-) sections n» •Mil «Ml U11‘ ! plovers ot tin
maiiag* ;• „.•!
A soul—strange thing; but you would lierlhel't,
titliej,
not man\ ->t' 11 > win* f >«* 1 i
An
aof the American people arc more or less
even tv
-p.v
!
and
high
twenty
my
from the Captain's uniform, and fastened
I'li--. t hat tlie emumou si nt’meet.
have saii.l that the cannon had one also—a
die hand. Thu- it will lie -e,-n t>. !
in
of Irish blood. The English element is same tiiiiw
it on tlie jacket of the gunner.
or if not. ougiit it inn io be, of the great mass ! power of evi rv
abb-bo*iii d black man. v\
soul tilled with rage and hatred. This
is
almost
extinct.
The
German
element
"Hurrah 1" cried the sailors.
Of our pei.pi.-. North and South?—hound to
lii-wives'
and child* rn’- a—i-t am-*-.
,-nt
blindness appeared to have eyes. The
as many descenda comui"ii < -»nstituti->n. -les; im d
each oil.eiall im-oim* of at lea-t a tlimi-aml dollar- |.
The old vastly greater. There arc
The marine presented arms
monster had the air of watching the man.
t-•
a
and
been
more
_r**i
!e
under
have
to
live
common
ruin*. 1111 by -imply perl'miuin. -•■im
distinguished.
gov ernment,
gh: or ?,
with his linger toward ents,
There was—one might have fancied so at passenger, pointing
Irish forming unitedly but a single member "f the j hours of daily tabor in th*- t'n-id. NYuat -b m.:
the bewildered gunner, added "Now let Americans from the New Hampshire
-t nation-.
si-all
we not
at
las;
It
also
mechanics
and
in
this
mass.
chose
oi
die
great
iamii;
North* r*
II
igrieulturi-tfrom
of
least—cunning
than
the English
Plymouth.
|
be shot."
-•ndeavor to gn>\v toward each other, in heart, i state- say to tin- * in lit i-*u of tin “d"-.v m
its moments. It became some gigantic that man
in Mecklenburg that as vv- alreadv
was an Irish colony
arsucceeded
the
lit.ked
>e.
to
each
den"
black-'.Not
iikmv
two
th
indissolubly
tlitm
applau
Stupor
insect of metal, having, or seeming to
lirst proclaimed the doctrines of our iiule- other in fortunes; Shall we not whilst hoimr- I freedmeii in a bundled are found
t Jo- adv: u|
Then, in the midst of a ilenee like that
the
of
a
demon.
will
Sometimes
have,
before Charles Thompson, of Ireland | ing tin mera-rv of this great champion of hu
I'm- ieiiia:mi,tage of their oppnrtunilie-.
ot the tomb, the old man raised his voice. unee.
this colossal grass-hopper would strike the
t*« dir it
and Thomas Jefferson, of Virginia, drafted ! man liberty, tin- feeling sympathizer with hu- ninety od*l prefei
man sorrow, thi-earnest plead- r for the exerover
the
stores.
travel
oquirv -Ui Inn*-, back or
low ceiling of the gun-deck, then fall back He said:
it in Philadelphia.
1 can name a dozen ]
"A negligence has endangered this ship.
-s and heav enly charity,
cise
of
human
tendenn
a double-barrel], .i -!n>!-gun. and ;
r>
with
lb, i 1
like
a
its
on its four wheels
four
tiger upon
lost. To Irish to one American General around lay asid“ the eoneealments whieli serve only to wives ami chikhvu t<» do un*st f tin
At this moment lie is
claws, and dart anew on the man. lie— be at sea i to face the perhaps A vessel Washington. The American army was ail perpetual** misunderstanding and distrust,
and Kin*ourag(\i by tin st*»rek« ep. r- to buy tin
enemy.
supple, agile, adroit—would glide awa\
army ot Irishmen, whom the English then frankh eonfi >s that on both -ide> we most poisonous liquor-, upon whi> !i i- made tIn-i 1
sea in an arnn which given battle.
liken snake from the reach ot these light- at open
as now
hated and maligned. Glon be earne.-tlv desire to be one? One not merely in iieavi*-.-t protits, the negro end.- by forcing hThe
docs
not absent
but
conceals,
tempest
organizations, one not merely in ident- family oftentimes ilovvu to tin- -tarv ition point
ning-like movements. He avoided the en- itself. 'The whole sea is an ambuscade. around the graves of the Butlers. ('lintous. political
ity ot institutions, one not merely in commun- —ami eases of tiendi-h brutality are of freqm-n:.
counters; but the blow- which he escaped
is the penalty of any fault commit- Hands, Irvines, Knoxes, Montgomerys, ity of language and literature and traditions not to say daily and hourly ,*<vurn-m-e. Wit',
fell upon Hie vessel and continued the Death
; but more and bettor than all that,
beating i- too common to excite notice, and » v m
ted in tlie face of the enemy. No fault is Moylands, Starks, Sullivans, Thompsons and country
havoc.
I *old-blooded, .l.-liberate uimaler- o.-m-iabv
ami Waynes, whose Irish swords Hashed one also in feeling and in heart ?
t"
be
rewarded,
reparable. Courage ought
Am 1 mistaken in this? No tie eoneealments I
An end of a broken chain remained atbrightest in the contest that won American of which I speak still cover animosities which •npuiiished.
and negligence punished.''
The former "'h < '■ -lax e-owner—j mt me tier,
lie the light neitlu r time nor retleeti-m nor the
tached to the carrouade. This chain had
march of
These words tell one after the other, independence, and bright
not possess ordinary humanity, wlri-h
around the solitary English ra\ of patriot- events have yet sutlieed t » subdue? 1 call not he v
twisted itself, 011c could not tell how, about
a
sort
ine.xora
with
ot
was
Mil the c;im—had. at hast, always
slowly, solemnly,
ism that glistened on the blade, of Gates! believe it. Since 1 have been here I have se.ni- remenu, r that liis -laves eost
the screw of the breech-button. One ex- ble
blow
of
an
axe
like
the
measure,
money and w»t<
up- Our
tinized your sentiments as expressed, not mere1 money’s worth to him. A brutal teamstei a:
navy, like our army, was Irish; the
tremity of the chain was fastened to the on oak.
in public deflate, but in the abandon of per- the North seldom
ly
tiogs t«- death a hor- \\>»rih
carriage. The other, hanging loose, whirlAnd tlie old man, turning to the soldiers, O'lirians, of Maine, its founders, and John sonal confidence. [ know well the sentiments j
one or txvo hundred dollars,
lint aided rapidly about the gun, and added to added, "Do
Barry, of Wexford, an Irish Catholic, of these my southern friends, whose hearts are I only
bo<ii“d
were worth ten to fifteen him
your
duty.”
negroes
lirst
loved
and
its
chosen
so enfolded that tin* feeling ot each is the feelthe danger of its blows.
by
Washington,
I hi' man
whose breast shone the
I dred dollars, and few were the planter- who
]
commodore.
ing of all: and 1 see on belli sides only the could ajjorO to maltreat them; e\ee-si\c enmiThe screw held it like a clinched hand, cross of Saintupon
Louis bowed his head,
J
of a constraint which each apparently
seeming
and the chain, multiplying the strokes of
The American mind was educated to in- hesitates to dismiss. The South prostrate, ex- ty was >o mueh out of their pockets. Nowaday
At a sign from Count du Boisberthclot
j
this is entir dy changed: the negro knows that
the battering-ram by its strokes ol a thong, two
sailors descended between the decks, dependence by Irish teachers, such as hausted, drained of her life blood, a- vveli of her if he beats his
wife to death (which lie not tin
made a fearful whirlwind about the can- then
resources, yet still honorable and true,
returned, bringing the hammock Francis Allison of Donegal, whom Presi- materialthe
frequently does) he can quickly get another: inbetter
award
of
the
arbitraof
iron
a
in
list
of
brass.
non,—a whip
bloody
may even take that method to get rid <-f lu i.
winding-sheet. The. ship's chaplain, who dent Stiles of Yale College pronounced the accepts
ment reservation, resolute!} determined to abide
This chain complicated the battle.
There is no longer any pecuniary inducement
since the time of sailing had been at prayer greatest classical scholar ot America, and the result with chivalrous
as if
fidelity:
yet
to
the old masters to interfere, and they cklom
Nevertheless, the man fought. Some- in the otiieers’
the Samuel Finlay ot Armagh, afterward Pres- struck dumb by the magnitude ot' her reverses,
accompanied
quarters,
do
it.
Among the Macks Ihcmsclxe-—the sutimes, even, it was the man who attacked two
was
an
it
on in silence,
she
sutlers
flic
ident
of
Princeton
exultant
from
the
detached
a
North,
Collage,
sailors; Sergeant
preme legislators and law-giver- of the country
tin- cannon,
lie crept along the side, bar line twelve
in her triumph and elated hv success, >iii 1 —the
New
that
whom
he
Irishman,
marines,
pioneered
Berkley,
opinion i- general that no degree nf sevei |arranged
cherishes, as we are assured, a heart full of
and rope in hand, and the cannon had die in two
v is too great t » enforce family discipline, and
six by -ix ; the gunner, with- England education. The first American
ranks,
emotions
her
disarmed
toward
magnanimous
air ol understanding, and lied as it it per- out
interference with a man’s
ailair-is urn
littering a word, placed himself be- voyage to China was made by Irishmen, and diseomtitted antagonist; and vet. as if un- tolerated. Instances have family
been related to m<
ceived a snare. The man pursued it, for- tween
the two files. The ehaplain erueilix the first great commercial house ot Brown der some my step us spell, her word- and acts
those who were eye-witnesses, and who-*
by
midable, fearless.
Brothers were, and the venerable survivors are words and act of suspicion and distrust. veracity l oin-li for. a- beyond
in hand, advanced and stood near him.
question, goim
Would that the spirit of the illustrious dead to
are. Irish; the lirst General that fell in the
Such a duel could not last long. The
■‘.March !” said the Sergeant.
prove,as L have before stated, that the nrgm
whom we lament to-dav could speak from the i- now,
task-ma>
a
harder
Irish
;
The platoon moved with slow steps American cause, Montgomery, was
generally -peaking,
gun seemed suddenly to say to itself,
grave to both parties to this deplorable* discord ter over his own
and blood than hi- Ibrmei
“Come, we must make an end!" and it toward the bow. The two sailors who the last great battle of our recent war, at in toues which should reach each and every owner ever daredflesh
to be.
Gettysburg, was fought under an Irish heart throughout tin's broad territory! M\
paused. One felt the approach of the carried the shroud followed.
1 bring this long letter to an abrupt elo<«
A gloomy silence fell upon the corvette
crisis. The cannon, as if in suspense, apCatholic, Meade. The first publisher ot an countrymen, know one another and you will mueh to vour relief, probably—in order to take
American daily paper was a Tyrone Irish- love one another.
•advantage ot an opportunity t<- mad it. I have
peared to have, or had—because it seemed A hurricane moaned in the distance.
written hastily, but with sincerity, tin- impreA few instants later there was a Hash; man. Dunlap.
The first printer and lirst
to all a sentient being—a furious premedsions produced upon my mind by tin* chang* d
itation.
It sprang unexpectedly upon the a report followed, echoing among the public reader, as well as framer of our
fatal Accidents.
aspect of this station, xxliich I \ i-it. d last in
gunner. lie jumped aside, let it pass, and shadows; then all was silent ; then came Declaration of Independence, were IrishlSi;r>, nine years ago. It anything l|ha\e art
\Vis< \ssi:tt May b,
The American inventors of steam
men.
cried out, with a laugh, “Try again!" the thud of a body falling into the sea.
appears to ymi overstated, you will be abk
.lohn
Chase, a retired shipmaster ea-ilv to procure etuitinnatorx t. timonx
('apt.
The old passenger still leaned back boat navigation, telegraphy and reaping
The gun, as if in lury, broke a earronade
of Kdgecomb. was instantly hilled this
Truly your-.
h
to larboard; then, seized anew by the in- against the mainmast with folded arms, by machinery, Fulton, Morse, and McCorforenoon by the fall of a ilerriek.
visible sling which held it, was Hung to thinking silently.
mick, are Irish. The founder of the New
Two men lielonging in Kdgecomb,
Ail extraordinary law sun has grown out
starboard toward the man, who escaped
Boisberthclot pointed toward him with York Tribune, and the publisher and prowere
oi the temperance crusade in .New
1'hree carronades gave way under the the forefinger of his left hand, and said in prietor of the New York Herald, are Irish, Joseph Dickinson and Jason Hull',
Albany
drow ned in W iseasset harbor about seven Indiana. A certain Mr. I ranke refused
as were and are most of the writers, reto
blows of the gun; then, as if blind, and a low voice to La Vicuville.
two
in
were
o'eloek
this
They
take oft his hat while a band of women
“The Vendee has found a head!"
no longer conscious of what it was doing,
porters and editors ot the leading period- boats loadedevening.
boats
the
and
sand
witli
were
icals of Great Britain and the United States.
it turned its back on the man, rolled from
praying on the sidewalk before a
Tlnis including (’apt. Chase, killed
A neat turn to a sermon often produces It. is the statue of an Irishman, George sunk
the stern to the bow, brushing the stem
saloon, and a policeman arrested him for
ot
citizens
in
the
three
Kdgoomb
forenoon,
the breach of manners, lie was taken
and making a breach in the plankings of a more lasting effect than other logic or Clinton, that has been sent to Washington
deaths in one day.
before the city magistrate and committed
the prow. The gunner had taken refuge theology. Instance this: “My brethern, as worthiest to represent forever at the have met. accidental
lie’s Capitol at Washington our own Empire
to jail. Now he sues the city for ...
at the toot ol the stairs, a few steps from a man cannot afford to lose his soul.
the old man, who was watching.
Landlady, fiercely ‘.You inurn't oc- damages tor false imprisonment. If
got but one, and he can’t get another. If State. It was an Irishman, Colies, that
The gunner held his handspike in rest. a man loses his horse lie can get another; first planned the Erie Canal, and an Irish- cupy that lied with your bools on.” Hoard- 000 are to be earned this way, Americans,
The cannon seemed to perceive him, and if he loses his wife ho can get another; if man’s grandson, Do Witt Clinton, that er—“Never mind; they’re an old pair. 1 nev.r eager to dotf their head-gear, will
won't hurt ’em.
Let ’em cling to the wearing of hats on all cfeoa
without taking the trouble to turn itself, lie loses? his child he can get another; but completed it. It was an Irishman!, Ram- guess the bugs
'”
sions with more tenacity than ever
backed upon him with tire quickness ot an it lie loses his soul -good by, John.”
say, that wrote the first history of the rip, any how
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East

Maine

A. 3t Wood.
H. Knowles.
J. S. Crosby.
by
Supplied
li'hing.
•!. P. Simonton.
Waldo boro*.
I We.-i Waldoboro’.
Terence, in this
Id. Bvraut.
North Waldohoro’,
Supplied by S. Bickmore.
week gave the lirst
was
31. G. Prescott.
I nion.
N Webb.
continued to
the 11th. The fol- l,i istol.
l>. P. Thompson.
P. men, \e.,
is the report furnished to the Ban- Damariscottu. &c.,
W. W. Marsh,
B. S.
si.repscot Bridge,
c. E. Springer.
Wiscasset,
gor
P. Higgins.
&c.,
Georgetown,
May i, A prayer
was held at
Westport, &e.,
Supplied bv A. Plummer.
■1
o clock this
D. M. True.
Kev. S. 11. Hodgdon’s Mill', .See..
led
I). Smith.
Beale of
Centre, and at !> o'clock Southport,
Woolwich,
E. 31. Fowler.
the
was
took the chair.
p. E. Brown.
Dresden,
M. D. 31iller.
otl'ered
Rev. A. Church, the records E. Pittston,
To be supplied.
several commit- Pittston,
were read and
Windsor, ike.,
Supplied b\ W. B. Jackson
the addition of
tees were tilled
Cross Hill, ike.,
J. li. Baker.
W. J. Clifford.
&e.,
Palermo,
Rev.
and
Ammi
Prince
of
Banmembers,
S. E. Hauscom.
Wiusiow,
was
chosen
Cashier of the Confer- Morrill, ike..
gor
lo be supplied.
N. and E. \ a-salboro.
Winslow,
ence.
G.
It. C. Wentworth.
from the different districts were china,
< linton and Benton.
J. A. L. Rich.
then made. Rev.
A. J. Clifford.
I'nity ami Troy,
Rider ot the
Supplied by E. H. Turncliff
no Searsmont. &c
R. S. Dixon,
Liiicolnville.
deaths of members this year,
Rev Camden,
J. W. Day.
To be supplied.
Theodore Uerrish of Carmel is very sick Kockport.
C. S. Navy.
A.
Crawford.
Gwith
fever. In this district are 2;1 C. G. Knowlton>C'haplain
Financial Agent of the >F E.
Methodist
and 22 union
Church at Kockport.

Thu

Conference.

So. Tkonn-ton
V riomisiiip,

session of the l miof which we last

twenty-seventh
city,
day’s proceedings,
Monday
lowing
Whig—
meeting
by
morning,
Orrington
Prayer
Bishop

Mipplicdby
G.

<

!

Arey.

by

approved,
by

lay
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••
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Reports

George Pratt, Presiding
Bangor District, reported
though

lung

meeting

meeting houses

The character of all the

houses.

preachers in this district passed

REPORT district.

B. Dunn, Presiding Elder.
C. A. Klumer.
Bucksport,
Fast Buck-port.
o. U, Wilson.
Buck-port Centre.
Supplied by Z. Davie
M. c. Bcaie.
Orland,
W. F. Jewell.
Orrington,
Center & So.
'rington, s. H. Beale.
L. J.. Hanscom.
Searsport,
Belfast and Ni<rtliport.
C. I’ratt.
Deer Isle,
Supplied by J. Williams.
.).
Yc..
H. Moders.
Castine,
l o be supplied.
Penobscot,
F.
A. Bragdon.
Yc..
Surry,
Yc.,
Treuumt, Fib
(tup, by I. Hatherway.
J. B. Beau.
Franklin, Sun \au. Yc.,
A. If. Hanseotn.
Millbridge.
( lu rrylield and stubi-n,
fo be supplied.
O. N. EUlrxuge.
Harrington.
Columbia. Yc..
Sup. by C. Esterbrook.
B. B.
Maehias. y
Win. Keed.
Cutler,
It. t'. Blackwood.
Lubec and Whiting.
A. J. Lockhart.
Pembroke,
West Pembroke. Yc..
Supplied by F. Kogers.
It. M. Mitchell.
Eustport,
C. !.. Haskell.
Calais.
A. S. Townsend.
MilPown. Yc..
Kobbiustowu, Ye..
Supplied by J. 1L Baker.
s
M. Dunton.
Alex;,, der.
iiri). Forsvtb*
Pritu ijail ol‘ E. M C. >eminarv.
S. Navy
H. H Clark «'iuiplain i
t

Rev. 1. D Wardwell. represented Rockland district.
Very touching allusion was
made to the late Rev. E. A. Ilelmershausen.
who died in Rockland November 10 Revs,
■lohn X. Marsh and C. 11.
are in

Bragg

feeble health.

Rl

Rev. J. King was returned
-upernumerary, and ordered to report at
the next Conference.
Rev. C. B. Dunn reported Buck-port
district. Rev. B E. Stinson was granted
a
supernumerary relation, he being sick.
Rev. \\
B. Fenalson was located, at hi-

request.
The question.

mvn

Who are admitted to
lull connection ?" was answered—W B.
Eldridge, Elisha Skinner. Moses G. Prescott, Walter Farr. Arthur
Lockhart.
Shnbael M. Dnnton, and Frederic A. Bragdon.
These were called forward and—
after singing the by mu, “How beauteous
are their feet,” and
prayer by Rev A
Prince—the usual vows were assumed.
Bi-hop .lanes then addressed the class in a
i'lie Bishop
'.ry impressive manner.
-late« that
of over p',000 Methodist
preachers stationed last year, only two
were refused
by the people, and only three
preacher- declined to go to their appointment-.

*•

••

Byrne.

lhtily K‘limbec .Journal, May 5th.
Meeting of the Centennial Board.
1

com

tin*

TJu- hoard of commissioners appointed
under act of the last legislature met the
two State commissioners previously ap-

pointed. at the Augusta House, yesterday
At two o’clock this afternoon was held
four o’clock. The
afternoon, at
the Anniversary of the Freedman's Aid entire hoard half-past
were present as follows:
and
addresses
were
delivered
Society,
by Joshua Nve of Augusta, and Charles P.
licv. D. Rutledge, 1). J>.. of Nashville, Kimball of
Portland, dantcs II. McMullen
d.
and
ltev.
O.
Knowles of of lUddeh'td. F. F.. shaw of
Tennessee,
Paris, Edwin
Rockland. 'Fids evening the anniversary
of lloekland, Charles \Y. Roberts
Sprague
■f the Church Extension Society occurred,
01 Bangor, and W. II Simpson of Belfast.
and address was delivered by Rev A .1
Tin' object of the meeting was to organKynett. 1). D Philadelphia.
ize and coiisMor plans for carrying out the
Mai s. The collection in aid of the
objects of the commission, in making ar! reedmeiT' Aid
Soeietv amounted to
rangements for the* lining representation
*152.07, which will pay the wav of six of
Maine in the groat exhibition.
colored preachers at school for live months.
lion, Joshua Nve called to order, and
I he addresses ot Rev Drs. Rutledge of on hi- motion Hon. C. P.
Kimball was
Nashville, and Kynett ot Philadelphia, called
to the chair.
Col. F.
last evening, were listened to by a crowd- E. Shawtemporarily
was made Secretary.
ed audience, and the collection for the
Mr. N \ e said that he
the
Church Extension Society, in behalf of ization should be madethought A organSecreto-day.
which they spoke, amounted to Se'iClS.
tary is needed whose business it shall be
At
o’clock this morning a social meetto answer communications and work tip
dig was held, led bv Rev. I. I!. Bean, ot an interest. One thousand dollars have
Orono. Conference met at !• o'clock.
been
by the State, to be used
file question
Who are the Supernum- as theappropriated
l> '.trd may think best, and. a
portion
erary Preachers:" was answered—Revs. of 'a
may ho devoted to paying the exV Kendall, E. 1 Minks. Hiram Muvphv.
f a Secretary for several months.
po,
Ephraim Bryant. Roy J. B. (h ulu. V. s N greet; interest in this matter had thus
< 1'iisul at
and
Rev
Birmingham, Eng.,
far lea
developed in the State; this is
Edward Davies, residing in Mass., were not : be wondered
at, as the public jourcontinued, and ordered to report at the nals do not
agree, and two members of
next annual Conference.
Rev. Rufus Day I
Congress from this State are opposed to
was made effective.
tlie > bngres-ional appropriation.
•Who are the Supernumerated PreachMr Kimball looked upon this matter as
ers?” Revs Sulivan Bray, AA’. If Pilsbnry.
one of no little
importance. He had given
B,
S.‘ Arcy, Jeremiah t it a
Ephraim Small,
deal of thought and was sure
good
D
Marsh,
Cox, Charles E Brown, Lewis that when the
people became aware of its
Wentworth, Nathaniel Norris,E. B Eletchthere would he no lack ol intermagnitude
11. Crawford, and John N. March.
er. AA'
est.
The hoard should have a Secretary,
Flic following were continued on trial, who should si ml
out blanks, personally
wz
Revs. M. D Miller, M. ('. Beale and
visit the large manufacturers and proTheodore Cerrish.
• luccr
attend t" correspondence, and
Rev. B 11 Tribou, a chaplain in the t
work up a general interest, that the
peo>
navy, was elected to Elder's orders.
take hold in earnest, and he had
Rev. Messrs. Kynett of Philadelphia, ple may
n<* doubt that the result would be a
good
1 idler of the Maine Conference, Knox of
show—one that the board and the State ot
!.m N 11. Conference, Fuller of the
Baptist Maine would not be ashamed of. lie had
hureh of this city, ot Belfast,
delegate of no doubt the work would be light this year
’.lie Maine Conference of
Congregational in comparison to what must be done bechurches, and Crocker of Damariseotta, fore the
holding of the exhibition.
delegate of the Baptist church of Maine,
Mr. MeMullen thought that the work ol
were introduced, and each addressed the
the Secretary this year would bo simply
'intcrenoe. 'Flic
—

.,

Bishop happily respond-

li was voted, 57 to (1, to hold the next
session at Calais, to commence on Thurs-

fist. 1*7.5. provided the Bishops,
who always select the time, can so ar-

day. May
range.
Flu*

annual missionarv sermon was
at 2 o'clock 1’. M. I.y Rev. AA. W.
Marsh of Damariseotta. from 1st Thos. A'..
2.5th verse—‘'Prove all things, hold fast
that which is good
May P, At the temperance meeting last
evening, the house was packed to its utmost capacity
Revs. (i. R. Palmer, W.
At Marsh, C. B. Bcs*e and J, (>. Knowles

preached

preparatory.

Mr. sprague thought it too early to
map
tin* work, especially while the matter
in Congress is in such a state. The action
there would undoubtedly guide our luture
action,
file matter thus far lias dragged
heavil;. her. ami he had noticed that this
r\ as the ease also in -Massachusetts.
Remarks were then made upon several
ol the branches of the material wealth of
the Slate, proper to exhibit at the exhibition. Mr. McMullen spoke of the improvement.' made in the manufacture of steel.
out

The Katalulin Iron Works, through their
agent had already proposed to exhibit
specimens. Mr. Simpson said that the bag
were the speakers.
ore had been found in several localities of
This morning a social meeting was held
the State, that is beginning to be extenat * o’clock, led by Rev. Phineas
Higgins sively used in the manufacture of iron.
of AA'inslow.
Mr. Simpson suggested that the
people
A special agent was ordered, to
superin- could lie eilectually reached
by an address
tend the building ot a church at Koekport. trom this
board, published in all the newsA resolution was passed pledging aid to
papers. Messrs. Shaw and Roberts, and
pay off a church debt ot *1,700 in ratten, indeed the entire board,
heartily concuri'he Conference authorized the Trustees red in this.
to sell the
at
North
parsonage property
On motion of Mr. ,\ye. the board
proScarsport, and purchase in a more con- ceeded to the election of permanent Presvenient place.
ident. and the Hon. Charles I*. Kimball of
Key l)r. Eddy addressed the Conference
Portland, was unanimously elected. Mr.
a
Missions, and was followed by Rev. Kimball thanked the board for the
honor,
hr. Warren. President of Boston L'uiverwhich lie considered a high one, and
-ity. who explained what was being done promised to do all in his
to
make
power
by that remarkable enterprise. It already tlie exhibition a success.
comprises six colleges, viz., that of theolAlter discussing tlie qualifications of a
ogy, J.aw, Medicine. Oratory, Liberal Secretary, the^board adjourned to evenArts, and Music,
ft has about one hundred professors—more than any other ing.
file board reassembled in tlie
evening
American I'niversity except one.
at half-past seven.
Enoch Knight of PortBev. (L It Palmer, Treasurer ol the
land was elected Secretary of the board.
Conference Missionary Society, reported The
following gentlemen were chosen Exthe receipts as follows’:
ecutive ('ommittee, to fix the
compensas~77 7>u tion and
liangor District
arrange the duties of Secretary,
v.io ti:i
itucksport
audit bills, etc. Tlie President,
itockland
: 71 117
cx-officio,
Interest on the Ware 1'and
1:1157.
Edwin Sprague, J. II. MeMullen.
Hunt Fund
so 00
Mr.
the
of
Simpson
presented
.Mrs.
11am
1,000 00
f.egacy
following
’rowell fund
500 00
resolutions, \\ hicii were adopted :
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Bad

Nothing

can

be

Policy.
worse

for the interests

ROCKLAND DISTRICT,
S. D.

Rockland,
Thomaston,

Wardwell, Presiding Elder.
.T. O. Knowles.
L. H. Bean,

St,

by
Croix and Machins

rivers, Maine, each
JPj?’
.ylO.WK); Penobscot river, $20,000; Camden harbor. 810,000; Kennebec
river, 812,000; Portland harbor, $20,000.

the United States and that of Great Britain The British Government, for the year
1871-0, estimated its expenditures at £7j,000,000, or $303,000,000. The English

Government, however, include in this

a

surplus

revenue to apply to the public
The actual expenditures will be
about £73,000,000. Taking, however, tinwhole of the estimate, and comparing ii

debt.

with that of the
we

Secretary of the Treasure,
find that the American Secretary asked

for $319,000,000 to meet expenditures, or
only 811,000,000 less than that of Great
Britain.

There has been

some

idle talk

Congress about reducing expenditures,
but the appropriations including future
deficiency bills will probably equal the
Secretary's estimate. The British charge

in

lor interest on the

000,000; that

public debt is $129,States, 898,-

of the United

000,000. Deducting these sums from the
annual expenditure for 1874-0, we have
the L'nited States spending lor ordinary
affairs $221,000,000, and Great Britain

$234,000,000.
out the interest on the national

Leaving

debt, Great Britain expends but
000

a year more than the United States.
She has an army about four times as great
as that ot the United States, and a
navy

which is the linest in the world, while we
have but a skeleton establishment. She
maintains governments in the various
quarters of the globe; supports an im-j
mouse and costly royal establisement. and j
has a civil pension list which is unknown

country than the constant endeavor
which is being made, thoughtlessly it is to
be hoped, to keep alive the bitter feelings
of partisan hate and sectional resentment.
Ol this class is a proposition to erect a

system. The taxation of England
is simple.
She produces one-third of her
revenue from a tariff on a few articles,

worth, who

monument to the memory of Col. Ellswas killed at Alexandria, and

spirits, and the balance from stamps and

the first Union soldier who lost his life in
Virginia. It matters not whether these
plans come front the north or the south,

other direct taxes. We have an immense
and very costly revenue system, and ex-

lront the blue or the

less

of the

once

gray—they

and for all be abandoned.

ish, needless and bloody

war

should

The foolis over.

Why not let its memories wear themselves
forgotten? Time is softening
in the hearts of kith and kin the memories
ol those who fell. Over the scarred bosom
out, and be

of the earth—the

the

crumbling breastworks,
grave-trenches, the channels plowed

by shot and shell—kindly

nature has
her mantle of green. Why then
keep alive by a mistaken sentiment and
false policy the memories of the bloody
past, among those who are now living
peacefully in a common nationality?
Charles Sumner never uttered a nobler
woven

sentiment than when ho asked for the
from the national flags of the battles gained by Americans over Americans.
The hot wrath that sprung up was cooled
erasure

before his death, and Massachusetts did

to our

another third from the

traordinary

rates of

tax

on

domestic

taxation, and produce

The marked difference between the two systems is that taxation in
Great Britain is to produce revenue, while
taxation in the United States is to prevent
revenue.

revenue, and restrict

reader will

production.

But the

readily

understand that there
must be some radical delect or mismanagement somewhere when the ordinary
annual expenditures of the Government d
the l nited States, without an
army or
navy, equals that of the Government of
Great Britain.
Native

Wines.

1'lie current temperance agitation gives
a fresh interest to the
subject of' the culture of the grape and the
production of
native

wines, there being

cious and

philanthropic

not a few saga-

persons who be-

lieve that the true road to temperance lies
via the orchard and the vineyard. From

recent statistics it appears that the
quantity
lardy justice to his patriotism bv rescindof wines produced last year in the United
resolution
of
the
censure.
ing
England
States is estimated in round numbers at
erects no monuments to perpetuate the
memories of her many civil wars. The twenty millions of gallons. California, the
one-fourth this
sturdy good sense of Englishmen would largest producer, yields
not tolerate such folly as that,
France amount, live millions; Ohio about oneembalms on canvas and in marble and sixth, three and one-half millions; Xew
York three millions; Missouri and Illinois
bronze only the victories of foreign wars,
each two and one-halt millions, and Pennof this country lie
f.et the

people

equally

wise.

sylvania

two millions.

In those six states

produced all the wines of the country,
excepting about, one million and one-half
of gallons raised in smaller
quantities in
the other states. Wines are produced,
however, in some quantity in nearly every
state and territory, 20,000 gallons
being
credited tu New .Jersey and >.woo gallons
are

The hill appropriating three million
dollars in aid of the Centennial Exposition
was debated in the House last week, and
defeated by a vote of 92 to 132. Singularly
enough its warmest advocate was Mr.
Frye of Maine, and its most determined
opponent Mr. Hale of Maine, The most
effective argument against the appropriation was on the score of economy. Hut

to
u

Delaware. The annua! value of
ine crop is about s'M.ooo oou.

our

The recent victories of the Democratic
were celebrated by the Manhattan
Club, of Xew York, last week, at their

notwithstanding this, it does seem tit that
the general government should contribute party
something towards the proper observance

splendid club house. Prominent democrats
from all parts of the Union were invited,
out
the
would
be
a failure to carry
plan
of whom were present. Among those
many
Neither
the
of
state
ought
disgraceful.
were Senators Ihivard, of Delepresent
Pennsylvania and city of Philadelphia to
of so

grand

an

It is certain that

occasion.

bear the whole burden.

celebration,

not that ot

It is the nation's

Pennsylvania, and

on such an occasion the nation may well
lie generous.
Many of the managers of the Centennial
are firm in the belief that an appeal directly to the people lor subscriptions to the

ware; Hansom, of North Carolina: exSenators Bradbury oi Maine, and Falk, of

Oregon;

ex-Governors

English,

of Con-

necticut; Randolph, of New Jersey ; Gov.
Ingcrsoll, of Connecticut; lions. Black, of
Indiana:

Woodward

of

Pennsylvania:

Perry, Wood, Cox and Potter, of Xew
stock of the exposition will bring all need- York; lions. Amasa J. Parker, Francis
Fitch, of
ed lands. Mr. Kimball, of this state, has Kcrnan, Charles O’Conner,
of Pennsylvania; W.
repeatedly endeavored to impress that idea Nevada; Carrigan,
and plan upon his associates. Hut we hold Beach Lawrence, of Rhode Island; Gen.
that iu any event the nat ion as a nation G. E. Ward, oi Georgia; lion Stokes Boyd,
should give generous aid. Money expend- of Pennsylvania; lion. II. B. Smith, of
ed in such a cause will not be lost. It will Vermont, Gov. McEnery, ol Louisiana.
back a hundred fold, in attention
attracted to this country', followed by visitors, and visitors by emigrants, to enjoy
the immense advantages we offer to people from abroad. It is generally believed
that Congress will yet make a generous
appropriation for the Centennial.

come

From the

Courier-Journal we glean
interesting facts as to the extravagance of the Administration of General
Grant, as shown in the enormous increase
100 on
of offices since he came in power.
Muzzy fund
In
That
to
Resolved,
our
sister States of the
i Joe fund
45 80
l liion that propose to unite in the proper ob- 1859, under the much abused Buchanan,
servance of the centennial
Total
?4,ooo 4o
Anniversary ot the the number of
iiaiu over last year
employes of the Federal
$1,065 40 Independence of the ('lilted States, we send
our cordial and fraternal
In 18G1, the
greetings, accompa- Government was 41,527.
Daniel \V. Sawyer was elected to
nied by a pledge that no effort shall be lacking
Deacon’s orders, and George II. Knowles on our
first
of
the
there
were 40.049,
war,
to
seeure for Maine a proper repyear
part
and Alonzo J. Clifford were admitted on resentation
on that great occasion; that, not
and at the close of the war, in 1805, there
trial.
forgetting tlie records of other States, we reThe Bishop made the following appoint- [ cognize the propriety of locating this celebra- were 62 107. In 1807, two years after the
tion at Philadelphia, so imperisliably connected1 close
of the war, there were 66,113. Gen.
ments :
with tlie glorious memories ot the Revolution;
Committees:—1st
M
Examining
and wo extend our thanks to her people for Grant was first inaugurated March 4th,
year,
D. Mathews, C. E. Springer and B. M. their patriotic aid so
largely and froelv tender- 1809, and in 1871, or six years after the
Mitchell; 2d year, G. Pratt, .1. W Day ed to tlie Centennial Exposition.
Resolved, That while not discouraging aid close of the war, the number of emyloyes
and W. J. Brown ; lid year, W. W. Marsh,
fr*n other
we respectfully
urge tlie in the different branches of the GovernE. L. llanscom and C. E. Libby : 4th year, friends of thesources,
Centennial to immediately organdames A. Morion, S. 11. Beale and G. G.
ize in each State and territory the most
perfect ment amounted to 67,005. In 1873 this
Winslow.
system to reach the hearts of tlie entire people
horde of office-holders, leeches on the
To examine candidates for admission to of tlie country, and to interest them in the sucConference—C. A. Plummer, X Whitney cess of the Centennial Exposition: and to re- body-politic, sucking out the very lifeceive from true patriotic American citizens
and D. M. Lane.
such sums for the stock as eacli shall see lit to blood of the nation, had increased to 80,For Local Deacons—X Webb, .Tosiah contribute.
600. Thus we see that since the close of
Bean and B. B. Byrne.
KK.soLVKp, ihat we fully believe that such the war,
;t course will he the means of
during a term of eight years of
For Local Elders—A. Church, W Keed
bringing the
whole subject directly before the people, and
and E. M. Fowler.
profound
peace, this vast army was inot interesting them in the
grandest enterprise
To preach a centennial sermon—C. our nation has ever witnessed.
The people creased over 33,000. This has been done
of this nation have never failed to
Stone; alternate, C A. Plummer.
promptly by a party that, in their national platform,
To preach the Missionary sermon—L. respond to any great call oil tlieir patriotism.
They dal not, fail in 177U. We shall have the stood pledged to the people i sr retrenchI. llanscom; alternate, C. 15. Besse.
utmost faith in them, and believe that when
The figures above
The following list of appointments was fairly informed of the objects of the Centen- ment and reform.
nial, and properly appealed to, they will as given show how their pledges were kept,
made by the Conference—
promptly and cordially respond now as here- how
totally unworthy the confidence of
tofore.
HANUOR DISTRICT.
A. Prince, Presiding Elder,
Messrs. Shaw, Simpson and Sprague, the nation this Republican party is. Gen.
C.
Stone.
iiungor, First Church,
the three newspaper men ot the board, Grant in vetoing the currency bill did a
W. E. Brown.
Union Street,
Suppliedby B. B.Thomas. were appointed to Lite duty of preparing wise
Hampden, &c
tiling; but here we find inflation of a
M. D. Mathews.
Winterport,
an address to the
S. Wentworth.
people.
North Sears port, &e.,
character equally disastrous to the interAfter a conversational discussion of sev*E A. Plummer
Dixmont, &c.,
ests of the country that has not been
<
E. Libby.
eral topics, the board
Brewer, &c
adjourned. The
G. K- Palmer.
Orono and Veazie,
next
with the disapproval of the Presiwill
be
held
in
stamped
N.
meeting
Whitney.
probably
Upper Stillwater, &r
T. B. Tupper.
Portland, in June, during the Industrial dent.
Newport,
E. Skinner.
Exeter, Stetson, &.C.,
exhibition there, at which time the
plans
.1. Bean,
Harmony, &c.,
of the board will be more
It was John Adams who in 1770 said
T. Gerrish.
liartlana,
fully matured.
Corinth &c.,
1 lie State is iortunate in the
A. Church.
that each succeeding Fourth of July ought
composition
W. Farr.
Carmel, &e.,
( cd tli(> board. They are gentlemen who to be celebrated “with
Dexter, &c.,
C. B. Besse.
pomp and parade,
have the ability, enthusiasm anil deter.1. w. 11. Cromwell.
Oldtown, &c.,
.1. A. Morelen.
Lincoln,
with shows, games, sports, guns, bells,
mination to do their duty in this
W. H. Williams.
importDover, &c.,
ant matter, and should Maine’s
W. B. Eldridge.
Guilford, &.C.,
assigned bonfires and illuminations, from one end
J. Morse.
Brownville.
in the exposition not be
position
properly of this continent to the other, from this
S.
S. Gross.
Atkinson,
tilled, it will not lie the fault of the board. time
Mattawamkeag, &c.,
Supplied by I). Godfrey.
forward for evermore.” We wonder
J.
11.
^
Bennett.
Patten, &c.,
D. II. Sherman.
Houltou, &c.,
what old John would say, could he come
the
ice
ill
front
of
moved
E.
Friday
S. French.
night
Quebec
Monticelo, &c.,
Supplied by
ill a body, inflicting great damage to vessels, back and behold the
C. W. Porter.
Fairfield, &c.,
shabby way in which
wharves and booms. It is nearly forty years
Supplied by M. Palmer.
Danfort h, &c.
some of those who are
E. A. Glidden. since the
by
&t\,
remained
Peso
late
a
date.
Supplied
profiting by his
A
Topsfield,
bridge
C. F. Allen, President of Maine State College, mem
despatch states that the damage done will j-caeli patriotism, are
to treat the grand
willing
ber of Orono Quarterly Conference.
$2,two,000.
D. II. Triton, Chaplain IT. S. Navy.
event of the hundredth
anniversary of that
H. W. Bolton and J. Collins, transferred to the
Among the appropriations in the river and Fourth of
Maine Conference.
harbor bill passed
July. The saying that “rethe House are the follow*
•

Financial Mismanagement.
The New York Herald calls attention to
tlie financial management of the affairs ol

some

publics are ingrateful” may become emphasized by the addition that posterity in

republics

is

especially

so.

Speeches were made by Charles O'Conner,
Fernando Wood, Governor Randolph, of
Xew Jersey, lion. J. W. Bradbury, of
Maine, and lion. A. J. Parker.
It was a very brilliant and enjoyable
affair. The speeches were full of devotion,
to the democratic party, and the belief of
its speedy triumph.
The Illinois farmers propose to make a
formidable demonstration in the polities
of that state. They will hold a convention
at Springfield June 10th, and put a full
ticket in the field. They claim the control of 200,000 votes. If this he correct,
they will he likely to sweep the hoard, and
overturn the administration ascendancy in
the state. This is likely to he followed in

all the large states of the north-west, and
then good bye to the future Presidential
chances of Gen. Grant, or any other man
oi that persuasion. By all means let the
Grangers run their breaking up plow over
the field.
There is a prospect of the reunion of
the Methodist churches North and South.
At the General Conference at Louisville,
the 9th, three Commissioners from the
Methodist Episcopal Church North, presented themselves with propositions for a

on

reunion.

They

were

assured of

a

cordial

ANNALS OF BELFAST FOB BALF A CENTURY.
B '{ AX OLD SE T X L Ell.
CHAPTER XI.

(1814.)

Early in the morning of September first,
the British licet made its appearance at
Castine and took possession of the place.
Its appearance was not unexpected there,
and the people here were on the look-out
for it. Very soon three of the vessels belonging to the licet—which proved to bo
a frigate and two
transports—were seen
to be heading in this direction, and several
others in the direction of the mouth ot the
Penobscot; the latter, as afterwards learned, in pursuit of the United States corvette, Adams, which was then up the
river tor repairs, having been on shore at
Isle au limit a few days before; she was
burned by order of her commander, ('apt.
Morris, on the third ot the month, to prevent her capture by the enemy.
The wind being light the vessels bound
for this place did not arrive until afternoon, when they came to anchor not far
southerly from where the monument now
stands. Somewhat later in the day a barge
was seen to put otf from the
frigate and
lay its course for this shore; it landed
just northerly from the upper steamboat
wharf, rather from where that wharf now
is. The officer in command of the
barge,
bearing a flag of truce, requested an interview with the Chief Magistrate ot the
place. There was quite a crowd assembled at the point where the barge landed,
and the compiler well remembers the
anxious interest with which he and others
saw an individual, long since deceased,
brimful of rum and patriotism, hustled
back out of sight and hearing through fear
that the terrible British might hear his
muttered curses against “the d—d redcoats.”
The officer was conducted to 11 use's
tavern, the building now occupied by tile
Mess. Howes, and introduced to Asa Edmunds, Esq., as the chief magistrate of
'•he place, hr being < 'huirman ot the Board
af Selectmen. The chief magistrate was
thereupon informed that a body of His
Majesty's forces proposed to take and hold
possession of th» place lor a few days,
peaceably it possible, if not, forcibly ; that
.f they were permitted so to do without
molestation, the persons and property of
the inhabitants would be respected, and
that for all supplies required an adequate
compensation should be made. The reply
of the chief magistrate was in effect that
if His Majesty's troops saw lit to take
possession of the place they would not be
molested by any of its inhabitants—that

unusual to sec a large, portly gentleman
drive up to the tavern door just at dusk,
order his horse to be “put up”, and alter
taking supper retire lbr the night leaving
orders to be called early in the morning;
he invariably came from the east. A rigid
examination ot him ami Ids surroundings
would have led to the discovery, probably,
that the plump saddle on his horse’s bade
was stuffed with
sewing silk, that silks
and satins were hidden between the two
backs and fronts of his sleigh; that the
ialse crown in his bat concealed a pound
on more of needles, and that bis trunk
contained nothing but his comb and toothbrush and lot of old newspapers.
The
lean, lank, shad-like guest who appeared
in the early morning would hardly be
recognized as the portly gentleman ot the
night preceding, and the increase in the
weight of his trunk during the night was
truly miraculous. It was a singular fact
that all travellers of this character when
they left here took the back route for the
west; all the revenue officers were stationed on the short route.
Barge quantities ol toreigu merchandise
were smuggled across the river at and
near Bueksport.
About three miles this
side of the Ferry was Shute's tavern where
a nice supper could be had at
any tunc on
call. An invitation to a revenue officer at
this place to take a ride to Shute's behind
a span of
spanking bays was irresistible.
While he and the owner ot the bays wore
enjoying their supper the bays were
harnessed to another sleigh and the raenpedin;/ officer rode back with a cargo of
merchandise "binder Ids feet which had
never paid tribute to “Uncle Sam": his
presence was a guaranty to all other oltieers, that no search was necessary. (Jill
—the “generous, whole-souled (Jill"—and
his span of bays enjoyed a refreshing sea
son here until peace was declared and
then

disappeared

as

mysteriously

as

they

came.

academy,

was

convert-

ed into a battery.
The troops remained
here unmolested and molesting no one for
four days, when they re-embarked and
returned to Castine. No requisitions were
made for supplies, but while they remain-

ed here quite a lively retail trade was goto*-on iii flu* articles of milk bread, butter, eggs, potatoes and all kinds of garden vegetables. Our people who had a
surplus of those commodities faithfully
obeyed the Scriptural injunction, “if thine
enemy hunger feed him,'’ and were not

(>in- more incident of the
smuggling
era, which will be remembered In a lew
who were not inditVerent spectators on the
occasion, must be recorded. A prominent
trader, whom wo will call Mr 1’., occupied the old telegraph building, keeping,
as

them elsewhere; but it was a long time
before he ceased to be reminded of the
“Powder Plot" and his “race for life."

It will interest dentists to know that
Judge Khepley lias decided that the \ 111
—

eanite

patent

of the

(loodyear Company i.an injunct ion
against

valid, and has issued

parties using

it without authority.

Ilangor, May

19th and

were

not

During

condemnation,
strong enough to resist.

many

this fall and the winter .succeed-

were

the

revenue

boTng

would advise him to make use of an Air
Balloon tts there appears to he no safety in
travelling on the land. The double bottomed
wagons are not safe from the gripe of James
Madison’s sentinels; hut in ah Air Balloon
there will he perfect safety as the officers of
Government are not permitted to travel in the
air. nor to make seizures there* * *
we

—The Boston
a

Daily Advertiser, always
frank paper, does not undertake to un-

dervalue the importance of the late elections. It speaks ot them thus—
No political contests since the close of the
have been more full of significance to the
republican party. The loss of several republican States is directly owing to the faults of administration for which the republican party is
jnstly held responsible by the people.
war

The price of ice in Brooklyn, B six times
as last year.

as

high

sixteen line salmon

Sunday the thermometer stood at 04 in the
shade in New York.
The Maine Democratic State Convention will
be held ill Portland, dune 23d.
Shadd B speaker ot the Mississippi House,
and Mullet B chief clerk. It is a scaly concern,
all round.
for
The contract of William II. < Hover A <
to build the new Bock land court house,
has been accepted.

$50,521.

j

Concha has armed the negroes in Cuba. Now
shall see on which side the armed negroes
will decide to tight.

success.

A
party of men are digging for gold in Bridgeport. They've struck a rich vein of quart;*—
hut it' quarts of water.
>

|

Indianapolis has gone democratic lbi the liisi
time in eighteen years, electing their Mavor and
carrying !» wards out of 13.
J he most popular •) udge in Missouri jU't now
is the one who has decided that a woman B not
an old maid until she is 35.
A Delaware baby swallowed a railroad ticket,
and was choked to death. Damages laincM
from the railroad. $UH).Ooo.
A

prevalence of the measles

onneeticut. but there's one
all alarmed. It's Haddaiu.

B reported in
town there n«»t at

Ii is re|»orted that Cell. Butler
campaign in Massachusetts bv
Fitchburg, on the 17th of dune.

will open

the

>peeeli

at

:i

The Yrgussays that Saturday evening as Mr,
ha-. |\ Kimball of Portland, wa- coming
down stairs at his resilience. Me stepped upon
a dustpan which a domestic had left there, and
his feet were thrown from under him. one of
his knees was badly sprained, and lie i- obliged
to go on crutches.

It i- said that the re-ult nf the surveys .*1 the
canal across the Isthmus will be a
recommendation tor the eonstruetion of a canal
from Aspinwall to Pauama, as other routes,
although in some respects quite possible, would
necessiate the building of artificial harbors at
both ends of the proposed routes.

The Press reports that the women's tempermovement in Portland, is meeting with

<

Ycazie, the lot

proposed

ance

ihoy kept an Indian woman two days in the
lock up at Bangor, because sin refused to tell
where he got her liquor.

at

<

we

encouraging

caught

weighing upwards of three hundred pounds,
were sent to Boston from this
city yesterday.
Two of the. largest had in their litis a silver tag.
placed there by the Bueksport Breeding Works
when they were caught before. [Bangor Whig.

Charles Sumner's vignette is being engra\ed
on a shinplaster.
Something like naming
your dog after your grandfather.

Tin* fJardiner Home Journal gives the namu*
of 2b vessels which sailed from that port during
20days, loaded with ice, mostly for Philadelphia
Wiese are but the first of tin* large fleet that
will be needed to carry ofi' the hundreds ot
thou-and- of ton of the cooling material now
stored in that city and its vicinity.
Mon ilk. May 11. A fiend in human shape
named Frank William-, committed rape on a
little white child four year-of age, yesterday.
To-day about 11 o'clock a large hotly of people
went to the county jail where the wretch had
been confined and after battering down the jail
wall took him to the n. ir -t tree and hung him.
A Wa-hingtmi d« -pat* h to the If«*i aid says
l’he fact has leaked out that this government
see ret ly negotiated a
reciprocity treaty w ith
the Dominion of ('amnia which will be sent, in
a lew .lavs, to tlip Senate for ratification.
Itprovisions are not as yet publicly known,
beyond the general fact that it i- an elaboration
of the privileges of tin* reciprocity treaty abi o
gated by this government several years ago.
has

to go

people of Past port are taking measure'
!<> let till*
public know the advantages .»t that
beautiful place for a summer resort.
I II.

latest

footing

up of the

\\ ot.-rn piV"

shows 154 papers that sustain the President's
veto, S4 that oppose it and 15 on the fence.
The “premium cliromo" dodge ha> been |
adopted by ail enterprising dentist who give* a
lithographic drawing with each drawing of a
tooth.

A gentleman bought a piece of land on the
outskirts of Providence thirty >ear> ago for
Hr reeenllv refused S'7~».oon for the *ame
spin.

properl v.
Deeoratioii

Day this year promise- to be
signalized by floral memories ot blue and gray
alike.
( oni.

Time, indeed, work* wonder*.
Adv.

N.

V.

1 here i* .*aid to be a well, active man. living
within half a mile of the village of I >amari*eotta
who has not been "down town" but once during ten years.

The sewing machine agents of Indianapolis
are using each other as target* for pistol practice. Now let other cities follow the example
till it becomes a tidal vv nve.
Governor

Haven
There

on

Tngcrsoll was inaugurated at New
Wednesday. It was a grand day.

were over

C*,00o soldier* in line, and Re-

spect ators numbered 30,000.
The < irangers ot Illinois will hold their State
Convention for the nomination of a State ticket,
on the loth of June.
The Republicans hold
their convention on the PJtli.
following State* did not give a single vote
for the Centennial: Vermont. Kentucky, Illinois, .Missouri. Kan*a*\ Michigan, Iowa, Mimic
ota, Oregon and West Virginia.
1 he

New Orleans i- wondering how it can prevent the hundred* of drowned-out negroi
from
Mocking to that city and drilling, a* tlo-v inevitable will, into larceny and burglary.
The piers of the Rueksport A Itangor Railroad bridge will be completed in about two
months and the superstructure will he put on
immediately after their completion.
The petition of Alice Mason Sumner---f nmerIv married to the late Senator Sumner—for permission to change her mime to Alice Mason was
granted by Judge Ames iu tin* Probate! mrt.

Letter

from

Louisiana.

orre-p.iniieii. of tie- .Journal.
I»!:a>hi: \i: < d1 v. l.a.. May b.
Thinking if might be of inter, -t t«» you, 1 endo-egi >lieei ..four town paper, which will giv
you some idea of the magnitude of the immen-overflow in this section of Louisiana. Since tin
article was written tin* water lias continued t>
gradually rise, and it i- now conceded that >ntf.tion with New Orleans by rail must cease in
<

■

a day or two. The trains at
present are forcing
their way through two feet of water o\Vr nearly twenty-live miles of tin* road, f reight train-

obliged to break up and bring the Tear- ovci
tin- flooded portion in sections.
'The >utiering here is most deplorable. W ii-.[.•
families are flocking it) from the surrounding
are

bayou.-, perfectly destitute. Some arrive in
skill's, some in Mugouts. and many hav>* only
frail rafts for theirtransportation. All arc seeking point- where the noble generosity of Boston
and other northern .-it i.

in response to our call
to be distributed t«>
all the sutiering poor, both white and bia.-k.
These rations are issued once a week, and each
man upon producing proper evidence that be
!ia> been obliged to abandon his property, or is
for a-si-tnucc

place.I rations

actually in need from the overflow, i- -erved
with provisions for hi- family for seven days.
We lmvc but a lew acres of dry ground m tin
and that will soon b under w ater. M\
residen. c i-onth. high.-st ridg* ami ti
water ha- already taken po-«. sn »n of tije ba k

town,
own

y ard. Alligator-, ink.--, coons, ; igcreats and
-leer arc forced into town bv the ..v .-rflow .f tinswamps, .'several de.-r have be.-n killed in t.’i
centre ..f tin- town--—on.- in tin* railroad depot
another was driven into tin-water by a negr.
and

captured by

iumpim* upon

cutting, his throat. l ie-re
of

w

.mId be

liis
an

back and
abundamv

fresh nil-at if people c.cild feed stock Of '.in-1
n
.Milch mw s hum

any land to pla.-. lie m
been ofleivd for 1 n dollar

head and i-hiekcndollar per do. i. But persons pews-iu;
stock and fowl- here at present arc like that
at

one

■

Five hundred imported singing bird* have
been recently *et at libertv in Rurnct Wood*,
Cincinnati, h\ the president of the Acclimatization SiH-ietv of that city, at hi* own expense.

rcnovvne.1 man who owm-d the elephant. 1
should judge vvehav. dry ground enough hit
for about /"*•' elephant-. \\ «*re tin y hen*, how
ever, l solemnly bcliev c in less than a week tiny

Men at work building a stone vv all in Rerwiek.
Thursday, removed a large -tone, and found

of

under it a dead infant, wrapped in cloth, which
looked a* though it had been there several
months.

The Cumberland (irand Jury which had ju*t
risen has reported about f>u indictments against
liquor dealers, and the County Affornov give*
notice that he shall not settle at a I.-** hViiiv
•tban s.Viu and cost*
>regoi! leads oil in >talc election* oh tie lir*t
June. Four sets Of candidate* in the held—
Democratic headed by < iov. i rover. :i native of
Rethel in tbi* State—administration, farmer*,
and temperance tickets.
<

ot

would

b

throw in. ..tit hints about the minion

Noah's Ark.
As 1 presume y »u
011101 ha.
heard mil. 1:
of Brash--ar ( ity I will conclude thi- by -i cing that it is a tow u of -..me magnitude and im-

eighty miles dm
ami i- the terminus
1 \
i
i;
Morg m*s 1 uis
connects li.• r
with a nm of lifti-en splendid
iron- teanishii that lea-.. daily for (lalvoton.
lmliamda. Uock]«ort and Bra/.a- Santiago, Texas.
ldic r..ad ami -hips both arc the ex. lu-iv
property *»t t'has. Morgan K-.p <-t New York,
ami •-..minded -o|.dv b. him and hi- agent-. A?
portance, situated exactly

west from

New t)rl>

aii'.

s

••

—

■

<

>

—

resorted to to elude tlie vigilance ot
officers. Wagons with double
bottoms constituted one of those devices
—Gen. Howard has been acquitted of
and a very successful one, until it was deembezzlement and all that scut of thing, tected, and in this wise: Moses
Adams,
in the Freedmen’s Bureau. Still no one Esq., Sheriff of the county,
residing in
on
his
can tell where the money went.
way to Boston chanced
Probably Ellsworth,
to stop for the night at Wise asset. There
the General had some wicked underlings.
was something about the construction of
—The Boston Journal reports that one his wagon that attracted tlie attention of a
in the stable-yard and upon examiot the New York city representatives in loafer
nation it was found to have two bottoms
Congress has become crazy from studying between which was concealed
aquanity of
the financial question. Our neighbor of valuable English merchandise; it was
the Prog. Age can sympathize with him. seized and condemned.
Occupying tlie
a
high official position lie did and
—The U. S. Steamer Swatara, with asprominent member of the Federal, ”or
tronomers and photographers, to observe anti-war party, he was regarded as a
the transit of Venus from the islands of shining mark and tlie following shot was
fired at liim in the Boston Patriot of Nov
the Pacific, is ready to sail at New York.
1), 1814:
The planet will sail across the face of the
“Tiie Douiu.k Bottomed Waiiiin.
The
next trip Mr. Sheriff Adams takes to Casting,
sun next December.

20th.

$25,000 hotel at Wot

—Neyy- York is sending had; a lot of
Danish criminals that have been -hipped
John Holland of Limerick reeentlv mixed
thither. Why don't Maine send for them arsenic with meal to poison rat*; the *ervant least seven eighths o: the active prodm and
used it to roll tisli iu to fry, in consequence of
t< colonize along side the Swedish paupers'.’ which lie ami his wife and two children were cattle of Texas ar earr’.d bv the route besidethe l s. mails and crowd- of pa-scngcr-.
M ».
nearly poisoned to death.
—Notwithstanding all reports to the
sheer i> full, t.•■ full. I fe.ir y 11 w ill think.
afternoon McArthur's four *ion
Monday
<
contrary, the New Y'ork Herald asserts brick block in IJulfalo fell >uddenlv. »-ru-hiiiir
Your-.
I
M. Li t
v
that Hen. (Irani wil 1 be a candidate lor re- the two adjoining stores. A child* four year" I
old and a soil of Prof. Buckham w.-re killed and !
Thanks of tlio Conference.
nomination.
That is more threatening to several other." badl\ injured.
the republican party than the veto.
Mi:. Kin mu.
\ speeiai vote of thank'
be
Two
(Quaker City etiquette:
young men
.*f l.elta-t fiiiciLiinine lie- euni- ivni'
—James M. Lowell, the convicted Au- stopped in the street to converse with a couple people
of young ladies.
When they separated, tin- was pa>-.''l by the ( niifrivne; u» it- '.-'-ion on
burn murderer, was on Wednesday last gents di."covered that one of tin* misses had
li giv* s me pleasure to eomnuiSaturday
sewed their coat tail" together.
sentenced to death, by Judge Walton.
nir.it. the .' uiir to them through the press
At Xcw Bedford there has been caught a codLowell's counsel had withdrayvn their
Brief as our sta\ hi \t,nr tt \ ha> been. i! 1»afish measuring Jive feet in length and' two feet
formal exceptions The condemned heard in ciri-umfereiiee. and weighing lifty pound", in impressed us uio-t fa\oraMy respecting the
the stomach of the tisli were found cb \ «-»i lid
• ■atholi. it \
of the elmrelies ; and the hospitality
his sentence without apparent emotion.
ring-. four ilattish and two crabs.
of the people ha- been g. n**roii< to a fill!'.
A liquor license law has passed the
I J ish to
Several farmers of 1 >allas, Te\a>. rode out the
.Massachusetts Senate, modelled after that other day to interview a hog thief, and when iuitr sun* his pla.••• of entert ainment |lu> ben,
their business with him was concluded In* was
“the best of all." >.• let it he. lint l .-laiin thr
of Connecticut. In the same body a repicked up, -ays the Dallas Herald, “as full «,f
t.. -a>. nolle h.-tt.-:
privilege in all m> 1 -:
solve in'favor of woman suffrage and an lead as a well-tilled pin cushion with pin-."
than mine.
A lecturer estimates that it c-»-t-. under the
amendment striking out the word male
Husines*. ha- b< .11 i-apidlv dispatched. and the
most favorable circumstances, s;;,ono to rai-e a
from the State constitution has been reboy until he reaches the age of sixteen year.". session has be.-a one >\ greatest personal enIf these figures are approximately correct, the
ported.
joyment. T’liis 11:4' I.—n mir twenty-seventh
investment in many instances is a’dead failun
annua! s'-".-*u.
We
t.. <
i!ai- next tine
—The Auburn Clipper i- in trouble
'i oiing dames Cordon Bennett, propri* t-• r of
It. >. Am v Mr
again, 'three indictments for libel were the New ^ ork Herald, walked a ten mile foot
Ih-ifast. May II.
found against il at the recent term of the race the other day for $‘(>,(100 stakes. His eontestant was a lawyer named Whipple. Air. BenCourt. Proceedings are suspended until nett. with eommeinlabf enterprise, won the
H it wasn’t for tlio herd's promise that
the next, term, when the indictments are race.
it might
Let it not be forgott* u, as of course it will there should he no m< re doing
As a truUuul annalist it becomes the to be no! pressed on the following me
not be, that a eold wet spring means a -trong
that
the
Louisiana
be
Hood
was
of
the
to
record
the
fact
thought
compiler
duty
ditions—
and luxuriant crop of grass, with large harvests
that after the British took possession of
'1 lint the further publieat ion of the new paper «»f wheat ami corn. Providence never seeim-d sent to drown mil the carpet baggers
the eastern section of the State, and (Jus- called the “Auburn
Clipper"' be suspended, ns so bountiful to us as a nation as for the last ten N«»ah\s flood didn't li-pe -. of a harder set
tine especially, the patriotism of the peo- well as anv and all other nt*y\-papers -u list it lit od years.
—Michigan is sidle ring -ever.-!\ fn»m
ple. here and in the surrounding region therefor, having either of tie* re-pondents in
Hiram Crajg, an independent farmer of Aually way, directly oriiidireellv.eonnecledtlieivwas not in all cases proof against the
tires in the \vood.s,
worth
or $’>0,000, committed -uigusta,
.#10,000
yy-itli.
eide Friday night, by hanging himself :n hi"
temptation to furnish fat beef to the enemy
That (Mis .-halt discontinue forever anv conI hr Progressiv.\reports that Mr.
at good fat prices, or to import goods of nection which lie ilia! at this time liaveyyith barn with a trace ehaiii. He was about 7<> \» ar>impsoii of tie* .L'lirna has l.e.-.ime a eonveii
of age, ami one of the founders of tin Bapti-t
the
foreign manufacture without rendering the neyvspaper called tile “Auburn Clipper."
blandishments
of the women. :
• hlireh in
tlir*.ugh
Augusta.
■‘to Caesar the tilings that are Ciesar’s",
the temperance can**.-, and has Mgned the plcdg.-If the report is true that Mr. lioutelle,
The
(iazette
that
the
sayproposals foi the to abstain even from ole■,
Marina- Republiin other words without payment of duties.
erection of the new Court House for Knox utili- can.
The hazard attending the importation by late of the Whig, intends to start a new
ty. were opened by the County C ommissioners
That isa specimen *! tin- wit of an dd
vessels from abroad, added to the high daily in Bangor, he needs some level at m*on. Wednesday, when Messr-. W. H.
duties, had so tar enhanced the market headed and experienced Iriends to labor Clover A; < o., of Rockland, were1 found t<* be original Washingtonian .M *st people rail
the sued sslid bidders.
value of foreign merchandise as to place
it lying.
with him until tile plan shall lie abandoned.
it beyond the pecuniary ability of most of
Dr. Lafayette Perkins,
highly respectable
tlie people to purchase even those articles The road to the establishment of a suc- citizen of Farmington, died Sunday afternoon,
—There i- a paper in Maine that --h-ans 1
which had come to be regarded as neces- cessful paper lieeighty-eight. He was a surgeon in the war ward" inllatiou—wlii.-ii i- tie- leare-r p> u,
through toil, tribulation aged
and
was tin* only rematning m«*mber of
lsp_»,
case
of an intlatioii organ t<> hr ibimd in Wo
The
saries.
long stretch of territory in and heavy draft on pecuniary resources. Hie famous convention* at the separation of
Kngliuul. j Boston Journal.
this section necessarily left unguarded by
Maimfrom Mas-aehusett-.
And where the neyy comer compete-; in a
'That mu-1 1m
-the dd *ro:iu:tI Wa-h
revenue officers afforded great facilities
The womeneriisaders have taken a new turn.
for smuggling, and the high prices paid well occupied fieid, all these are increased
« a
II
i- like ot the L°ai:
ingtonian."
Mrs. Dr. Susan Kverett lias been preaching iu
by the enemy for our products, beef es- a hundred fold. More lingers
have been BrookUn a »-rusade against corset-, garter-, ing lower of 1
whieh ha- puzzled
•-i
pecially. constituted an inducement to severely burned in those enterprise than false hair ami high heeled shoes, and with so
much success that a society is to be organized antii[u:uianr to tell whether it had deelii,
supply them, although at the hazard ot in
any other department of business. The to attend to these little matters.
ed
r w a
seizure and
built *.
which

unmindful of tlie other clause which does
not appear in the common version, “and
make him pay double what the feed is
worth." Ten cents a quart for milk, fifty
cents for a brown loaf, twenty cents a
pound for butter, seventeen cents per
dozen for eggs, and fifty cents for the
smallest sized basket full oi potatoes or
vegetables were the ruling prices.
{ The next day after tlie British left, the
military, who had been gathering from
tlie interior and were encamped near
Simon Watson's tavern on Hay-ford's Hill,
marched into town ; they remained but a
day and left very much to the relief of the
proprietors of gardens, potato-patches and
The military companies in
hen-roosts.
this place, the artillery under command
of Capt. Alfred Johnson, and the militia
under command of Capt. Nathan Swan,
were called out to reinforce the troops
collected up the river to resist the British
force which had gone to capture the
Adams, and were ordered to rendezvous
at Searsport, then J’rospeet. On arriving
there information was received that the
Adams had been burned and our forces
dispersed ; their further services were not
required of course, and they immediately
returned. The artillery company did not
bring back their field-pieces to the village,
hut concealed them on the eastern side of
the river where they remained until the
ciose of the war.

gradually.

weekly list

of failures in Howell’s

Reporter

paper

--.hows this.

Neyys-

A half dozen

ing, especially alter the Penobscot was successful dailies suffice tor Boston, with
response.
closed by ice, a brisk contraband trade was
all New England for a field of circulation.
on between (Jastinc and the west—The Maine Sunday School Convention carried
ern side of tlie river.
All sorts of devices Another daily will give Rangor halt that
will be holden at

John Brother, the colored cook of the steam
Cambridge, who lias been in the employ of
tie- Sanford line for ten veins, died Wednesday
la>t. A < isket was purchased by the company,
and the tlags ot the steamer were displayed in
half-mast during the funeral.

er
a

The

the sign indicated, a “Variety store."
Twit of his friends came in great haste
one afternoon and informed him that the
revenue officer was coming to search his
premises. There was time only for a few
words between them before the officer
came in and informed 1’. that he had come
to search his cellar for smuggled goods.
1’. flew at once into a towering passion,
apparently, denounced in most violent
language all spies, informers and revenue
officers, concluding with the assertion that
our means tor tarnishing supplies were
limited, but that they should be furnished any man who attempted to search his
to the extent of those means—adding that cellar would do so at the peril of his lite;
“if we had received earlier notice of your all which only served to .satisfy the officer
coming, we should have been prepared to that he was on the right track. At the
give you a different reception.'’ This same moment that he began to raise the
somewhat equivocal remark occasioned trap-door leading to the cellar, 1’. rushed
no
sliglu merriment on the quarter deck to the front door of the store, threw it
of the frigate when reported by the officer wide open, then to the fire-place from
which he seized a large brand, and screamto whom it was addressed.
Sometime in the night preceding the brass ing at the top of his voice, “Powder!
field-pieces belonging to the artillery com- every man look out lor himself!" tiling
pany. had been removed beyond reach of it through the opened trap into the cellar
the enemy, and during tlie day many ot and rushed into the street, the officer at
the towns people removed their families his heels. Several individuals who were
and most valuable household goods; most standing in front of the store alarmed by
of them but a tew miles out of the village : the outcry joined the stampede, which did
not termimate until all engaged in it.
some of them as far as Searsmont.
F. on the lead, had nearly reached the
after
dusk
the
to
Shortly
troops began
old tan-yard opposite the Court House.
disembark, and when the sun rose the
There all came to a halt and stood monext morning the good people of the place,
the explosion which
whose slumbers had been but slightly dis- mentarily expecting
was to send the “Variety Store" and eonturbed by tlie military movements so quiettentson an aerial excursion.
After a while
ly were they conducted, awok“ to find the officer
began to suspect, from the
themselves in possession of the redcoats,
and guards stationed on the roads leading tittering about him, that lie had been victimized and deliberately retracing his
to Northport and Belmont, and at the
lie re-entered the store and proceedwesterly end of the bridge. The number steps
ed to make a thorough search through the
ot troops landed wasnb«ut seven hundred.
cellar but found nothing liable to seizure.
General Gosselin, commanding the forces,
It was not long alterwards that he learned,
made his headquarters at the McFarland
indirectly, that while he was running for
house; the old meeting-house, the acade- dear
life and
for the explosion. P's
my and the gun-house were used as bar- friends had waiting
adroitly removed through tinracks, and the town-pound standing on
back cellar door quite a number id'suspithe easterly side of High street, a little
cious looking packages and deposited
from the

southerly

Generaltio*.

They are talking about
Waterviile.

After sleighing commenced,
sleighs with
false backs and fronts,
pttngs with false
bottoms, became favorite vehicles with
the smuggling community. It was not

number.
—

several

owner

of

lu* miii'ii In i'ill.led excursion of lie- Kounn
Maine Directors in company with Mr. Hicltl*orii and the Knox A Lincoln Director* had a
wonderful effect upon the liay A River Railroad.
It lias rested as quiet as the .lead since
that date. [Rockland Five Press.
A

Steamer-', will hereulter l>e --|>\ ot the
inflammable stn(V called excelsior.
It
will he recollected that this material
caused the burning of a wharf in Portland

and

Mayor Havemeyer, in his speech at the ( hamber oi'Commerce banquet, said tin- city of New
^ ork was treated by the last legislature like
conquered province, and the commerce ami
trad** of the city i- 'U Me rill" from smh l.ri-lation a at Albany ami'W ashington.

a

The
steamers, last year.
lot of goods brought suit

Canulen contains the only spike fa. torv in
Maine, the second of two f.'-lt factories in'the
the largest ot four in the Knifed
in fact, a large uuniher of manufactories which arc but sparsely repr<
ut- d in
Other sections of the State. [ Herald.
State, and
State-: and

the steamship company,
claiming
\\ hat a foe the farmers have to i-onicnd
that the tire originated through carelessagainst in the potato hug is show n l»v the exness in
the
excelsior
ho
to
II** placed
permitting
perience of a man in Joilef. III.
there. The plaintifl" reeeivtd a verdict of some in a bottle eight months ago. They have
been exposed to the winter and summer, have
had nothing to eat, and arc >iill li\ imr.

against

—Kx-tim rnur ( rosin i writing the "Amuds
of Belfast for Half a (Viitury, and the Belfast
Journal is publishing them. They are very interesting. We hope Bro. Simpson will publish
them in a book by and by and give ns a copy.
We are always ready, you see, to help along
these enterprises. [Hardiner Journal.
I he Annals are
of
■

worthy

in

preservation

a more

permanent form. We
have them published in a hook,
completed, were it not tor the fact
well known gentleman of this city

paring

and will

shortly publish

curate and exhaustive

It has been

history

should
when
that

a

is prea full, ac-

of Belfast

will ho
very valuable, and the author deserves to
have the whole liehl to himself
a

\york of great labor,

“He touched nothing," -ays Mr. Lamarof Mr.
Sumner, “which he did not adorn." Perhaps
so: but when lie touched President Grant on
the San Domingo question and Secretary Fish
on the removal of Mr. Motley, it can’t he <;ii( 1
that he adorned them to any considerable ad-

vantage.
Mr. Jacob Goldsmith of Rockland, lost a
alualdc horse in rather a singular manner
Tuesday. While being harnessed the horse run
out of the barn and stepping on hi*
halter
brought his head suddenly around in contract
with a tree, breaking his neck and
expiring
°

thrift

Gi

the

Swedish

Colony

A enrre .pendent of tin* Tortlnnd Adi to
tiser has matlc an “unotlicial" visit to tin*
Swedish t adony in Aroostook, anil a

might bo expected. he give a -onto what
different picture ofthe ueulinn I■. in those
IFosavW0'get. from ollioial ..in
The Swede- are horn t lent very slow,
and very hard to satisfy I hey think that
as
the State has helped them so tar, ii
should continue to support them
They
unanimously submitted a petition to tin
state for m.nv aid. and it is
tain that
thirty-live families are now almost do-ti
tute.
Many of them are much dissatisfied
and repent their
departure from home,
they -ay they do not enjoy the
privileges,,

which yvero promised and,
that, if fbex
eouhl he placed in Sweden
in the
again,
same condition a- before
coming liere. they
yyouldgladly make ihe change, These are
the most active and influential
part of the
colonists, while others are perfectly -atilied and can as well doly o here as at home.
*

a.

a

*

*

At another house, »u tound the farmer
xheuruii/ shi ji ( hie had already -tillered

the operation and was tied by a string to
the leg ol the -lot e. < >n empiiring if they
would not die with cold, yye received the
response, "Oh no, we will keep them in
the house." This habitation, yye
almost instantly.
hoped,
was one of the worst in the colony, but
Jamos If. PiU's, tho tailored Chmieellor of found afterwards that many others rivaled
Mil-ills, JIiss., IS 111 jail forlarceuv. The lawyers it. Tilth abounded, anil animals of
differwho argueil eases before him
missed their books, ent species inhabited one room.
Heinemid. ohtaininjt a seareli warrant
fount!
were
they
told that the residents enjoyed
m his house, with the owners
perfect liaie
names erased and
J■ H. Piles” substituted. He was convicted. piness and contentment yy'o were triad to
:iud the ( haueellor of
Mississippi is still in jail withdraw

News of the

City

Only

and County.

prisoner in

Last evening while the firemen were
jail at the last count.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
making
preparations to go to theOLltown
the
awnout
Corrected Weekly for the Journal.
brought
fire, the crowd ot roughs who are always
ings.
Belfast, Wednesday, May 1:5, IsM.
No Milui-m in our market \ et
$u.00al3.00 :’Round 3 log,
lOaOO
ready to crowd in where their services are flour,
The streets are
$i.ou Clear Salt Pork,
$21a00
densely crowded these pleasant not required, determined that they would Corn Meal,
There P 'till a lingering chill in the air. not
Kye Meal,
Sl.S5al.3U Mutton per lb.,
lOaO
evenings.
go to Oldtown. Acting Supt. Cram deter- Kye,
Sl.U0al.10 Lamb per lb.,
favorable to gardening.
Pall
Corn,
mined
$1.00
35a(X>
shouldn't!
lb.,
A
per
ear
they
[Turkey
An organ grinder haunts our streets, dragpassenger
Spring b.mtir* and horse-radish are now in
Barley
1.25al.40 Chicken per lb.,
I?a20
was attached to the rear ol’ the train and
Keans,
"Oa>on.
2.50a3.25 Duck per lb.,
15alS
ging out of a wheezy box the ail *Tve sailed the
Marrowfat
1.25al.50, Ceese per lb.,
Peas,
and
rowdies,
dead
13ala
heats soon
roughs
the
seas
do
it
over."
would
We
wish
he
some half dozen Ik lla-t boys lia\e joined
Oats,
again. filled it to
7oa?o; Hay per ton,
$1.5ul7
overflowing. They were enjoy- Potatoes,
Knit® Lime,
$1.37>aO.CO
Pan Pueello
eoinpany at Freedom.
Knguie company No. 2 is building a hose ing themselves hugely when one ot their Dried Apples,
luale Washed Wool,
-R'aOO
one

the

SHIP NEWS.

rii-- nv■arm days have

To-*]:,\ i> lloh Thursdas.

PORT OF

ARRIVED.
.May i'th, Sclir. Hoax, (ietclu ll, Salem.
*'
Minbeam, Bunker, Baltimore.
~r,‘,
Malabar, McCarty, Bangor.
.Martha Weeks, White, Ipswich.
•»tq,
!>. K. A rev, Roberts, Bangor.
North Cape. Lancaster, do.
I*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver's
'•

>

number looked out of the door and saw Cooking Apples,
Butter,
the forward part of the train
going up the Cheese,
line at a good rate of speed. Their curses Kggs,
laird,
were numerous when
they found they had Beef,
been sold, while the firemen on the for- Baldwin Apples,
Veal,
ward cars enjoyed it
hugely. [Bangor Dry Cod,
('ommercial.

tower on the roof of their present quarters, to
make room for drying hose.

Farh rl't-r.- ‘ii Thursday morning of last
week indulged in a game of snow ball.

It takes one man about all the time to cxtinflir tir.'t straw hat of the season made it>
! guish tires on the railroad bridge, from coals
aran*-*
‘ii Mturikv during the shower.
falling from the locomotive.
I hi' is the tim*’ when rheumatism lies in
The shipping in the harbor, Wednesday, flew
\\ ait for tli-"'
who*.take off winter flannels too
! their hunting at halt mast, in honor of (apt.
early.

|

M, ml

Method

ili

<•;

piied the nu’.pit'

'!

all tin

.1

'onleronee siip,-iiy elm relics la't
t

sabbath.
The

ini*' Bank didn't

had proTni'
am it nr*

it

P

°

move

la't week.

Some hit b about the

1 t...

The sheritf rode through the streets on MonI dav, mounted on two and a half barrels of
liquor, seized from schooner Lillian, from Boston.

Alabama, with white oak timber consigned to Carter & Co. of this city, is ashore
and full of water on Hampton bar, Va. The
cargo was at the risk of the shippers.
Sch.

hen. ..! ’In- B. lta'i 'hoe factory,
ha' received a patent f 1 m
iiirnuy tor hurnm

<

'hing the li*_-«• 1

,>t 1 »,.,<*r

ili"H,\.(,
\:i

i!

-.

Brig Caprera, of Stockton, (’apt. Blanchard,
from Port au Prince for Cuba, was wrecked
hth ult.. on a reef, east side of Cuba. No particulars. The crew were saved and landed at
Cape May a few days since.

I

,-r \''

The

b^dy Capt. Darius Shutc of this city,
arrived on the Boston boat Wednesday morning.
Capt. s. died in New York, on board sell. A.
Hayford, of which he was master, and was
about 4f> years of age. lie was buried by the

Thursday.

last

<•

-diet

Fii<w,<rth. a 'hip earpeiiter in
are.
id hi- foot badly with an

"areeu:

<.

i

an

Kl.-ighi. "f Massachusetts.
ilpit *i the lTiivcrsali<t
earning and evening.

1

ceup\

•.

M
ad

>1V

—

k'oir.'ili-. Ma
< apt
dohn lioix, of
1" iia't. Me mate of thf '-.-n. Florida, was found
lrowm-,1 and floating in tie water under the
v ot
the railroad wharf.
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draught

A

kutnd. F here to be
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that elegant soda fountain in
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to, any
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ment.
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<
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svI

has had pastoral
in tiii' city and lF*eki-i'err.-d t
Bangor, to lake

»

w

s

and. has I..

>

plae. o Father Clement. who goes p.
i>ton
k ith- r F'-lei
n. of Whitetiehl. h:en assigned !•■ I.
U1 -ill- and Belfast.
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Bit* her a Horitii has for New

\«\

II

i.;.

If

-rt.

c

\\

m

.-a.,

-Hi

w

I

Bn.■.*!•-1

.i,

Lincolnvii.i.k.
pany

are

The Horse Railroad Com-

grading their road and laying the

*J

11. Carter lias eom.i■ ii.•»*.; a
IwCi.ng le a'" m the corner of ross
m.i Spring
m i!i
si,,- of a house burn's.'..
Ed. Boardnian
Has View street, and
hoi.'.bonding
'• dm >■; i I a a ! •'.
-m l ni.-u street.
Nr.w

a

to raise a now
track.
senior, with .!. ;
Cold and backward” is the common declaW ith three good comration now among the farmers; and it seems
llh iont tiro departto have a depressing efl'ect on their
piety.

aptaii

(

a

Son

are

loading

There is but little doing in the lime business.
There is more ‘•contraction" than “expansion"
in most kinds of business in this \
icinity ; even
the peddling of smelts lias fallen oft largely;
but eggs have risen

a

eent

or

two

on a

dozen

lately.
>inee the death of Hr. Cordon there lias
been need of a good physician at Centre l.ineolnv ille.

May l>t, Mrs. Samuel B. Coleman took a
sleigh ride in the morning, and in the afternoon
gathered May flowers grown in the open air.
bn

The

Arkansas

Difficulty.

M Keen with hay for Jaeksond -s. -A <
loading sell Boaz
New V-irk.
j.>SMis. Ivy Belle

Viinh

>

s

"in-

that the mvasiir.

ha*

railed in.

The

•'-upon < aiinot 1-- paid without the bond, nor
Ii-- bond without lie- coupon.
The holder of
the bond should -u «-m.- ---muiunieate with
Howes a
1

Mam-mc.

The
ll wiiig gentlemen from
last week eh .-ted I ofiicr*, in the
Fraud Bodies ,.f .Maine, at Portland—Win. u.
I'-or. Junior Fraud Warden ot the Fraud

city

li.'s

Were

l.odg,

liari.-s \V.

<

of

-.a-uiie

Mast-

Haney (.rand l'rineipal
the Fraud chapter, and Fe.-rge
d District Imty Fraud

the Sth Misouie District.

d

Pin

■

in

fie.pnnev

onr.-ity

of

tin-, undeiibt-

1 iar\ .*rigin, i- get ling alarming,
rije buildings tired ar*- of -mall value, it i"•
but ii tin i»ra>i it .' i- allowed to go on.
•Uier buildings will not bo spared.
The eity
iii«■

n.

eminent

_•

-lemld offer

deteeti■.ii
det.-. :.-d. tie.
■

Vellt *>t
'“•oil

I

liberal reward for
any ine. ndiary, and when be
punishment should go to the

lie law.

lay band-

hi

<*r

-1

a

good detective would

tin criminal.

all the treacherous things that float on the
.1 bil l: bark alioe takes the palm.
Midi
** the
opjhj.-m "t a
uple of citizens of Belfast
\\ in* took one ».i Fnifv
Bond on the ear-for a
>f

a

liter.

lin k

<

-hooting expedition.

the first attempt
upon tin' birds, that birch got on top of the
-port-men. If an\ li-heruien in those waters
•bail in'oi: up
double barrelled gun. a pair ot
•libber hoot- and a luueli pail, the owner- thereof in:*> t«e t'Cind in thi- i:\. and will pay liberal
-alv

At

age.

Ni:w

ii: isi.MiMWin. u. Poor A:
attention t<■ ilieir iarg*- variety of bird
vgc-.— A. Andrew- advertises a reduetion of

Ai»\

i-

i
1

i*
hi summer
clothing.— Farm tor sale in
‘p-.'i by Albert Ilarriman.
Among the
ii ml"
>1 milliiierv adviti-ements our friends

undoiibti dl\

-uited—there arc notices
of P F. M ells, Mrs. M< l-rill and Mrs. Ri<-htrds A Mis- >mithworth.—<■ buries D. Field
nlverti.-e- a larg. and elegant Jot of caskets and
•■oilius of all de-eriptious and prices.—A. F.
Durham inform- hi- friend- that In; ha- a large
and elioiee lot of -nioked a |e\vives, direct from
1

’•

o.-

Washington, May

11.

To lion. Joseph Brooks, Little Bock, Ark.:
1 have suggested to Mr. Baxter that the
members ot the General Assembly now in
Little Rock, adjourned for a reasonable
time, say ten days, to give you an opportunity to call in those members who may
not respond to his call, so that there
may
be a full Legislature.
The United States
will give all necessary protection to the

Legislature

in

mooting

and

transacting

its

business as usual at the 8tate House, and
prevent, as far as practicable, all violence
and disturbance of the public peace. I
urgently request that the military ol both
parties be at cnee disbanded, which is the
first step toward a peaceable settlement.
Answer.
U. 8. Grant.
Hon. Klislia Baxter. Little Bock. Ark.:
1 recommend that the members ot the
General Assembly, now at Little Rock,
adjourn for a reasonable time, say ten
days, to enable Brooks to cal! the body of
his supposed adherents, so that there may
be a lull Legislative. Any hasty action by
a part of the Assembly will nut be satisfactory to the people. Brooks’ friends here
agree that if this course is pursued no opposition will be made to the meeting of
the Assembly in the State House as usual,
and that he will at once dismiss iris forces
if you will do the same.
I urgently request that all armed forces on both sides
I

u

be disbanded, so that the General Assembly may act free from any military pressure
or influence.
i'he United States
forces will give all necessary protection
to the Legislature, and prevent, as far as
practicable, all violence and disturbance
of the public peace.
Answer.
U. 8 Grant.
IN

Sr. Lons.

RATTLE ARRAY.

11.
Despatches from
Little llock say that Gen Churchill anil
Col. King White crossed the river this
morning with a considerable force ol Baxter's troops and started for Baring Cross.

May

Immediately afterwards,

Col. John M.
Clayton of Brooks’ army crossed the railroad bridge with 300 men. At the latest
accounts, 11 o’clock, there was skirmishing
along the lines and a lively lire kept up,
.John.—>ee ard of \V:i laud Knowltrm. of but with what result is not stated. Brooks’
forces hold the railroad bridge and will
I.ibertv, short hand teacher.
not allow Baxter's troops to eross it, but
rllihs.
I lies*.lay alternoou lire was diseovthe trains are not molested.
ed at a house on I nion street owned
Another despatch, dated Baring Csoss,
by C. 1*.
« art« r. and
occupied by Robert c. Thompson. says the skirmishing was lively, but no
Hi- tire department w :i,
fjuickly on the spot one was wounded, and 25 regulars coming
and soon extinguished it.
He- tire mysterious- up, stopped the light. Both parties then
i> took nil the floor in the open chamber of the returned to Little Rock.
Washington, May, 11. Senator Claypoivii, where th< r veil neither chimney, stove
ton to-day received the iollowing
<-r pipe, and apparently ran
despatch
through to the
main house and hurst through the roof. All the from Charles W. Tankersley, Speaker of
the Arkansas House of Representotives,
household furniture was moved.
The house
dated at Poplar Bluft', Mo.:
v\a- not much
damaged and was insured.
"1 left Arkadelphia for St. Louis to-night
At midnight tie* alarm was again sounded,
fhe through train was guarded by Baxter’s
and a storehouse, ar the end of the lower bridge, men as far as Little Rock. The train was
•wned by John i*ier. •. w as found to l»e on tire, searched for me, but I
escaped.”
i he flames had made rapid progress and soon
ranter’s reply to tiie president.
•mmuuieated with the Maine Central wood
Washington, May 11. The following
died opposite, and tie railroad section house in
response to a telegram from the Presi.c ross the truek.
i he section house and wood dent was received here to-night.
shed were quckhv
Littef. Rock, May 11.
extinguished, but the store
ic-u-e. with it- eontents. ;t small lot of
lumber I S. Grant, President, Washington :
There is almost a quorum of both
and old mowing maelfue-.. was entirelv consullied. .\ hand ear wa burned on Ihe traek. Houses of the Legislature present, and
they have power under the Constitution
i.o-- to iuhn I'eiret* about
luo. no insurance.
to adjourn from day to day until they have
Maine t enrr.il los.. triflin''
It C -upposed to
a
quorum, anil they can adjourn no longer
have been tic* won 1; >f an iueeiidian
The enuntil they have a quorum.
1 am in favor
-iiie
wo re stationed on tic bridge and played
of their adjourning as long as they please
from the river.
until every supposed Brooks adherent is
A remarkable
at a tropic happened
Iasi
present.
With tlii- understanding 1 will disband
v-.'
k :1t rity Point.
A faniih h;ui retired to
iheir beds, and were wrapped ii
slumber, my troops in proportion as Brooks disbands
I'm- Legislature can meet at tin;
when suddenly then* arose in the kitchen below his.
usual place, if Mr. Brooks will go as far
a tremendous clatter.
The sound \va as if perfrom it west as 1 am east, and deposit the
-t»ns were
dragging articles across lie* floor and State arms in the State
armory, and let
thumpiug them against flu* wails. The terror
the State House and public buildings lie
sudden and undefined midnight
*»t
affray turned over at once to J. M. Johnson, the
was so great that no mie ventured to investiSecretary of the State, to whom, under
gate it, buf^ke shipwrecked Paul, they “wait- (lie
law, they belong.
With the tiist streak of
ed tor the day
iOlisha Baxter,
dayi Siomed),
was
rcconnoisanee
a
made.
light
The big
Governor ol Arkansas,
Thomas cat of a neighbor had got into the
riii: rresident's kesponse.
room, and inserted his head into a pitcher conOn receipt of the above despatch the
riffling milk : hut w hen he sought to withdraw
President and Attorney General Williams
the pitcher stuck closer than a brother. He held another consultation, and a despatch
had passed tltfe night in pushing the vessel was sent to Brooks informing him of
about, and in Whitening the floor with the fluid. Baxter’s agreement, and saying that the
The owner of the animal w as sent for and re- President heartily approved of the propconsidered it fair and reasonable,
quested to take away his eat. But il was evi- osition,
and that Brooks’ interests require its imdent that one or the other must be sacrificed.
mediate acceptance.
The owner of the pitcher desired to save that,
The following despatch was also sent to
sacriand the proprietor of the cat declined to
Baxter:
fice ft is pet. At length, as the only solution of
Washington', May li.
the difficulty, a hammer was brought, and the Hon. Elisha
Baxter, Little lloek :
smashed
at
a
blow’.
Then
that
pitcher
I ain directed by the President to say
predatory cat made a bee line tor home, the rim of that lie considers your proposition fair and
the pitcher, with the handle attached, still en- reasonable, and 1 have asked Mr. Brooks
circling his neck like a fashionable ruff, and his for its immediate acceptance by him.
Gf.o. II. Williams.
■inflated tail waving farew ell to the scene of hi*
misfortunes.

mare

to-day—they

Attorney-General.

are

death

on

worms.

Why is a son who objects to his mother's
second marriage like an exhausted pedestrian!"
Because he can’t “go" a step-father.
Chapped hands

very common with those
who have their hands milch in water. A few
drops of rfohiu<on's An<>d<jn» Liniment rubbed
over the hands two or three times a day, will
keep them soft and white. Fishermen, sailors,
and others will do well to remember this.
are

An exchange asks :
To
cannot do!'”

**I- tin re anything that
which Dr. Wood, of the
Times,
replies: **Yes, sir: we
Glasgow. Kv.,
have’never known one suekle a baby."
man

health preservative

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA

pay my
JO.000

cures

PILLS has been recorded dur-

ol'

ing the past live Year by ANAKLSIs. the happiest discovery in medicine ever made. No di—
ease i- more painful and vexatious than PILLS,
and lotions ointments, and quaek nostrums
always make them worse. ANAlvLSIS i- an
infallible, painless, simple permanent cure, aeta- abougee soothing poultice and medicine, 'flu*
relief from pain i- instantaneous and cure certain.
All Doctors recommend it. Price 8'L00.
sold bv Win. O. JVioi A Son. Belfast Me., and

Druggists every where.
Kentucky tanner refused t«> look a! a sample sewing machine not long ago, as he always
“sewed wheat by hand." lie is related to the
man who did not want a threshing machine on
farm, “for.” said he, “gi\e me a harness tug or
a barrel stave, and 1 can make my family toe
the mark according to the law and Scripter."
INTERESTING TO INVALID LADIES.
A

II arj.i:m\ n.i.i:.

Columbia Co. X. Y.)
Julv 0. lsT:>.
n
1L V. l'lr.itci-:, M. D. Buffalo. X. Y.:
Dear Sir Your tavor is just received. 1 intended to have written to yon several weeks
siuee concerning the improvement in my health,
which is now very apparent. I have used one
bottle of Favorite Prescription with the best results, although I will admit I was somewhat
discouraged after its use for a short time only.
1 took it under very disadvantageous circumstances—having the supervision of the house
and during the season of “house cleaning” l was
obliged through the incompetenev of help, to do
more than I ought, and. of course, suffered
dreadfullv, lifted when 1 ought not to have
raised my hand, and did all 1 could to bring
“order out of chaos,"—but upon laying aside all
cares and continuing the remedy* 1 find after
using less than one bottle to be so*much benefited that 1 have discontinued the use, with no return of the symptoms of which J wrote you.
I
have suffered terribly and what added to my
distress was the consciousness of not procuring
relief from ordinary sources, at times it seemed
about impossible to stand so great was the distress. All of those severe neuralgic pains have
disappeared, they were so bad at times 1 could
hardly walk without some external pressure.
They'seem to have left me like magic, suddenly,
and have had no return; all other symptoms
have been removed, i’he severe weakness and
faintness have disappeared, and can go up stairs
with comparative ease now. I would have informed you ere this ol my improvement, for J
appreciated it, but l was fearful it was only
transcient benefit I was receiving, but I think
sufficient time has elapsed to consider the beneficial results permanent. Accept of my best
wishes for your future success and your’kindness in advising me.
Very truly,
Mrs. M. XETTIE SXYDEK.

Boy—“Mamma, papa is getting

very

rich,

isn’t he?" Mamma—“I don't know; why,
child?" Boy—“'Cause he gives me so much
money. Almost every morning after breakfast,
when Sarah is sweeping the parlor, he gives
me a sixpence to go out and
play." Sallie recieved a short notice to quit.
Centaur .Liniment*.
There is
<

lieve,

t;o!T/\rpor

no

pain which the

Vntaur Liniments will not
no

swelling they will

re-

not

salt rheum, earache, Ac., upon the human frame,
and of strains, spavin, galls, Ac., upon animals
in one year than have all other pretended remedies since the world began. They are counterirritant, all-healing pain relievers. Cripples
throw away their crutches, the lame walk,
poisonous bites are rendered harmless and the
wounded are healed without a sear. The recipe is published around each bottle. They sell
its no articles ever before sold, and they scllbc
cause they do just what they pretend to do.
Those who now sutler from rheumatism, pain
or swelling deserve to suffer if they will not use
Centaur Liniment, white wrapper. More than
1000 certificates of remarkable cures, including
frozen limbs, chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors, Ac., have been received. We will
send a circular containing certificates, the recipe, Ac., gratis, to any one requesting it. One
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment is
worth one hundred dollars for swecnied horses
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. .Stockowners—these liniments are worth your attention.
No family should be without them.
“White wrapper for family use;" Yellow wrapSold by all Druggists.
50
per for animals.
cents per bottle; large bottles, $1.00. J. 15.
New
53
Broadway,
York.
A
Co.,
Rose
Cantokia is more than a substitute for Castor Oil. It is the only sole article in existence
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate
the bowels, cure wind-colic, and produce natural
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine
or alcohol and is pleasant to take.
Children
need not cry and mothers may rest.
Il ls

Oj^»

STORE,

Ladies,

styles

FAMILY MEDICINE

Trimmed

Flowers,

HOUSEHOLDs^-“
w

UWLIIULU

NEW
Largest

i„ nil persons

suffering
lllieumntisiTi, Neuralgia, Cramps in the
limbs or stomcah, liilious
(.olir ,»ain hl ,iu. back,
bowels or side, we would
Tin:

say,
Can

I>

\<

Hoi

s i: niu.n

Kamii.v

ami

\

I.in

im

lie

remedy

OofELns any Price.
I have old and experienced hands that have workat the business twenty years.

No Mistake m
in the Business.
All good work done

you want for
internal and external use.
It

has cured

pay.
mi.

i<

lo

the

No

Botching

taml. No. 11

B. F. WELLS.

get

BONNET!

Streets,

I

which

TO THE
Ham burgs,
OWING
.1Sso/!TMEXT
ill HdS

GREAT

Black

Mrs,

Dress Coeds.

Checked

ters and IIEEL PADS

which prevent the
heels of

*)/ W W

from

-elling

GO

TO

WT

L'w45

A XI)

of

WHAT

s|. I

[•: X oliaiOUS
II AY!

1

A1:K

,iu>! i:.-,. i,nt

WM. 0. POOH & SON S

PORTLAND AND MAOHIAB

Company

days.

Winslow’s

Soothing Syrup

is

the

prescription

of "in- of the best Female Physician* and Nurses in the Fluted States, and has been
used for thirty years with never failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to tin- adult. It
corrects acidity ot the stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and give* rest, health and com
fort to mother and child. We believe It to be the
Host and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSKNTKKY and DI AKKHfFA IN Cll 1I.DRKN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
cause.
Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle, None (ienuine unless tin* fae-simile of
(TRTIS & l’KIMvINS i* on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Medicine dealers.
lvlsp

WIIA I

MI N

II

YOU MOULD SECURE BARGAIN'S

iO

(

■

-*

Linen Hdfchs,
*>*)y

TO

!

I

CYRUS STURDIVANT,
tf
!.
Portland, March v.,
General Agent.

Sliort-lianci

DP, SCHENCK’S STANDARD REMEDIES,
The standard remedie* for all diseases of the lung*
arex in.N* k's I’i'i.monu Svki i\ si iii.m k'* ska
\Vi;t;t/ Toni*-. and >«hkn<k.\s MaSj>uaki I’ii.i..*,
and if taken before the lungs are destroyed, a speedv
cure is elfected.
To these three medicine* Dr. .J. II. Schenck, of
Philadelphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treat
mi nt of pulmonary disease*.
The Pulmonic Syrup ripens the morbid matter in
the lungs, nature throws it oft by an e-.t.sv expect ora
tion, for when the phlegm or matt* i* ripe a slight
cough will throw it oil, the patient has rest and tin
lungs begin to heal.
To allow the Pulmonic Syrup to do this, .Schenck’s
Mandrake Pills and Schenck’.* Sea-We* t
onie
t
be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver.
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act on the liver, i.■moving
all obstructions, relax the gall bladder, the bile
starts freely, and the liver is soon relieved.
Schenck* Sea-Weed Ionic is a gentle stimulant
and alterative; the alkali of which it is composed
mixes with tin* food and prevents souring. It assists the digestion, by toning up the stomach to a
heatlhy condition, so that the food and Pulmonic,
Svrup will make good blood; then the lungs heal*
and the patient will surely get well if care i* taken
to prevent fresh cold.
Dr. Sehenck can be consulted at tln iiuincv House,
Itoston, on Wednesdav, Mar. J5th, Apr. bth and _“.'d
Mav l:tth and J71 h.
Advice will be given free, but for a thorough ex
umination with Vue Reapiroinetor, the charge is

$5.00.

Medicines are sold by all
throughout the country.
Schenck’s Almanac can be had of all
free.
ly.’Wsp
Schenck’s

CHILDREN

often

for no other
stomach.

causes

look
than

Druggist*
Druggi-t*,

Pale and

having

worms

Sick
in the

BROWN’S VERMIFUGE COMFITS
will destroy Worms with out injury to the child, be
ing perfectly WHITE., and free from all coloring ol
oilier injurious ingredients usually used in worm

MARRIED.
Ill this City, May 9th, by Geo. E. Wallace Esq.,
David Pierce 2d, and Mrs. plarv S. Tul’t, both of
Belfast.
In Liberty, May 2d, by Benj. P. Upham Esq., Mr
Warren Overlock and Miss Eliza E. Overlook, both
of Liberty.
In Rockland, May 1st, Mr. T. II. McLain and Mrs.
Sarah Stahl, both of Rockland.
In Rockland May 2d, Mr. Fenno St. Clair, of Cam
den, and Miss Isabelle Conway, of Rockland.
In Warren, May 2d, Mr. Hilliard W. Robinson and
Miss Adelia A. Haskell, both of Warren.
At Leeds, England, April 9th, by the Rev. Henry
Greeves, Vicar of Wistow, assisted by the Rev. F.
J. Wood, Colonel Edward Alonzo True, of Hope,
Maine, U. S. A., to Jane, second daughter of Jebez
Millies, of Ivy Cottage, lleadingty.
In Union, May 2d, by Rev. F. V. Norcross, Mr.
Klbridgc Carroll and’Miss Ada Ripley, both of
Union.
In Ellsworth, May 2d, Mr. Edward Phillips and
Miss Lucretia A. Stratton, both of Franklin.

DIED.
Obituary notice?, beyond the Hate, Same and Aye
in a st be pa id for.)
In this city, May Cth, Emma, daughter of John
and T. Hutchins, aged 1 year, 7 month?.

Site is a little angel now.
flic diadem is on her brow,
The golden harp is in her hands,
Amid the holy throng she stands.
In Rockland, May 1st, Mrs, Olive S., wife of ('apt.
Edwin Chandler, and daughter of M. S. ilovey, aged
29 years and 0 months.
lit Rockland, May 2d, Bertha L., daughter of (’apt.
J. B, and E. S. Gregory, aged 3 y* ars, 0 months and
If* days.
In Rockland, May 3d,
B., son of William E.
and Georgia H. Closson, aged 1 year, 1 month.
In Rockland, May 3d, James E,, soti of Horace E.
and Esther Candage, aged 3 years, 10 months, 13

Harry

days.

In Rockland, May 4th. May F., daughter of Edwin
and Sarah J. Snow, aged 0 years, 4 days.
in Rockland, May 5th, F. M., son of James and F.
F. Feyler, aged 0 weeks.
In Rockland, May 5th, Josie E., daughter of John
and Carrie Ham, aged 1 year, 2 months If* days.
In Rockland, May 5th, Asa S. Willis, aged 35
years, (» months, and 27 days.
In So. Thomaston, April 29th, William Wyman,
formerly of Waterville, aged 20 years.
In Brooks, May 4th, Allred S.Patch, son of Ezra
and Isabel Patch, aged 5 years.
In Islesboro, May 7, Mrs. Dana Coombs, aged 27

years.

hi Warren, April 28th, Mr. Edmund Starrett aged
73 years.
hi Townsend, Mass., April 30th, Mr. Joshua S.
Page, formerly of Warren, aged 59 years, 4 months.
In Natick, Mass., March 12th, Mr. Charles P.
Blandin, formerly of Scarsmont, aged 04 years and

(»months.
In Ellsworth, Mrs. Clarissa Hart, widow of the
late Thomas Hart, aged 82 years.
In North Hancock, May 1st, Albert Allen, youngest son of R. Allen and Susan M. Heath, aged 2
years 14 days.
In San Jose, Cal., April, 22d, Ephram Whitten,
formerly of this city, aged 48 years and 7 months.
In Northport, April 7th, David Knowles, aged 85
years and 7 months, a staunch democrat, an upright
citizen, an honest man.
In Searsport, May <>th, Capt. I’eleg Staples, aged
years uml 10 months.

Reporting.

sYSTK.M

Vsl.Mri.llll.li
Iteporiing from
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Liberty,

>

SEWING

MACHINES.

is so simple and easily worked that it is fulh
under tlm eontrol of lie inexperienced as well
tlie expert operator.

IT
a-

Il makes

a

Hem

or

Tuck

am

may i.ot 01
Millinery, including all th* >|>ring
\() 17.7. I'lh'S, and
recently selected in Huston,
invite all to call and examine at their old stand
over II. II. T'< >KlilvS’Shoe Store.
Mrs. Richards in />/,*/•/w MAA/.YA and MiHowen in the I’ll/7Y ft Department, hoj»e to
welcome their old friends and customers.
Belfast, May lit, DM.
:tw!.,

Ha

<h*i:m;i>

From?

You

Desired Widili,

and can be changed from
lletumer to a Tucker
without removing it from the machine. It hems
over seams on either cotton or worsted
goods, cut
on a bias with equal facility
There i- no trouble
about keeping the fabric in t he hemmer, as is tincase with others.
Many of the attachment in the market arc useless
to at least nine tenths of those owning
sewing machines, because they have neitln the time to learn,
nor a sufficient quantity of one kind of work to Income accustom* d to u-ing them.
It i- true that
there are operators, who from long experience and
untiring perseverance, an- abb- to do nice work with
other attachments, but a- before remarked, all cannot give the time, even if they had the patience,
I him-cessary to learn to use them’sat i.-fuetorily.
difficulty is overcome by using Martin’s Combination, because every om- can do any ordinary hemming or tucking with it at tin* first trial.il able to
run a
sewing machine.
Many ladies who have had .-owing machines for
years have never been able to u.-e tlm hummers that
came with them; trying tiem at tir*t, and, becoming discouraged, they were laid aside, and have been
useless e\ er since. Si any a la*ly w <- know will vouch
for this.

Spring

Good Stock of

and Summer

as can

be found in Bel-

YOUNG,
Portland, Me.

H.

Administrator's Sale.

of

IIAi>l

They

are

Bound to Sell

As LOW

as

the LOWEST!

tate consists of the homestead of I'M acres,

parts of lots No. 1 l«i and 1

m

«>P/II.l.

Belfast, May 1\\ IS71.
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Pins, Portmoneys,

■

*m

-1:11111\

Block, Church Street.
MAINE.

(>

F

<1

I

Charm

Han- and

Tooth

Brushes, Combs.
Scissors, Shears, Razors Eand
Knives.

SOIJD

SILVEK

PLATED

1

WARE.

Morton’s Colebratcd Gold Pens.

Spectacles

&

-AN It

Eyo-Glasses,

Clocks, Watches
pair<Ml

just

.1

N \I)A Oa

whirl:

&

in tin* !>»*.-1

Jewelry.

manner.

BORDERS

w. pitchers son

uooil supply pun* W'nm

a

i!'i tor -;t]»■
ti:;::

\v«

t.•

<1

••
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€. P. KIMBALL.

I A M N< l\\

r

—

IVIn.ine.

Portland,

I'KM' U!l.l> TO OH- FII I III.

AND

LARGEST

a

Manufacturer,1 J. C. THOMPSON'S.

Carriage

The Above Will be bold LO

ASSORTMENT

BEST

EVjER

a r

EXTREMELY
With

»

EXHIBITED IN MAINE.
—

GATES & STICKNEY!

LOW

determination

RATES.
than

ever

NEW

merit

Purchasing Elsewhere, [| the reputation generally accorded for building
I the STANDARD t'AUKl A< iK, 1 have added
And Satisfy Yourself.
! and improved facilities
my factory and shall

Before

to more

to

tinue

of my carriages in every
Long experience of myself and workmen enables us to build carriages unsurpassed in the
t
s, tv11 m;.u n ami nriLYiiu.m at low

I possible way.

oisr

large took 1 slu il conmake tie K.imball Phaeton a
pec-

GATES & STICKNEY!
If you want

CALF

Made to

a

Gents’ nice

BOOT OR SHOE!

Order,

tinue

to

to

my very

ialty.

f all and i-vandae

purchase

or

whether

1

u

wa it

M API l.Y.
::\v I»

DURHAM,

SALE!

nill, II. I>. II ARK1MAN PLACF,
l in Prospset, on the Swanville
road, about fifty rods from the P. U. The farm con
tains about forty acres of land, fifteen of which are
under cultivation, the remainder pasture and woodland. The buildings, which are nearly new, con
sist of a good one and a half story house and ell,
and a barn thirty six feet square, with cellar and
cistern under the same. Terms favorable to purchaser. For further particulars, apply to
ALBFBT II A Kiel MAN,
Prospect Ferry, Me.
*.~>\vC*
Prospect, May T.\ ItsM.

WANTED.
PENN Mi l l AL LIFE LNSl 11ANCE CO.,
of Philadelphia, an old and reliable Lile Company,
desires an Agent in every portion of thR State, in
which it is not now represented. It is a strictly
Mutual Company, returns its surplus premiums to
its members every year, and as its expenses ore smalt,
furnishes them Insurance attlie lowest possible rates.
AL1 ot its Policies are non forfeitable for their value
after the third
year. Liberal Commission contracts
made with reliable men.
Apply to II. S. .STEv.
PHENS,
Pres’t. No. OM ('hestnut St., Philadel4w45
phia, Pa.

&

For any

«i*All carriages bearing iuv name at
thoroughly wnrranted.
trnos-H
C. P. KIMBALL,

m

Kay

lord

I dool;,

IIAI \ I

.V.

I

I7^011

NOW LOOK HERE.
JEST

11ST

As. T

l G, PRESCOTT £ CO.,

Square,

THE BEST ST()( K or

BOOTS,

BLACKBIRD!
IMS (T.LKBRATFD STALLION will
make the Season of is; J, at the follow
% places:

-ati-laction

see me at

Sale, one hundred and si\t\ fathoms
•,
1
inch .Manila Cable in nice order 1*1\ mouth 1 1
laiil in fur\ Leads. Lille*), Hooks, I raw !~, | mm
l>orv Anchors ami Uoadcs, lkmto Hatch, st..rm
trysail, &c., and all gear used hv Li-Mermen .1
a lot of
large and smali Blocks, I w ill ll the aim.,
which is now at NVintorport wrv low. L'or in•:h,
particulars enquire of
.IONS XiWoiip,
los .South Market SI
Bo-ton. M
Or, L. I* Cl'KTIS, NVinterpori. .M,
v.w 1

in tho

(Journal Building.)

YEARS,
guarantee

j FISHERMEN.

Boot Sc Shoe Line!
tt'4‘5

t«»

»■

Stick sf/y !

No. 28 Custom House

hesitate

• IKLl'O'r.

oisr

thing

TEISJ

not.

ranted to Fit & Wear.

Cates

in the business for

No. •'?

to

Goods.

a- j
t
MERRILL
«
large and earetully selected stock, w
she offers at prices to suit customer.'. Ha\ inc !>■

Call and

and War-

CALL

Ol-

7VTRS*
1TX (1 a

ldo not
cases.

prices.

in additiou

ICK K

Millinery and Fancy

con-

improve the quality

to

S

me

so

CALL

,,

-AN li

OIST

GALL

being

Is receiving large quantities of SMOKI.P Aid.
WIVFS direct from St. John, which he is celling at
wholesale and retail. A liberal discount will be
made to the trade.
\.
l>t lUI AAf.
-Iwl.'i
Belfast, .May I t, Is. 1.

.Till:

«

Bracelets,
Finger-Rings. Shawl

will
the

Special^ Notice,

FOR

Mr«ttilli:- A.
li .t li il

Buttons,

ON

Roots, Shoes, and Rubbers i

payment of the said deceased’s just debts, charges
of administration and incidental charges; said real

E

Ear-Rings,

Studs,

C. HERVEY, Phenlx Row.

CATES STICKNEY

i.

!.

A LARGE L0T

WATCH EN.

Beads,

Pins,

and

l.Y, late of Jackson,

m -aid County of Waldo, deceased, inte tate, as
produce the sum of nine hundreel dollars for

e

li

—

FRENCH

\ IT ILL be sold at Public Auction by virtue of a
licence from the Court of Probate for the
f?
County of Waldo, on Monday, the fifteenth day of
June, A. 1). ltv-t, at one of the clock, afternoon, at
Jackson, outlie premises, so much of the real estate
V\. C

Hay ford

new

for the low price of $3.00 On* sum that you have to
pay for a tucker alone.
The demand ever since its introduction has far ex
lo meet this demand the Com
ceeded the supply,
pany have established a new Factory with greatly
increased facilities, and hope to supply the wants
of all.
Persons at a distance will have one or more sent
by mail or express, free oi expense, on receipt of
price. Always state w ill m \* iii.ni: they are to he
used on; write name and post office address plainly,
and address vour communications i.»
‘HO

11

ANEItlCAA

II«

-

■

CARRIAGES

Ihnnier and Tucker,

D.

I .'I I'ii i; | |

CANADA
OAT*.
Hum*
m-eivi
CALL

ii\

ASh sii.vi-'it trou/ts.

PRICES.

This Dots Not Hark for the Tuck.
Put Folds and Stitches the T uck at the same time.
There is no noisy rattling nor racking the machine
by its use, a- is the case with all tuck markers that
have to he attached to the needle bar. The first
tuck is made and gauged as accurately, with this
tucker, as tin- following ones, and a tuck made only
the sixteenth of an inch wide, with spaces to match
if desired, which cannot be done with tuck markers.

Adjustable

•<

BELFAST,

and at Reasonable

fast,

tw<• 111\

G. W. Burkett & Co.,

l\\ I .'

CMS ft SMEWS
as

\f.

Give as a Call and we vnll Save van Moutv

TO

71 BSam Street.

I Am Just From

Goods

U ortli

:tn

t!>.

<

Lockets.

Where I found

ll
1

Hosiery.

I’ViiIIuts, S|r:i\v

a

Where

Mr,

Say,

Worth

:

i11 1 l:t-h-ru Main.-

O

Maine.

Hemmer & Tucker.

PRICES!

:mv

Chains.

MARTIN’S
FOR

LOWEST

Miss So mi worth.
.11 si

111*1

Pound Prints,

rill!

-AND

vino

Ac.

to

RICHARDS

VKItltATl.M

stenography to Phonography,
taught by corn-ponding with tin- .-ubscrib'r. For
-ample, terms, &c.. uddn--, enclosing lifte. n cent*
to pav postage »ve.
W A \ I.AMi I\ M)\Vl/Ki\,

preparations.

CURTIS & BROWN, Proprietors,
No. 215 Fulton Street, New York.
Sold by Druggists and Chemists, and dealers in
I lvlsp
Medicines at Twenty-Five Cents a Box.

-ial

MRS.

AND SI-.I.I, AT

<

LIMN

Stock!

Largest

Ladies

to

Special

v

per |

Block, Belfast.

01

WOKTH

lhniv.d, all llemme.i, I
(jualitv, Slightiv Imperleet. si-Hiie*
F\ f

1 iiw

Cotton

ANDREWS.
II ay ford

t omim r

Cloths,

IIOV’S WI AII. wr.iiwi
:
>e|ec1ed#a Large A<'«*rtm' i'.t of c / </t// /.
tru<tiiu: uiir s/or/t and /*/.'/' /■'-» will
/ .\ f \n \ /: 1 > before /• /
/:< /[ } s / \
/ /. s /. /r /// /,* /

IAol?

Prices

■TTESTS. A LARGE LOT oE MEN’S & UoVS
V Mun’s only $1.00, and $1.Boy’s univ 75 cent <
and $l,oo.

LEWISTON,

above named landings.
For further particulars inquire at IT'.'
Street, or. ltailroad Wharf, l*ortlaml.

IIKA.M'

\ND

L>Onn

VI.1.
CIO

KTEAUElt

CAP. CHAS. DEERING.
Will
II:liIri.:liM\'ll:il). lia.t <,[ Stuti St..
r\
Ev'ne, at lO o'clock.
Thursilny
I” <>r P.ockland. < a-tnm, I >«•«• r Me, >edgwick. So.
A e>t Harbor, Mi. l>»*-ert. A! 1 ill>1*1 dge,
.lorn-sport,
an 1 Machiasport.
IP-turning will have Mnehia-port ev.-rv Moil(lay Morning at 5 ••'d.n-'s. i"mliiu'it at the

i;l>l

S roc A
LA /:<;/■:
und intend <■!
them out at a s'lLI/./. MAI;1 l\
or
1*1:011 I

STOCK Woolen

AND A i

FINALLY

AN ID

LINED SCOTCH & CASHMERE RAN IS
SJ.50, $:;oo, and $5.<>u
Only $1.75,
ATS MARKED AT $.{.75, $4.00, $4.5u, $ ,.oo.
J $7,no, $10.<h), and $l_\oo, former prices, $4.5o,
$5.oo, $5.50, $8.00, $ 11.00, and $i:i.uo.

J
^dAl.L
THE

fill'.

owing

price $11.00.
RECEIVED, A l.uTuF BLACK ( n \ I s
selling at $0.00, never before sold less than $p.nu.

Old

sK1-l-1N|.

YY (d Cottons at l.nH’Fll
■
i|tn>ted before, owing to the riven; d .•;iu.
tin s,. (ioods, we ha\e purchased an u.m
0

AN

ICuhamss LOU
to the backwardness of tin* season. we hum
close out our Stock of CLOTHING at I'UK T.S t bat
cannot tail to suit. Head our Rriees for the next •.*"

nil L
.-

Bleached fc Brown lotions.

HAYFORD’S BLOCK.
Dinsmore & Son
lied net ion

flannels,

Shirting

V DS. MOKI or Tll(»i:
I; 1 > >hirting flannels lh
at 1J l-’Jc per yd. worth

i*

M

Stockings
wearing through.

That is the Place, in

(Great

KIM»> AND i»rAMTIl> io\s| \M
i.v \ i;i:i\ i \.

VI.’

1 UFA' WILL SFI.l. I I

jit t

an

Alpacas.

TO SKI.I. TilosL lAVoi:
A I>S of .-/ /. /M <'. I s \ Mn/IA/I:
Ceh brated for their i.'OOI)
Wl.K'.HT ni.
/ /' s'
at rilICKS 'ii l,o\V that tin
cannot he met hy ( >MI*KTITloN.

For Corn and Bunion Plas-

Merrill’S.

er

of

■

CoXTIM'l.
~\ITK
Y>
III. IS If
N

t o

DINSMORE & SON

l'ST

Nurse.

wo

for

ed"SII\iCE THE WAR.

VARIETY.

Spring Porches, Gravel Papor, Bath
Dishes, &c &c.,

CULLNAN.

Experience

SPE< IAL TV and

our

HAMBURGS

sell at the Lowest
Prices that has over been offer-

NEW,

manner

Years’

are

and LOWEST 77.7* 7. s in Bella-t.
Hu- UNIVERSAL VERDICT of tho Eolo
stantiate this statement. Do not Toi l-t■» 1
at our sPEENDID ASSORTMENT "i

y

A.

CONTINUED DEMAND *».
obliged to recei\ e a / 7.7.' •>
HAY
by each Steamer.

guarantee the JIEST ASSOPTMJXi'

CASH

(*ot it Down to

A.

Mrs.

and

and in some instances
at LESS than COST,
and

var

we are

before,

ever

o

HAMBTJRCS.

S H

They have bought Boots

TUFA

he house, (’orner of .Miller & < 'nr
sanWl
promptly attended to.

Thirty

O A

THOSE JAPANESE STRIPED

--

paying

a o

men’s suns, ni.\is, ye>i>
\nd
INSIDE
I., 1 N E
Painting,
Rants only $8.00, former price $lo.ou.
Suns,
it!
M
i.
!!
\
Paper Hanging,
"IITE Wild. SEEE A FINE ALL Muni IK I
y cot Coat for $0.50.
Graning & Glazing PORTLAND. IT, DESERT
& MACHIAS. \ FINE DIAGNAL (UA I uNJ.A s'.'.no, FuRM
I>oiie in the best
by

M.

»■

Goods Just Received,
Selling at 15c per yard.

wide,

They will

OAC1ES!

Steamboat

1 )•«!'/{•?

<)r«lers left

by

OF
~pCS.
Dress

tXV" X

For they have just returned from Boston, where

Your

Fhenix Row. |

no

Sold bv all 1 >ruggist».

HOUSE

I/A

Also,

OH! WHERE

satisfaction of purchaser,

BRIGHT,

BIRD

fry ii.

mistake about it.

Measures.

IT, Remember the old

the above

('here

cases.

season.

Shoes less than

Did you

WARRANTED.
-♦

be found in Belfast.

You*s Respectfully,

I-..
l' 'Ds-

lit ■'■

ItiuLX,}

and Domestic
Dates, Kaisins Canned

ftl'nm.-. Sardines. Dickies, Ovsters, ,lel^
il1"' assort-1
S rn,u“1
Meerschaum, Clay and HrieJ
|(,r“t "Ialso
nice lot of imported and/J
Il.l’ipos■ •Domestic cigars at Wholesale
and/i
■.Retail.
Don’t forget to call and ir /M
:l

Scarsmont Village,
Belmont Corner,
POOR’S MILLS,

Saturdays,
Wednesdays,
Mondays,

And the remainder of the time at the Stable of d. K.
CROSS, Morrill. His pedigree is French, one-half
Fox Blood; is nice style and a good stepper, and
weighs 1000 lbs., and is 4 years old.
TERMS:
TO WARRANT $10!
SINGLE SERVICE, $5.00!
.1. 11. CROSS.
*2w44

Morrill, May 5, 1374.

0-X-T-S-!
-O-

WII1TK CANADA

OATS FOR SEED,
Clear from peas, thistles and dirt, for sale by
PURK
F.

C.

■

Milliner,
by anv in

CHARLES D. FIELD,

complaints in thousands
of

TO

1

PAIR

KID GLOVES, VEILS,
AND PARASOLS,
can

Cloves-

id
I VIZ KID I.I.DN ES JI > I 1I < i.l \ I
X" \" 1 " 1 ami Button in Black ami < ■!.•:
I A ER'.
soiling at 0"Tc per pair, worth s’

&c.

Stock of

or no

is of all others

n

GrO

HAMBT7B.CS?
That

Kid

«►

GOODS

Received by every Boat during the

have the

-*»

Hat Ornaments,

All carefully selected by our competent
whose taste in trimming is not surpassed
the city.

BI.Ai

from

D A II A P r A
U N 11 I r Li
I nllnULn

Dinsmore&Son!

Untrimmed.

or

Ribbons, &c.,

Broadcloth, very
length of the cover

Trimmings,

ISoMtoii, Cieii'l ilgeutN.
s. A
HO\Vi;s & c<>., Agents.
Y°"

—

1

BONNETS!

inside lined, a verv Neat and Handsome Stvle
K WAl.Nl T AND BFRLFD FANKLKD
( a.'kets always on hand.

ed

"

Chib

HATS

VCKClthe outside withtheBlack
henw Silver
full
on

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER
by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.
WEEKN A POTTEII.no UaNliington
Sit..

Missed

FISK’S

Is for sale

T

stock of new and

I’ATKNT
1^I"K*S
A. W ater 1'rool, a

dilut' d imitations.

A

—

«►

MKTALUr BFRIAL CASKS.
complete protection to the bodv.
In o:ie night.
Take no more nauseating possets unN<» man hn< ever lived long
enough to know how
til you have tried it. Deliciously flavored, instantly long they will defy the rust and
decay of earth.
• •fleet ive, the entire
catalogue of the Materia Mnlica
ALSO:
furnishes for general use no such preparation. It is
FATRNT ROSKWOOl) CASKKTS.
an invaluable
J
A
New Article, Crime Rosewood, Swell lops,
Round Knds. the nicest thing of the kind ever manufactured in America.
Having a vast range in the ordinary ailments preTHE SUMNER CASKETS.
in
:
the household. Be caresenting themselves daily
lul to obtain the genuine. There are hundreds of
lJAR FORM, WAI..M T. CoVKItKl)

subdue, and no lameness which
This is
they will not cure.
strong language, hut it is true,

Thev have produced more cures
of rheumatism, noura lgia, lock -jaw, palsy,
sprains, swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns,

THE

Wo. 11 Phenix Row

COLD OR CHILL

easily prepared and

do -o il they see tit: for as I never
debts, it*.-not likely 1*11 pay her-.**

AT

New Prices!!

DINSMORE & SON!

Summer

FASHION
able Millinery just received and selling cheap.
ALAKHE
All the latest
in
and

up the severest

satisfactory beverage in the Vanilla Chocolate prepared by Walter Baker A. Co.. Boston.
Kstabli-hed in 17S0. A single trial of this
agreeahh drink will prove the truth of our endorsement. Most dealers sell it.

call
own

W

C ® F FI Iff S !

DYSPEPSIA,

most

A husband advertise- thus : “My wife, .Maria,
ha.* strayed or been stolen. Whoever returns
her will get hi- head broke. As to trusting her

E

CASKETS

Flatulency, Bising of Food, < tppression after Fating,
Want of Activity in the Stomach and Bowels, it is
superior to every medical preparation ever before
compounded. Taken before, meals, it will render
digestion perfect, improve the appetite, besides being a grateful and healthy stimulant. It will break

“What," -aid a teacher to a pupil, “lnakefeel uncomfortable after .you have done

The American House, Boston, the leading
business house in New Lnglrnd, has taken the
lead in a reduction of prices, and now advertises
rooms on the ;»d and 4th stories at 8TOO per
day. This Hotel was the first to introduce a
Passenger elevator, and lias always had an excellent reputation for its table and beds. It*
management for the comfort of Hnests is
proverbial’ The hover and finely furnished
apartment* are 84.00 p* r <;ay.

a

bound

GINGER.

wrong?” “My papa's big leather -trap.*'feelingly replied tin1 boy.

anybody

h.

wiili

was

1ST

As a prompt remedy in every form of diseases of the
digestive organs, such as

you

The ruling passion strong in danger.
An
alarm of lire was, the other day, •nven a New
York hotel. “Landlord,” said a ghost, “is the
house on lire?” “Yes, sir."7 "Well, give uone more drink, if you please, and we‘ll get.”

worth.
I*. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s
Harbor.
Malabar, M<( arty. New York.
W. <;. Euddic, Rvder, Hurricane
Island.
I>- K. Arey, Roberts, Boston.

Hattie Coombs, Jamo.>on, from Rockland
cargo of lime, arrived at Norfolk where she
May 7th, in distress, her cargo having
taken lire during the passage. Tin* particulars, as
given by the captain, are as follows He left Rockland on Wednesday morning, the 27th ult; heavy
winds were encountered, and the vessel rolled terribly; on Friday morning, May 1, when ninety miles
Nouth of Fire Island smoke was seen issuing in dense
volumes from the hold; an inspection showed that
the vessel had shipped a quantity of water, which,
coming in contact with the lime, had caused it to
'lake, setting the barrels, etc. on lire. He immediately procured a quantity of lime, and, after battering down the hatches, plastered up every place
through which the air could linil egress. By this
means lie partially, if not wholly, smothered the tire,
and continued the
voyage, arriving at Norfolk as
above stated. The captain and crew have been subjected to great exposure, being obliged to sleep on
deck, sheltered only by a piece of sailcloth. The
hutches were to be opened on the Nth, when the
amount of damage will be ascertained.

Bouncing

The venerable Archdeacon Sectt, of Dunham,
amnia Fast, says that he suffered from dyspepsia more than twenty-tive years, but that
three weeks’ use of the Peruvian Syrup (an
iron tonic) has henetitted him so wonderfully
that he can baldly persuade himself of Unreality, and people who know him are nsloubhed
at the change.

an

•*

*’

through the system, open wide the
pores of t lie skin, set the little rivers of perspiration in motion, and Colds. Chills,
.Symptoms of
Kheumatism, Neuralgia, Thront and Lung Difficulties, Pains in the Bones and Kidneys, and Catarrhal
Affections, will disappear in the twinkling of an eye.
Fight the enemy wherever lie appears. Fight to
preserve health and strength by taking the great

<

Traveller* will lind

i'he trouble concerning the contested
claims to the governorship of Arkansas

still continues. The President endeavored
F
last week to so arrange matters between
''
the contestants, as to refer the matter to
a Ah
the decision of the Legislature.
Ne ;«• are dis i urging whit- oak ami hard
Brooks
:ie timber from the south, ibi MrHilverv.
agreed to this proposition, but Baxter rejected it. The lollowing are the later dea 0 -. bought a sF* coupon,
Ueeentiy H
velopements—
ut from g.»v eminent b.-ml No. iU.sOP. it
proved
W ashington, May 11. The billowing
belong > v, !i-ii i** known a' a‘vailed bond,” telegrams were sent from here
to-day:
•eh.

Mas. .MANoiiKsrKK, the well known Clairvoyant ami Eclectic Physician will he in Portland by request of her numerous friends May
tenth, and remain ten days at tie* Cnited States
Hotel. Every invalid should consult her, as
she has efleeted a large number of remarkable
cures of eases that have been given up by tin*

had his

Lilli,

SEND THE
BLOOD

Pills, Potions anil Pungencies.

-he was dragged some distance. She was taken
up insensible and is seriously injured, though
to what extent is not known.

*•

and

Spriii"

f>th, Schr. I'. A. C’olcord, Burse, Bangor.
(i. !». Ferguson, Ferguson, Llls-

May

SPECIAL NOTICES.

-F O R-

dren’s

SAILLD.

OflnOO Unwashed Wool,
3Ca00
ssauo Pulled Wool,
ICaCO
eoaoo Hides,
7a<)o
ic.air Call’ Skins,
1 laoo
HaOO Sheep Skins,
^l.OOa'-i.oo
Sail Hard Wood,
$ (LOOnS.CO
2.50aU.oo Softwood,
$ LOCaO.ro
7a8 Dry Pollock,
1 i.O
7as Straw
$S.C0a lo

of

'file Times says I)r. Walpole has lost his
Sunday, Capt. Benj. Ryder and wife were
mare.
She died suddenly in
carriage while turning a beautiful itchestnut
is
from hots orpin worms,
harness,
sharp corner. The horse ran. and the clothing if the Doctorsupposed
had used Sheridan'# Car a fry
of Mrs. Ryder was caught in the wheel, and
condition l*ov'd,rs, lie would, no doubt, have

1

foot

N<

ilvoiant

tor

n

inasi

n. n: .-ii

i.*i<i

..t-.-s

vs

m

member

•u

-ard sell.
the sJicai's broke
a’ur.l.n
M.-h. !
.*. r \v it Ii the mast
a :
r
-.
I'..rfiinan iy no on.- was hurt.
;

>

a

thrown from their

H. Moody’s sp*iv. 11:i\orcd with tin right
f!•• nrohibilory law
syrup. N y-t> r. t'-i shma
loesn t make i’ into\ i.
mg.
IF

\\

was

is trying to hit upon some plan
the distribution ol'the Alabama award,
and a big lobby is anxious to divert a portion of it to its own pockets

Congress

tor

John Lane leaf commenced the
bark of sr»0 tons for Capt. P. Pen- old school physicians. The many patients who
dleton. Capt. Wm. Blanchard, who will com- seek daily her advice are a fair lest of tin- conmand her. and others of this town. Mr. Lane fidence sin* inspire" in all those who seek her
i- also building a new work house in his
yard. ! cure. Let none delay to seek a restoration of
if
Ku snoijo. At.the funeral of Mrs. Coombs, health by applying for her advice.

building of

;

and

skarsport.

the eniergeiu-y.
s earner

fraternity
Lodge.

Mow: HoRsks.
Mr. J. K. Pierec writer
that he will be in this city this week with
another car of choice horses, which he will
otier to those desiring superior animals.
The
public* are invited to examine them at the New
Kngland House stable.

ha\e beell tried IIj
1
iiminers tor Honor, but
of that e>t:dbi'diluent \\ a' eijiial
p

propriet,

e

\

-!'

’h'

a.

in

of

masonic
Plucnix

di'lo, ated hi>
-l >a.ie.’
>f his e -w
lie was not other-

'p*-:

The following
I’nn.AiMtu'iiiA. May
card, signed by John Welsh, President of
the United States Board of Finance, and
Joseph R. Ilawley, President of the United
States Centennial Commission, has been
issued:—
“To set at rest all doubts as to the carrying out of the International Exhibition it
is respectfully announced that the work
essential for the due celebration of the
Centennial Anniversary by an International Exhibition in 18711 has been commenced
and will be proceeded with without delay."
11.

new

Harbor.

>'

Centennial Exposition.

Darius Sliutc.

j

*■

TO

C3rO>

MILLINERY

BELFAST.

PITCHER.

a

's!y, Corey's cigar Holder,
‘V

each,

il

ay

one cent
ni'.n iti.ia a

Kver

///

TO

offered in this city

SUIT

at

priees

ALL.

No. 13 PHENIX ROW.
IS THE PLACE FOR ALL TO GO.

THOMPSON & HILL,
Contractors & Builders
Are
t lie

prepared to CoXTltACf and 111 ILL) house* in
best possible manner and finish, from any design

and at reasonable rates.
Particular attention given to repairing.
Shop at Capt» Daniki. Mt Fuu.and’s, cor”
Franklin and Congress Streets.
Belfast. May 7, I'd.
tf‘44

r

VMnosi-l

*

Farm for Sale I
Situated in Belfast, l-'j miles lVoni
the city, on the Augusta road, con
tains 07 acres of land. Buildings nearly new and in
good repair; well watered; -too cords hard wood,
and cuts about 17 tons of hay
Good orchard.
IIORACK BANKS.
Inquire of
*'Uv4?
Root’s Mills,
—

l

Homage.

A few days
A Pi.ucka tjcnooi. Marm.
since there was an occurrence on the Harlem extension railroad which an exchange
thinks- worthy id recounting and which
About
we think worthy ol' reproduction.
9 in the morning, a serious collision—a
c.dlision between a girl and a train of
Red roses o'er the woodland brood
ears—was avoided in a very singular and
Remember me tin lovelv laee:
daring way. Tile girl is a school teacher
So
blushing and so fresh its look.
and she was on her way to school. The
So wild and
shy its radiant grace,
l kiss them in their cov retreat.
train was from Chatham, on its way to
And think of lips more soft and sweet.
Rutland. Roth met on the trestle-work
near Brainard's station.
The girl stood
Uokl arrows of the merrv morn
still, while the alarmed engineer whistled
Shot swiftly over eastern seas.
G old tassels of the bending corn
down brakes and managed to stop the
That ripple in the August breeze.
train only when his engine was within
Thy wildering smile, thy glorious hair.
ten feet of the obstruction.
The trestleAnd all thy power and state declare.
work is thirty-six feet high and bears only
White, red, and gold—the awful crown
one track.
“What do you mean—do you
Ot virtue and of beauty loo!
want to be killed ?" inquired the engineer.
From what a height those eyes look down
< >n him who
Tin going to school.”
•No," said the girl
proudly dares' to sue.
\ et. free from self as God from sin
“Well, go back until the train crosses the
Is love that loves nor asks to win.
“I can’t” she
tressel.' said the engineer
I'm late now.”
Let me but love thee in the flower.
“Step aside,
replied:
The waving grass, the dancing wave.
then.
And she stepped aside, outside
The fragrant pomp of garden bower.
the track and on the edge of the ties. But
The violet on the nameless grave.
the space was too narrow; the engine’s
Sweet dreams by night, sweet thoughts by
wheels could not clear her expanded skirts.
day.
Her next plan was to sit down, with her
And time shall tire ere love decay.
legs dangling between the ties; but thus
I. t me but love thee in the glow
rlie hoops spread all the wider. ProvokH lien morning on the ocean »hme>.
Gr in the midnight winds that blow.
ing delay lor ihe engineer; humiliating
Snow-laden through the mountain pines. posture for the schooimarm.
“Hold on,"
In all that’s fair, or grand, or dread—
saiil she, “I'll fix it!" and then gathering
And she 'hall die ere love be dead.
up her limbs and her skirts, she stretched
herself at full length upon the outer edge
Before Sedan.
of the ties, seized underneath with one
Tin* dead hand clasped a letter.”—/
hand the string-piece to which the rail is
?> <]n>nden<‘e.
spiked and coolly bade the train pass on !
lit i-.-, in this leafy plan
In a moment the train moved over the
t^uiet he lies,*
< old, with his sightless face
prostrate form without jar or jolt; and
the next instant the girl was on her feet,
Turned to the skies;
Tis hut another dead :—
towards her expectant pupils,
hastening
All you can say is said.
before whom she was determined to be
“on time" though she disarranged a dozen
Parry his body hence—
railroad time-tables.
Kings must have slave-:
Kings climb to eminence
White daisies on the meadow green
Present thy beauteous form to me :
Peaceful and joyous these are seen.
And peace and joy encompass tin e.
1 watch them where they dance and shin
A id love them—for their
beauty's thin

t H er men's
grave- :
this man's eye i- dim:
Throw the earth over him.

V retired

so

•What was the white you touched.
There, at hi- side:
Paper hi- hand had clutched
Tight ere he died:—
Mc-sage or wish may be:—
smoothen P out and*sec.

Hardly the orst of ullere could have -miled!
»»nly the tremulouWords of a child
Prattle, that ha- for -top.1 u-t a few ruddy drops.

—

Look ! She i- sad to mis-.
Morning and night.
Hi-—her dead father's—ki--.
Tries to be bright.
Pood to mamma, and sweet.
That i- all. •*Murt/U'-riir."
Ah. it’ beside the dead
Slumbered the pain:
Ah, if the heart- that hied
Slept witii the -lain !
it the grief died!
Hut no:—
Heath will not have it

Death

of the

happen

it

FOUNDRY CO. Attorney
HARDEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me.
General Foundry & Machinists

iii

the

Justice

Miller'*

Game

Cock.

Abbott, Mr. Chase, and all the well known
and workmen of the establishment, will
be found at the new place, ready to wait upon cusMr.

muscular strength as well as physically.
He has lifted 1700 pounds ol iron, and a
blow with his massive fist and long arm
is so powerful that on one occasion, when
some twelve or fifteen sailors went out to
Ids place to “raise a muss,” he thrashed
the whole lot and threw them one by one
out of the door just as one could throw so
many babies, and during that operation
lie dared not double his list lor fear his
blows might prove fatal to some of the
rowdies. “Abe" formerly carried on the
business of a cooper, and used to come to
town with his load of barrels. On one occasion, while stopping at the “Red TaJackson
vern,” lately known as tiie
House,” and' which is now torn down, a
snob from town, who was out there with
his turnout in the shape of a livery horse
and buggy, got into a difficulty with Abe,
and having insulted him in some way or
another, Abe resented it by lilting the
buggy right up and straddling it across
the fence, and then got on his wagon and
drove off to town, whistling as though
nothing was the matter, and leaving the
luckless dandy to get his buggy off the
fence as best he was able.

Hayford Block,

We are prepared to do jig sawing and wood turning, in any amount and style. Raving just put on
some new
can now

and

expensive tools for the purpose, we
planing to 20 inches, and turn
10 feet lengths.

execute iron

shafting up to
Orders left at the office over Geo. F. White’s,
Phenix Row, will meet with prompt attention.
W. W. CASTLF, President & Manager.
ISAAC C. ABBOTT, Sec’y & Superintendent.
%fl2
Belfast, Sept. 22, 1873

Church Street,

No. 10 Main

A.

BLOCK, BELFAST.
&

BLODGETT

St., (Set"oor) Belfast,

Physician* Surgeon
AI.DWKI.I.’S Book
Store, Main St.

YITHILK INTEND INC ALWAYS
Choice Stock of
\\

A11 kinds of Furniture, I. M. BOARDMAN,
nvr^RircE
Cloth Goods, Chamber Suits, Cane and
Wood Seat Chairs of all kinds, Lounges in
HAIR
INSURANCE BROKER!
and Damask, Bedsteads of all kinds. Caskets
Office, No. 23 Main St.,
tfio

Al.I. KTXDS 0 F 11E PA 111IX C DOXK.

ami of
ure

BELFAST.

in Ids

to

—

ISM'S received
to

on
as

depositors

has the

terms a? liberal and favorany Savings Bank in the

B.

—HAVE—

Constantly

on

hand a

Large

Stock

at store

Family
selling
at houses in lots to suit customers,
FOR delivered
at reasonable rates.
35tf
we are

or

I)

machine

WB

have

Ibbcrtiscmcnts.

just received

WKHoy’s and

room

prepared

SEVENTY-FIVE GOOD VEST MAKERS.

sell

to

tf-M

$ l.oo,

—

$-L5o.

$3,50,—$'4.oo,

Wednesday Evening. June 17. 1874.
-: <>

WBI.I.S.

Belfast, March *25, 1S74.

it

our

—

BY

we

are

(/XL )'

COATS

—

$ lo.oo.

Tarrant's Effervescent

Seltzer

Aperient,

J
|

tic best and mo-t reliable medicine ever offered
the people tor the above class of diseases. The
nur-ing babe it- brothers and sisters, its parents j
and grand parents, will all find this pleasant remedy
well adapted I'-*r their different complaints. For
sale 1»\ all druggi-1-.
as
to

fit's ami

EPILEPSY

of longest standing. by icing DR. HEBBARD’$ CURE. A bottle
sent fr«*t» to all addre-.-ing J. F. Dihhi i:i:, DrugN.Y.
gi.-t, sH f.th \\

positiv

1\ cured.

The

worst eases

FLOWERS.
C. K.. .4LLEV <dlYr~ hi-

surplus

stock of

CHOICE M.XED GLADIOLAS
at whoh -ah- for f > per loo, *?-jo per 1,000. Sent by
expre-- upi/u r»ceipt of price. Send for catalogue.
A-ldre<
«.. iLLEX.Qiicvna,^.!.

| BUY J. & P COATS’ BLALT

THREAD for prMACHIK
Kf

i_44wW<=c=
0

=

5^.

fr^Za,._

1*11,.

A queer book. 100,000 sold. Address T.
WILLIAM & co., Publishers, Philadelphia.

ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY
OF

CUBA.

Prospectus for W-l now readv. Address GEORGE
UPHAM, No.Wevhosset St.,' Providence, R. I.
sample bottle of Ailumioii'a
Botanic Balaam at all drug-

fiLL

Fnrr

Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for
Asthma, Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c.
Large bottles, ::r> cts. Dr. E. W. Kinsman, Proprietor. Augusta, Maine. $.»000 for a case it will not
cure! Try it.
ists’.

THREE

HUNDRED

EIGHT

and invites
«

VALUED

AT

a

Pity!

A. E. DURHAM
At the old Stand will persist in ^implying the
hundreds of his old customers with a Prime
A

It T I C L K

O V

Fi-eMi Halibut,
Fresh Cod,
Fresh Haddock,
1 lalibut’s Fins,
Tongues & Sounds,
Smoked
Halibut,
Smoked Salmon,
Had< 1 i<?s, Mackerel.
Ate,,
Ate..
Ate.
lie also

keeps

stocked up iu

SCITS.

lie calls attention

coated, they

vegetable,

ewuything

for

Family

FRANCIS J. HUNTER & CO.
Belfast, Maine.

Saved 0 a

Penny

Patent Medicine
PURE DRUGS

CHEMICALS,
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CIGARS,
SPONGES, &C.,

High

Streets,
assortment of

Who lias also a large
TRUSSES and SUPPORTERS
All of which he offers very cheap for
cash.
Please call and examine before
purching elsewhere.

{^Physicians’ prescriptions carelully
compounded.

NOTICEST

United States.
CAL-

/

j

DERWOOD, Bankrupt.

Hi

District of
,,

Bankruptcy.

IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
been presented to the Court, this 10th day of
April, >874, by Emery A. (Adderwood of Waldo, a
Bankrupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a
full discharge from all his debts, provable under the
bankrupt Act, and now on the 27th day of April,
1874, upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a
hearing be
had upon the same, on the first Moudav of
September, A. D. 1874, before the Court in Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’clock, A. 31., and that the second
meeting of the creditors of said bankrupt, be held
before Chas. Hamlin, Esq,, Register, on the 27th
day of May, 1874, and the third meeting of the same
on the 27th day of Mav, 1874, and that notice thereof be published iu the baugor Daily Whig &, Courier
and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
said District, once a week for three successive weeks,
and once in the Weekly Bangor Courier, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have
proved
their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WAI. P. PREbLE,
•lw’4;{
Clerk of District Court for said District.

THIS

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine.
In the matter of ISAAC NES3(1111 & THADDKL'S 1. IlL'X- ,■ In Bankruptcy.
>
FORD, Bankrupts.
DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.-At Belfast, the ml
day of April, A. D. 1874.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as assignee of the joint and individual estate of Isaac C. Nesmith and Thaddeus I. Iluxlord, of Brooks, in the County of Waldo, and State
of Maine, within said District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts upon their own Petition, by the
District Court of said District, tiled 31 arch 20, 1874.
3w4S
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.

Hka<

In the District Court of the United Status f,,,- the
District of Maine.
In the matter of JOSEPH JACK- I
< 1,1 Bankruptcy.
SON, Bankrupt.
DISTRICT OF MAINE, S.S.-At Belfast, the 22d
day of April, A. D. 1874.
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment as assignee of Joseph Jackson, of
of Waldo, and State of
Prospect, in the
3Iaine, within said District, who has been adjudged
a Bankrupt upon his own Petition,
by the District
Court of said District, filed Oct. lo, 187,‘L
3w43
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,

THE

GEO. T. READ.

of

the

United States.

In the matter of EMERY A. CAL-

DERWOOD, Bankrupt.

\

T

has

good

Corn and Flour business

lit'

keeps on hand all parts of Sewing Machines.
Shuttles, Bobbins, Screw drivers, Needle.', ifcr, ANo
all kinds of keys for locks.

Successors to Mace &

A

CO

,

Hurd,

Plain and

Fancy Confectionery,
Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Cigars,
Tobacco, Wrapping Paper, Twine,

Corner MAIN and CROSS Streets, Relfast, .Mai lie.
beg leave to inform their friends and the public
generally, that they are now prepared to wait upon
them at short notice. All orders by mail prompt!
attended to.
A. A. 11 CRD,
tf.il
J. W. COOMBS.

—DEALER

Furnishing Goods.
Plows, Pumps, Lead Pipe,
Sheet Lead.

Fancy Goods,
Holiday Goods, Clocks, &c.;
Recently burned out, has started again with a new
and complete stock, in Western Corner Store, upper
si.k' of Main St., Stockton, Me.
Prices as LOW as the LOWEST. Repairing done
OniTi
at Sight.

quired.

jIn Vankrvptcy.

second and third general meetings of the
creditors of said Bankrupt will be held at Bdfc
fast, in said District, on the 27th day of May, A. D.
1874, at ten o’clock, A. 31 at the Custom House, before Chas. Hamlin, Es^., one of the Registers in
in said District, for the purposes named
in the Twenty.seventh and Twenty-eight Sections
of the Bankrupt Act of 3Iarch 2, 18«>7.

AMERICANHOUSE
GENERAL RENOVATION

NEW FURNISHING.
The subscriber informs his old friends and
the public that he has resumed the management of the American House, and that he
will proceed at once to renovate it from top
to bottom and refurnish it with entirely
new furniture, and in all respects make it one of the
best hotels in the State.
Having had long experience in tin* hotel business,
he flatters himself that travellers and guests who
patronize the American House will find a good table,
good rooms and attentive waiters.
II N. LANCASTER.
Belfast, Nov. 1*0, 187.'!.
2‘,'tf

Bankruptcy

Flour, Tea, Roasted and Green Coffee,
Sugar, Molasses, Pork, Fresh Butter,
of
JOSEPH WILLIA3LSON, Assignee,
a
wall
i.s
masonvery strong
Society
and Cheese, in short every thing
3w4.‘l
Belfast, April 27, 1874.
be
it
may
"snapped
ry, as it now stands;
class Grocery Store.
in the course of a thousand years, but that is usnally found in a first
orders promptly attended to, and goods deliverstormed in a day—no! \ou dash your ed All
in any part of the city.
head against it—you scatter your brains,
TflHIS is to certify that I have
given to my son
and you dislodge a stone. .Society smiles
LOBSTERS
(ioodwin A. Kenney, the remainder of his time
in scorn, effaces the stain, and replaces the Brought in every morning FREIU and I¥EW, until lie is twenty-one years of age. I shall therefore claim none of his
wages or pay any of his debts
stone. I no longer war against society. wind and weather permitting.
after this date.
WILLIAM KENNEY.
I do war against a system in that society
Witness A. W. Kknni!y.
A. E. DURHAM.
4\v43
Belfast, April 28, 1874.
Knox, April 27, 1874.
which is hostile to me. [Bulwer.
*2w44
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Freedom Notice.

largest ships along

he

found.

For

a

or

-ati-

\nu.vth
and I >

AMKKTCAN

is

in

Medi.iie-

B.

The Peruvian Syrup,
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\l,
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S.
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i: a

GREEN
t II it i:

:

GREEN,
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SETH W. FOWLE & SONS,
.Vo. 1
?3»>i.i>

it

not

Commerce St.,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

SALEIV! LEAD GO

Street, Itoston.

COLEMAN.

on

IIEAGAN.

J

Warranted PURE WHITE
LEAD.-Well
known throughout New England as the WHITEST,
FINEST, and BEST.
LEAD TAPE, r>-8 in. wide, on reels for Cur
tain Sticks.
LEAD RIBBON from l-f> to 8 inches wide,
on reels lor liuimers.
LEAD PIPE, of any size or thickness.
At lowest market prices for goods of
equal quality
dm3?
Address SALEM LEAL) CO., Salem, Mass

I
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Hilton

«.

gifts:

ro Bf DISTRIBUTER IN

X*.

D.

Until

SINE’S

REGULAR

nv>>

MONTHLY

Monday, June 8th,

To Bo drawn

i.iiand

\ri r\i

.

1874.

«>j--

S.^nOOdirh in liriTiilMcks'
Two Prizes $1000 ;

Proprietors^
m.kai.i.y.

1

tin1 t’onntrv!

g

Valuable

in

Plticc, Itostoll.

l>;;u;i.isr-i

il't IlM

J~s( >« >„< M m »

Five

Prizes

$500-

Ten

Prizes

$100

11

n
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n-.i i.
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■

it. k i.i

»-!>.•■.

ll.

« MVulairoiCaillill a lull ii-t ot pn/u .a tl. -r! .}
ti.ni ui tin- nianiirr oi .liau in$r, aid utlmr inn rinatioi
iui-fft-r, mo to tin* l)is!ril.iiti,ni. u ill It.- -i-nt t,. a.
"it. ona rin-c 11mm
\ II 1- 11
imi>i !•.
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main tn-Ki.

!L. D. SINK. Box SH.
101 W. Fifth St.
Cincinnati, O.

retain all their medieimil '/Utilities.
Then inrariabtg cure or
great!g retiree the following com-

plaints : Dyspepsia, Jaundice,
Liver Complaint, Loss of Appetite, Headache, Bilious Attacks,

Kidney Diseases, Female Dilliculties. Lassitude, Lou Spirits,
General Debility, and, in fact.
eccrpthing caused bp an impure
state of the litood or deranged
condition of Stomach, Hirer', or
Kidneps. The aged /iml in the
Quaker Hitters a gentle, soothing
stimulant, so desirable in their
declining pears. Xo one can remain long unwell ( unless afflicted

v

an

incurable disease) after

taking a few bottles of the
Hitters.

Prepared by Dr.

i maker

II. S. Fllul & Co.

SALE

ItuiWlM"

Kef erring to tin* above, the undersigned would inform his triends and the trade in general, that thank
tinl for past favors. In* cheerfully recommends the
new Firm to his former
patrons who, with enlarged
accommodations and facilities, will he aide to meet
the wants of the comnmnitv promptly and at satis
II. II. .mil \son.
factory prices.

WANTED!
Variety

DDDHF, Brook*, Ale
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Bleaching.

»“y “Id iMistoim-rs, and am «111:111
A tity
new ones, that I am read\
t“ iveei\e
II A I S and liO.WLTs in anv (>l AN I I I Y to be
made into the LA l’KS I STYLES with NKATNKSS
ai d
I ('ll. At the
sign ol' the Straw Works
Last Side of the Liver.
S. A. M.A< K.
Belfast, April s, ISM.
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MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the proci-- i- ri ini« r« 1 nuuh h j.ainte
ami tedious tiian !•.' lie onl un
ed ill Huhliel1 or « elhllt.id I'a
lie lias the countr\ ri^hr for in
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I .-eth insert
per■'•oils J.retfl
of

Dr. Folsom's Improved Denial Plates.
makim- ami insert injr
Particular :ttf« nriou ;-i ..-u
ifln
artificial teeth
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I

Liberty streetvNew
Charcoal
Wire

Succe-.sor to Ur. C. MOORE.

I olM

In ndtlri »-rd

in
I

nil.

-■

Manufacturers. Trenton, N. J-,

jSjT

PARKER, WILDER & CO.,
Or

-hi.lll.l il.Mi

DR. Cr. P. LOMBARD.

God Duck.

I’rifBS iuD«l*T.itb

I:,m;:.-i

EVERY WIIEIIE.

Sold in Belfast by Ft. IF MOODY-

|^

Mil.I

»«•!..

JNO. A. ROE BUNG’S SONS,

--

Oape

I

DENTISTRY!

At their Great Medical Depot,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
FOIi

GALVANIZE*.

FOR

Dandelion, d uni per, and other
berries, and are so prepared as to

Co-partnership.

I

P

mi

-V"

only lldialilr

Hi.'

posed of choice Hoots, Herbs,ami
Hailes, among which arc (Jentian, Sarsaparilla, Ifi/d Cherrg,

Air 1; have I his day formed :• partm i-hip fur 11;«•
▼ V transaction of the Dry Hood' lm-in.
under
the name of II. II. .lull NSoN \ ( o.
Having opened a room with special reference to
AVHOI.FSA I.F TliADK, w e have purchased the
Stock in Store on such terms as will enable us to
give good bargains, and shall open this week a .New
and desirable Stork of St vi't.i: and |\\. * Hooik.
AVe would call atlention of the ladies to onr
SPitixii Fashions in MILUNHKA (ioops.
A. L. AVIIlTi:.
C. K. .JOHNSON,

S.

:

*?

These celebrated Hitters are com-

\i-|ed bet w < en
•-partner.-lii}> hich ha
undersigned i thi- dav dissolved bv unit ii.il
II. II. JOHNSON,
t.‘,d, Wl.
i;. Johnson.
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Single Tickets SI.GO Six Tickets $5.00
Twelve Tickets $10.00:
Twenty-five
Tiekts $20.00.
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Book-keeper to
Store and Vest Shop.
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well broken, and suitable for teami up or ot her In a\
work.
I'o be seen at the Stable of
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Number of Gifts 6,500
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GHAS. G. BLATCHLEY,
Manufacturer,

and Host
\rrive

lea

!>an,.:ii-r
Ikr‘
Portland

W n'd.a,.,;
\V
r.

■

rill.Kl. Vs. I.IM.VN s YIP,I YN I .»t Mi.ul ill*
in tin* <’omits of \Y:i!i|,i, and State >>i .Main,
t went\
bird day oft »eloh,-i\ A. I >. Is,-.,;, un a :
■rayed i<» me, the subscriber, by his mortyuye deed
of that date, a certain parcel '<>i' land situated in
Montvillr, and hilly described in -aid nmrtyay<
deed, which i- recorded in \\ a Ido Keyi-,1 rv of Deed-,
Book h.l. I’ayc
to which record reference is
hereby made tor a description of the premises ; and
whereas the condition of -aid mortyaye has b< u
broken, I claim to foreclose the same, and for that
purpo-e yive this public notice according to tinStatute in such cast tuade and prtn ided.
■M Ait Y A. I It V N A N.
Mont\ die. April
1 ; I.
:;u hl

(
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LIGHTEST AND

for the least money. Attention
is especially invited to lilatchlev’s
Patent Improved llracket & New
Drop Check- Valve, which can be
withdrawn without removing the
Pump, or disturbing the joints.
Also, the Copper Chamber,which
never cracks or scales, and will
outlast any other.
For sale by Dealers & the Trade
generally. Inquire for Jllatchley’s
tor sale in vour town, send direct

U

I

n

>

II! l\iin\

Pamphlets Free.

PAINT!
s h

■

Protect-

stitution.
Thousands have been changed,
by the use of this remedy, from,
weak, sickly, suffering creatures. to strong, healthy, and
happy men and. women; and
in eat ids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
Sec that each botile has
PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass.

LUCAS & CO'S
i. i. i:

a

Commissioners meet at the Thorndike Station,.-,
called, in Thorndike, on Tuesday the Dth day ..f
June next at ten o’clock A. M., and tln-nce prof**. >1
to view the route set forth in the petition; immedi
atelv after which at >onn* convenient place n tin
vicinity, a hearing of the parties and tIn ir witmwill be had, and such further nn a im
taken in tin
premises,,as tin* Commissioners shall judge prop.
Audit is furth-r
>/, that notice ot thetinn.
place and purpose of the Commissioner-' meet ing
aforesaid, be given to all persons ami < orporatloiu
interested, by serving an atic-ted ( op;, oi' -aid Feti
tion with this Order thereon, upon the
h-rks of the
towns ot Freedom, l nity, Knox and l horndike, and
by posting up the same in three public place- in
said towns, and i,v publishing the .-aim in the !.’•
publican Journal, a public newspaper published in
said Countv ; said publication and each of the other
notices to he thirty days before the time appointed
for said view, that all may appeal and bc'iienrd it
thev think proper.
W.
Fin C.
lerk.
Attest,
«
op\ of petition and Order el * one.
O
;,w
W.
H
Fill
F, C|, k.
Attest,

hesitation in

<

j

e

energizing effects are not followed bg corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, rigor, and new
life into at! parts of the system,
and building up an Iron Con-

Sin ei. \ugusta, M*
I.arge l.otth tin cheap, -t.
u
reined;., s i.non !',.j- a ca

State of Maine.

able consideration at the Patent Office.
EDMl'ND BCRKF, late ComVr of Patents.”
“Mr. K. II. Fi>i»v lias made for uie over 1 11 IB TV
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads nieto recommend
all inventors to apply to him to
procure their pa
tents, as they may be sure of having the most faithful attention bestowed upon their cast s; and at v< ^\
reasonable charges.
JOHN TAGGART.”
1 yr_*r.
Boston, Jan. 1, ISM.

SWISS

Proprietor

III nm ddls/\s.

■,

«

■

C. A. COOMBS, Supt.

Diseases of the Kidneys and
Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the biood, or arcompanial bg debility or a tow
state of the system,
living free
from Alcohol, in any form, its

WALDU, ss County Commis-ioiier-'Court. \pt .i
Term, A. D. ls?4.
On the foregoing petition,D/vh r. </, That thei unt;

St., opposite Kilby St., Boston

wOHN

I /. /.’ /M

A

Bladder,

,■ .,///,
To the Cunnt'j
of Waldo.
rl"Ml \ undersigned citizens m’ 1 nm. uni v i.-m
JL ity, in said omit;, woubl re.-pent fully rep re-cut
that public interest demands that a rmui -liould l.<
located and built, cuunuencing at the l'o t Othce in
Freedom village, and running in ;i North eu-terl;
direction, on tin* mo.-t feasible route t«) the Dahroad
Station, near A. 1\ Dumps in Thorndike.
h .-. aid
We therefore r- nue-'t your Honors to
route, and locate the same, it' ad\ i a 1 *1 at a- aid;
u day as pract icable
f. s. M.l.N, ami h- other
Freedom, December dd, Is

assuring inventors that
they cannot employ a man more'comjwtcnt amt trust
worthy and more capable of putting their applica
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favorno

<

•

plaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous A tl'ect ions,
Chills
and
Covers, Humors,
Doss of t onstitntional Vigor,

i.

nut cure.

Foil

an

f»(Mi

Teaming purposes.

Gw41

will

IESTIMONIAFS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as oneol the in -t capable and
successful practitioners with whom I have had m
< HA RFEs M AS< >N
licial intercourse.
( om’s’r of Patent -.'

1 ump, and
to

a

1874.

AMI

cent
and
for a better

$;>,000

extensive practice of upwards of do
years, continues to secure Patents in the I'nited
States; also in Great Britain, France, and other for
eign countries. Caveats, Speeilieations, Assign
nieiits, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Researches made to ilr
termine the validity and utility of Patents of lnven
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
matters touching tin* same.
Copies of the claims of
Asany patent furnished hy remitting one dollar
signments recorded in Washington.
Xo Agency in the t'nitcA states possesses suptrior
facilities for obtaining Patents or iiseertaininy tin
patentability of inventions.
All necessity of a journey to Washington t«> pro
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay
there, are
here saved inventors.
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n
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train fmfn Bn-ton. a pa
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: do, t * Bi -iton
liucklaud to Portland
s 1.7,0.
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Freight : rain- 1. a\
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Fr. iyht leaviiii;- liockkunl .,:
1! i>• dom Boston next nioruiu.'
1 1
Freight h*:i\ a Bosti at
Ito. klaml m >.t .lav at II p m.
I MOL'lit car: n d at low 11 -.

ed Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to hare
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simjdest
food. It increases the quantity
of Suture's then Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, anil
cures *•« thousand ills," simply
by Toning uji.In vigoruting and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the. body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid, secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspopyia, Joivoi* Com-

unfailing reined; fur
llti.UtsllMIss

Water

CTCCMdiFIt WOOD
Pl'MP, Tasteless, Durable Effi3 cient
and Cheap. The best Pump

Foung Sound Horses,

or

Ft >HFI<. X

SNUFF

I I i. I Mo in la
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i-i m and >kowh"_rui
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MAKES THE WEAK STRONG*

a-t

Price

KLATCIILErS

Iowa,

Man Wanted
upwards, to work
years of uge
farm in Prospect. Fair wages will be paid
EIGHTEEN
ARTHUR

X !)

GERMAN

N

A

••

ml,its.

re

H. EDDY

R

Z)

ARRIVED

D.

it

of

A

Reasonable.

suitable lor Livery, Stage, and
Can be setyi at s'* West Dedham
4"'42

erected

ARRANGEMENTS

BIov of

\i. » ni.viisr-.
11

F. W. KINSMAN,

six sears old in .June may be found in
my stable this Season.
I believe him to be the most valuable stock horse
in this section of the State for beauty, business, and
travel, combined.
Four of his colts, speaking for themselves, can be
examined in my fmstun any day.
They are baud
some, powerful and fleet. To Warrant $10.
A. <h JKWKTT
3m41

—

for Sale lroin

buildings

IWINTE.

MASS.

him.i, n/inxt hi ns. i \ rr.rr\
I. SOUKXF.SS. r,/n,
rni:<t.\T.

s

in the best

ami durability. Dealers and Consumers should use
no other.
For sale by dealers
generally and at
wholesale by
J. PORTER & CO.,
Sole Agents for New England,
Minns:!;*.
India Street, Boston.
Manufacturers & Dealers in Paints.uils & Varnishes.

hand and

on

put

t"

f.t«<

von*

uv

«

CA

THOMPSON’S.

Prospect Ferry, April 0,

;

Notice to Horse Owners!

NOTICE

Head of flood

It

WM. H. SIMPSON
tftW
Belfast, March Tl, 1x74.

T R I M M E I)

Thirty-Four

*

CO., LOWELL,

stand-

HAVE NO EQUAL
for brilliancy of color, covering
properties, linenes-.

—

Of every Style and Size

Jl-TtJST
and

a 1;

will not tttttki to n IttliL—. lull u ill t-fi- •■nt tin
from -preading throughout the whoh -ub
of the lungs, therefor*.* facilitating r< <\« r\
It is prepared from Vegetable l.xtraoi- and Dark-,
and the Ital-mm i
of wonderful healing prop* 11!«
highly recommended h; physieiaii clergMueii, and
otiier-, testimonial- lV-.-m wiiom 1 an fnmi-h without number.
S.
It i plea ant !■■ tak.
Don’t fail to 11 > it.
b|..\,n in tin
that the mime uf F. W. Kin-m \n
hottle.
-a
Hij Sample Dottle- and circular-fre,

It
ilia

THEY

C OFFINS

Prices

can

a

«•

ton at 11
Oil t lie 1"

most brilliant in tbe ntarkot.
id: nr nm ui iL
rnr.xcn cukjx,
in:Dim imdi kiai.
ii:i:.xcii i:i:i:j x

CASKETS

T1IE

good tenant.

Hay. Produce, Lumber

additional

F.nquire

“I have

C.

to a

the

I'm «*otaf it

being purely

take, and

to

C() N S U M P T (

Simpson’.- W harf,

a-

a

Heine sugar

eilictual.

as

»// Jtl.sl.A Sh'S U ADI \

which the Portland

at

the wharf will be

No. 76 State

IN—

Stm, Tin Ware, Kitchen

J.

vni>

III. si

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur Inventions, Trade Hark' or IlfsigBs,

S. A. RENDELL.

SHORT

i

My Morgan Colt (iFXKKAL (J BA NT,

Wholesale Dealers in

—

ill'll IIS.

•-

-; o

Ke I

n;vnm, it. a.

performed

cur*

.-

Sewing Machines, Guns, Pistols, Locks, factory tenant
Umbrellas, Parasols, &c., Repaired.
condition, and

Manufacturers and

laying

Xo better location fora

District of
lt

"I

-B._G.

tf;h

term of years

a

facilities for

UMllMHt

Iron in the Blood

GREAT DISCOVERY!

A

side, with two large and convenient store Houses.

it \\ alker

cutler

No. 46 Main

Assignee.

District Court
Maine.

vi.

Aii

land, known

an

always l»a»«»

R/EDER'S

Makers-

L well known Wharf

will be let for

MACHINIST.

County

rn

by all 1 >niggi-g

Sobl

Wharf to Let!
steamer-

—

Skin

partie take t he »ood to their

Belfast, March 10, ts7L

Til

I*

H

MTt 11IDI V IAT.
t-rncral
ail. loot of Siat, Str,

^

el M

n \i\i;

entirely harmh-s
t* 1:;;

POTF & QUIMBY.

Sugar and Molasses Corn
Cakes, Corn Candy,
Cocoanuts, &c.. &c.

R. H. MOODY’S

In the matter of EMEItY A.

Earned.”

made on or before the 1st of any
be placed upon interest every
May and November) and the luteie.A
computed upon the'same in June and December.
Deposit* received daily at tin Banking Boorn.from
9 to l'J A. M-, and *_> to \ P M. Saturdavs from u to
!'! A M
John H. Qi imhv, Treas.
ASA PAI N* L Pi. -’t.
Belfast, July in, 1870.

(Successor to \

Suit

Will let responsible
homes to make.

ifriMi th«‘ cEiiinifr: lion im j»rov«»«l
ikiftN.il organs lian1 l>«*c'oiiift*.
niuNt

W<* would give notice to all parties understanding
the making ot BOY’S SUITS. or, tesirous «»t
learning, that we have gone into tin- manufacture of
that branch of Clothing, in connection with our
Vest lhisine-s, ;fhd want a large number of

DEPOSITS
month, will
month, (except

o«

St«*iii«*inlM*r that

Bov's Suit Makers ! !

Croocl

A. A. HURD

District Court of the
Maine.

K

NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT

THE PEACE TO BUY YOUIl

BANKRUPT

\

Bank.

Savings

For Sale at M. P. WOOD
:tmos:»r

Cor, Main and

in the Jl

Belfast. F« 1*. J-L 1>74.

"A Penny

easy

DR. J. C. AYER &

WANTED !

business,

well

a

are

ANDREWS.
Huyford Hlock, Belfast.

his

and

11

toiir

o-

*«mo- :I

Belfast

are

tln-v

A.

public patronage.

Highest prices paid

$3,000.00

Will be distributed among the holders of tickets to
said Rail on the day above named, consisting of
A nice House and Lot, Elegant Chamber Sets, Par
lor Organs,
Sewing Machines, a Ladies'
and Gents’ Gold Watch, Decorated Toilet
Sets, Silver Butter Dishes, Mattresses.
SplendidChromosin Walnut Frames,
Corner Brackets, Sets of
Knives and Forks, Fancy Kerosene Lamps, Silver
Napkin Rings, Silver Fruit Knives, Silver I.ad
les, Fancy Lava Flower Pots, Parlor Spit
toons, Glass Sets, Bohemian China and
Fancy Vases, Walnut Picture Frames
and C A S H
A full list of the PRESENTS will he found on the
Tickets.
4-jS*The House and one-half acre lot to be given
awa> is pleasantly situated at the HEAD of the
TIDE VILLAGE, North Belfast, .'5 4 of a mile from
City Point Depot,—is one and a half storv 27x4:5,—
Ell, 18x20, contains ten rooms. i> perfectly sound
and in good order, recently painted and is suitable
for two families. There is a good well of water on
the premises; also, about 15 Apple Trees. A good
title will be given. Distribution of Presents will
commence at 8 o’clock, a. m. Wednesday, June 17.
Those entitled to GIFTS who are not present at
the distribution will be duly notified.
A correct register of the number of the ticket, and
the name and residence of the holder will be kept
Those out of town who wish for tickets can obtain
them by addressing

and

to

i 111

S

ill

a

Indiges-

elsewher*-.

Swan’s Wharf.

on

send certificates

dren, because mild

good assortment of Woollens, Tweeds and Fur
nislnng Hoods constantly on hand.
You will save money by calling on us before pur-

and 01.0 M K f A I. line.

THE

What

huilding

new

storing sails,

and

AND

PRESENTS!

Tickets $1.00 each.
COCK’S Bookstore.

*h^k

S

the

M
1 9!

l;

and of great benefits tin y have derived from these
Hills.
f'hev are the safest and be-t physic for cliil

Having Superior facilities lor making, repairing

.JZ^r~.

£pgXg«^~
*-

5

to

best citizens,

—

chasing

KILBY,

,-

lock
<

1

OXL Y

A

Mas removed liis SAIL LOFT and JI NK MIoP

C.

•.

v.

Diseases, Biliousness,

SpringStock of Mi n’s,

$0.00,—$$.00,—and

MEX'S
$7.50.

CHARLES R. THOMBS
Tl»«* IV «•»«» Hen of tilt* Land, the Divine
the Physician, the Judge, use daily, in their own
homes, and n commend to all invalids and sufferers
from l>vspep.-ia, Mek Headache, Sour Stomach, Cos- !
tivenr<«, Heartburn, Indigestion, Piles, Bilious Attack-. Liver Complaints, Hout and Rheumatic Atfeetions, Nature’s own great and good Remedy.

.ju.-ilit

Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors which will hy its umI N I 1i
and ;(m
and Salt Rheum, Worms,.Gout, Neuralgia, hundreds of dollars.
as a Dinner Pill, and Purifying the Blood,
Do not take anv oilier jir«>|iaration.lint
are the most congenial purgative yet pert*cted. Their
I *»«* suri* la oltc.iin iln* above. I'riee .'l.»
effects abundantly show how much they excel all
| cft*ntN. S or Nal«* l»> It 14 II Hill II.
other Hills.
I'hey an* sale and pleasant t" take, hut llOOin < om4*i- Ifiain «,V Ifliurli itceeli
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors BK<-lfa»t.
|
of the blood; they stimulate, the sluggish or di~
and they impart health
ordered organ into action
and tone to the whole being,
i'hey cun not onlv
but
the every day complaints ol every body,
.Most skill
formidabU and dangerous di-eaM
ful physicians, most eminent clergymen, and our

(oats,
Hants, and Vests.
$>.00,— $10.00, —$13.00,. $10.0(1, —$'J0,iin.
Men’s Hants and Vest only $4.00.
A tine assortment of Spring Styh
AH> just received.

."

REMOVAL!

•-

MUSIC

1

CAPTAIN

W ill l.:u.' IC.iilr- :i 1 W
IV.r i:i n.l. .-very Mon
U ii'M-im ainl I i.. i. v \
w
I
hi
o’clock, conmiciiciii!' April 1 -r, i'i.p Bangor. ot ai.ir a> tin- ice will
rm '.
t
i«*li 11
at
Kockuu.i
< aiinlcn,
l.incoluv i 1 It*. Belfast. Sent sport
Sat l>
1'eilll I111 k J »? f. \\ ; 11 r|r 1,1 ILuilJallll.
Ill tuniilig uilll. avi i*.:In:
* \«
v
\\ .1
Mo.nla
in '<la\
aiiil l ri«la> Mornings at
o'clock t-meim,*
at tiie aliot
nano *i lmnliiiL- an,t in# in Portland

4

^Eruptions

$5.oo,—and—$0.(m>.

Spring Hats for Badie.*, Misses and
B.

of Richmond,

j

Dyspepsia,

sr/TS
oXL}'
$4.50, each.-$L5o, each.-$4.50, each.-$4.5o

RECEIVED, ALL THE

Children.

S T E A M K H

.»t

tion, Dysentery, Foul
Stomach and Breath.
Erysipelas, Headache,
Piles. Rheumatism,

('TTLLRREX'S

BELFAST.

«»

•

i i;iN(;

f.OOBS!

('(UTS

$5.oo,

—

WEEK.

Costiveness Jaundice

public.

Childrens’Clothing which
greatly reduced prices.

ROT'S

MILLINEKT!
HAYFORD HALL JUST
Latest St vies

THREE TRIPS PER

convince >011 of it* aontlcr.nl

curing thin tile dinorder: in
fiict rots tt ill he cured, and then,
^id not
till tlis'Ei. tt ill.von look like tlae follott-

FOR

at

MJ.'X'S

I'OTl. .t (Jl 1.MBY

Belfiist, Dec. IP, 187:;.

!■•

BANGOR^

merit in

Cathartic Pills

CLOTHING!

;our

Brice ac.-ordhur
If.:;

.-par.-.

CUTTING in all its BRANCHES promptly done, including (.entlenien's >11111 I S.

WAR!

have resumed work in
and want

t..

it. it port.

Vests Victorious !
-;

noon

h

INS IDF LINE TO

SNUFF

JA Y E R ’S

3mos30

WAR!

wIs

>

PLUMMER

WAR!

SIZE3,

\Yi>r Win

at

oill

GERMAN

care

Material

April 3(1, 187::.—tf4S

—OF—

COAL OF ALL
Use, which

Subscriber,

R/EDER’S

lv

■.*<».

ALL THE PURPOSES Oia FAMILY PHYSIC

that In has ever been able to oiler to the
Also a Hood A—ortment of

For sale bv the

A few 1

OF

—

tffice hours from 0 o’clock A M., to 1 o’clock I’.M.
.IAMBS G. l’BNDLKTON, I’res’t.
imlo
ClIAS. F. CORDON. Treas.

Clothing
COAL!
BRADLEY’S
COAL! X. L. SUPERPHOSPHATE
FlltNlSIIlNk
Wm. Pitcher & Son

»

April

Belfast,

regard!*- -s of F.xpi-m e."
N«>w Booking orders for Fggs for early delivery.
ash C> accompany or h r.
*'•££> $3.00 per Doz.

The Best Stock

-: o :-

able
Dl-:r»
State.

any one .utfcrin^ from thin na.ntj
foul dUi'AM1 look at the above piclure of lain natal organs.
I iliort trial
of tlae remedy,

at

Bank.

Savings

Searsport

Stock selected with

|

ery thing
line,
plea.-inform his friends and Cu-tomers
that he has nmv

e\

>

I.et

Pure Bred Fowls

CUTIS, TMMBS.

Reps

and Coffins made a specialty. Picture Frames
of all kinds on hand and made to order at short no
tiee. Slipper and Wall Pockets made to orth r.

Importer and Breeder of the hauling varieties

1 JAM Kit

>

ATAHD1N, CAMBRIDGE,

WINTERPORT, MAINE.,

f<> KLEHA

per Week.

Trips

FARE TO BOSTON,
82 50
JLOWELL,
3 65
Ait Urijjlil mu -i lie ae'Miiipaiiii a 10 Btliof Lading
All Ip i rlt! hill- uiu-t he paid
in duplicate.
t:
delis 1 id' y;ooii<■1 11
Will-, Y^eut

anil

AVivOMI).

I It t: M

Hen is y L. Loitw

Corner Miller & Contl
press Sts.

<

ili.> IN life1 Four

.«n

apt. W i.i. \: IioiX,
;| r. .1 p .lOl’NSON,
Will I' a.
Belt.1.
f.
MOM) \ Y
WIDMSD.U
1111 I»i * A X
'\lUli\p
at J o'clock I'. 31
Heturniui'. will lease Boston evi rs MONDAY
I Hi 1: -1 ».V X X 1 i; i I * V d
li I. l>\\
.t
! -1’ M

FOWLS & EGOS.

ItKSIDKN< k

OFFICE

CO.,

Be Ye Clothed!

Maine.

K

1 Tices from 5?: hi to .s-JOO.
DIUMS AND FIFF.S for thu Soldiers.
Hu-best
<i FITARS for (iuitar players. In fact all musical
instruments in common use, of the best material,
imported or manufactured, and of reasonable prices.
Also all things needed to replace lo.-r parts of in
strumcnts. Violin and (iuitar string and all Musical
Merchandise. For *ale bv.
d.'C. IlAVNKs & n>
Court st., Boston.
(Opp. Court Ilou-e.

’#all and Examine Specimens.
Corner of Main & High Sts.

Manufacturers anti Dealers in

under the most imprudent circumstanAnd yet we hear of no society formed
to prevent this growing vice. A man eats
until he drops down and expires with apoplex.t In the roadside, when up comes
tin t
roner with a jury of twelve good
men and true, who pronounce a verdict
I tied from intemperance." So lie did, but
what kind of intemperance was it !J 1 have
heard more than one minister in the pulpit expatiate with great vehemence against
the sin of drunkenness whose very appearance was proof positive that he was preeniinenth guilty of gluttony."

i

Best Artists.

pThe

ELMER SMALL. M. D.,

Over

Twn Sie;t!m r<

Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double
Basses, and all Orchestral and Solo Instruments
Splendid Large Music Boxes.

Elegant Instruments. !

Kr

at Law!

Belfast,

AURA Mi HUNTS Fill; THE SEASON OF IN/A

Ami all other lininl Instrument-'.

ffllNew and Nico Rooms.
K Splendid Skylight.

me

JOHNSON,

Attorney

New Furniture Store
AT PEIRCE’S

E.

G.

LOWELL.

V\i>

ltO»TO\

Behold It as It Is.

A TOS,
BARICORNETS,
TONES, BASSES,

|photogmph Studio

T

Geo. F.

over

FOR--

IT. VMLK

STODDARD, D, D, S,
BELFAST, ME.

Manager’s office in Phenix Row,

Ladies,

A Cleveland paper relates a number of
anecdotes illustrative of the strength and
size of Abner Mcllrath, whom it dubs a
giant. Jt appears that Mcllrath is sixtyone years of age, and is six ieet seven and
a half inches, standing in his boots,
fairly
proportioned in form, without a pound of
waste flesh. He was and is a giant in

Counsellor at Law,

I) F. N T I S

White’s store.

Wanted

Giant.

r,I

CATARRH!
CATARRH!

__

Xo. 7 Pemberton Square,
ROOM 11.
3m38
BOSTON.

tomers.

®FLORENCE ^

Ohio

promptness and to turn out FIRST CLASS

Attorney &

Exchange.

or

I will sell the Farm on which 1 now
or will exchange it tor city or
vessel property. It is situated about
tl l-~ miles from the 1’. O. in this
city, at the intersection of the Little Liver road, so
called, with the road h ading through Nort-hport to
Lincolnville Corner. It contains ;-,0 acres of the
best of land, divided into tiling* and pasture is under good improvement; i- well watered and well
fenced; has a young, bearing orchard of engrafted
apple and pear trees ami an abundance of small
fruits upon it.
The buildings are a story ami half hou-e. with el 1.
wood-house, carriage-house and barn—all eonm eted,
finished, painted and in good repair. I
j»b usantness of situation and com *nit>i <•*• this plac*-i> unsurpassed. Call and s« *
I M. lb * A Kl >.M \ V
lbM.
tt in
Belfast, April

nickersonT

s.

supervisors

physician writes: "llow does
that amid the everlasting cry

Hcb)

f.

to

WORK.

Justice J. O. Miller, of New Castle,
New York. Superintendent of a Sunday
school in Alt, Kisco, tells tins story about
himself: “Aly wife had half a dozen Leghorn hens and a rooster which she thought
The Long-c .»nteNt4»d Suit of the
everything of. She had all the modern
FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE CO.
a gain.st Tie- Singer, \\ heeler iit Wilson,
improvements put into the lien house and
ami < h over & Baker ( ompanies, invou ing o\ er
took especial pains to see that her fowls
SLXI.OOO.
In final lr decided hr the
enjoyed all the luxuries that well regulated and orderly hens should enjoy.
One
Supreme Court of the United Ntatei
in l:n..r»f the FLORENCE, which alone has
day a triend of mine from Croton Falls
r.mb th> .\Fiiiopo/ij of lli'jh /‘rices.
>f
1
had
me
a
cock.
course
gave
game
THE NEW FLORENCE
to keep him in coop to prevent him from
In the OILY machine that aewa
exterminating the Leghorn rooster. Aly
backnark A forward, or to right A
wife disliked game fowls, and 1 had to
left.
KinipleNt—Cheapoil -Beit,
Sci.u l-ojt < ash om v. special Terms to
feed him myself. One morning the rooster
CLUIIt and IH lLKKr
got out. lie went straight for the mascuFlorence, Itlaaa.
April. 1*74.
line Leghorn. I pursued him and seemingly made desperate efforts to catch him.
But 1 took good care not to capture him
until In- had halt a dozen enchanting bat- 3 School Teachers
tles with
county for the Spring and Summer. $150
Leghorn. When I thought that in each
m on ill
Send l<>r circular giving full particuLeghorn had about all he could stand I por
lars
ZIEGLER N M'd liDV, Springfield, Mass.
cooped my chicken. Air- AIfiler wa- excited and I was very sorry about the acciTHE LAST NEW BOOK OUT.
The next night 1 went out to lind
dent
lie
subject i-all important, yet a puzzling one.
in
h:s
J
was
not
but
he
rooster,
coop.
my
It replenishes the Government treasury and imsearched the yard but could not lind him. poverishes the people; makes the rich poor and the
1 went into the kitchen and made inquiries poor rich; make- fools of wise men; exhausts the
wisdom of Legi>lution; makes men run mad and
of my wife.
The crusade has begun; on to
women }■■■ I sal.
“lie got out this morning," -aid Mrs. victory. Men or women wanted to canvass every
A <lilr«-s
towi
Miller
I.. STE1515INS, Hartford, Conn.
“How did he get out ?" said 1.
“I let lnm out,” said she.
itTJsyi IIOMAXCY, OK SOI L CHARMING.”
“Where did he go.” said I.
X How either sex may fascinate and gain the
“Into that pot,” said my wile, pointing love and affections of any person they choose, inThis Simple mental acquirement all can
stantly.
to the
steaming vessel on the stove.
Jo cents; together with a
possess, free, by mail, for
I haven’t had a game fowl since.
Marriage Guide”, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
An

announces

that since the tire he

to Fill all Orders

Prepared

with

en

have

would
London crowd.

establishment

public

superior tools of every description, Lathes, Planers,
&c., and is

ces I'

lie would show his visitors to the door
with the utmost politeness, turning the
handle and opening the door without assistance, and shaking hands with his departing guests Joe had one fault, lie

taught pick-pockets a lesson
pilfering line ot business which
have borne dangerous fruit in a

of this

Sale
live,

*^A11 business entrusted to him will receive
rompt attention.

has leased and fitted up the Wilder Foundry, at the
Head of the Tide, Belfast, and is supplying it with

one.

might

Manager

The

its customers and the

for

Farm

at Law!

By a close attention to business we hope to merit
against drunkenness wo never hear a word a share
of your patronage. Give us a call before
against its sister evil, gluttony ? I think purchasing elsewhere. Remember the place.
1 can assert with truth that, in a long pracPEIRCE'S
BLOCK.
tice. three have died among my patients
ALVIN BLODGETT,
fim32
GEO. DkPKOLW.
from overeating •where one lias died tront
drink. Whence comes apoplexy, paralysis,
dyspepsia and a host of other diseases,
but lrom too much and too rich food, tak-

Chimpanzee.

■'.!(n‘." the chimpanzee, which for three
y ears lias had the honor of a separate apartment in the monkey hou.-e at the London
Zoological Hardens, recently died after
about two months’illness. Of all the members of the ape tribe the chimpanzee is
probably the most tractable, and of the
chimpanzees Joe was perhaps the besttempered fellow that ever existed. The
readiness he always exhibited to learn any
new trick the ingenuity of his keeper could
devise was remarkable; and the good
temper lie always displayed when asked
to perform them for the benefit of visitors
He emulated the
was not less surprising.
achievements of lUonilin and Leotard witli
equal success, and seemed especially proud
of himself when he was ordered to go
through the series of gymnastic exercises
which embraced the teats that have made
tlie names of those men known ail o\er’■
the world.
It a nut were presented to him he would
lwt crack it in the usual way, but would
place it under the donor's foot, and assist
the process by administering a sharp blow
v itli his list on the toes of his
unsuspecting visitor. He always seemed devotedly
attached to his keeper, and when shut up
close in his room would summon him byrepeated knocks at the door. In the evening. when the time for bidding him “good
night’’ approached, he used frequently to
go into quiti a frenzy of grid, tearing his
hair, rolling on the floor, and screaming
out like a bad-tempered, spoiled baby with
Nevertheless, lie was
extra strong lungs.
really good-tempered, and was never
known to maliciously attempt to hurt any
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